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PREFACE

Thtough ihe auspices o the Supekkateadent and membek o the

whoa t boated oe the Na. on Pubtic Schoa System in Notton, lassaclut-

setts, the eoZtowing Engtish cutticaum ptogtam WaA compUed in a
thnee week sumet study by eout membets oe the EngZish Depattment.

The seventeen coutses wtitten-up ote based upon a ten-wee midi
coutse sttuctute eot juniors and seniots, and ate o6 an anctpitat
natute: bits t, the cutticutum is so designed that any ,Lasttuctot

(6amitian with the subject and using this ctitetial cowed teadily
teach such a ptogtam; and ,second, any student given the cutticutum
coutze packet, supptemented by annotated .teacher expeanations -
could independentty putsue and euZeiR the main objectives o6 the
COELAZe.

Thttough tteseattch matetiats exam PROJECT SPOKE in Notton, etom
ERIC Mictqche, litom the tesoutce texts, APEX and lOX, and 6tom
out own petzonat tesoutces, we Oa that we have devised, in these
coutses, ttue petliotmance objectives which meet out own paAticutat
needs, designed to setvice the students at Non -ton High Schoot.
The comptehenzive modees, hetein 6u niched, dot att out intent and
purpose, ate Ones WhiCh we have never seen pteseted in eutticuZums
in this atea of etsewhete.

FuAthamote, the seventeen midi courts es define% red on these

pages do not, howevet, comptise the who-ft midi sttuctuu. Within
the p_tezent yeast, ten add mane comes win, be developed in this
same eotmat.

To say "that the coukses ptezented in this document ate nished

ptoducts" wowed be an intettectually shoat-sighted s tatement. The

coutses must be gexibte and subject to change based upon not onty
a iiinat examination at the tetmination ye each coutze, but atm, bazed
upon!teachet evaLuation at welt as student evaeuation.

September, 1972

M. Lac tee Zwicket
MU. Dames Robbins

13tet Kin
M. Gtace 8. Kiennan,

Chaikman, Engtizh Depattment
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The creation of here Cours es emanated _.z,om the excha
of i_deas durn6 many meeting, between volurteer studcnts a
deoartment mci-A-A]ms. Dtudent need,s and interests 3ulded the
construction of each unit 'of study and the corlpilation of re-
levant materials

17

The structure e each ccu rs e un t is such that both the
student and teacher no 1 -1 3. .:le direction and object ves
of the course. ChallenGinG activiti es and supplementary
materials ono- ,e the enerGotic studert to form additional objec-
tiv J. or nursuit of independent study,.

Many m diulls of 0:4"mression are necary in the fortion of
any creative wcrTP. Therefore, fol that these courses offer
suffi ci ent alternatives -for each stud°, _t t o achi eve s u-ss,
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Creative Writing is for those studentr who wich t7, e:-:presr
Themseivo creatively and imaginatively in such literary fcrm
as the short story, poem, and one-adt play, Continued rciadlnr
of ,,:rood writers, as well as their techniques, will be encourad
as sources of ideas for visual, oral, and written exereson,
F.talerts are ncourarr,ed to submit their works.'to high school
publications as well as contests A course requirement ir the
production of a creative writing.booklet to be submitted at the
completion of the course.

The second half of the course reviews extensively vocaLu,lar,
roadin comprehe!rision, synonyms, anton M2, and rrrammar, in
Preparation for the SAT examinations,

Goal

The goals of the course will, be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

To develop within him a ,Treater sensitivity to his
surroundings.

2. To say creatively that which he desir,, to say or write.

4 .

To stimulate an interest in literary output by providing
publication for outstanding effort.

To establish criteria by which he can more objectively
evaluate the work done by himself and his peers.

To master those writing techniques which will aid him
in writing effectively and artistically.

6. To identify the proper usage of words in a sentence and
paragraph.

7. To expand his vocabulary by mastering the common prefixes,
suffixes, and roots,

To increase sIght and auditory vocabulary,

9. To recognize and interpret idiomatic and figurative
language in the context of a given work,

10. To develop language and composition skills with which
the student can express personal experience and ob-
servation in an informal style,
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The eative Writin7 will introdx- stud° -:;

to multi-lc-Ivo:1.s of creatJvity, Students will bo Zven a re

of as well as vocabulary dr,volcomont, in r1aratler
for the Colter:e 73oard Tests, Each student will be resnonslhle
for memorizin flfty words a -eek; as well as completinr lanv:uage
drills weekly,

The coarse, howevFr, cente? s upon the teachlnp: of nigt es

_ s creative wri.ting. literary ronre will include instruction
in: the myth, leP-end, fantasy, -fairytale, fable, and alleg:ory,
The student will also learn to-write: haiku s, sonnets; ballads
mnemonics, whimsies, odes, and epic poetry.

Fore a a-Iced creative writing will include the short story
and drama. Students will be taught to recognize that landscapes,
rooms, and objects are always carefully chosen for effects.
Or the short story level, in will be given in allegory,
s yrthol, point of view, mood, and comparison-contrast, Once L, l se

technique*are learned, students will be able to write these
types of literary genre.

In addition to the written approach to writin a visual
approach will be used, Pictures Deno tin; moods, ;stery, and

effects will be shown to the class; and, from these, the
students will write their impressions of what they have seen.

The visual approach will also lend itself to composing humor.
Viewing comic situations as well as reading comic passag
the student will recognize the specific characteristics coricomedy
and humor.

having been introduced to all
will

of .creative wri _ the
student on an individual basis will then choose the genre he
feels free to create, This free-lance writing will be compiled
and, at the end of the course, a class anthology will be produced.

Materials

Texts:
Schweitzer: Vocabulary_Workshoo, 1-a. court 5race)

2, Sisk: Composing Humor (Twain and Thurber),
aroourt Brace

Wells: Whimsey AntholoEy, (Dover)
Sophocles: Oediplls_TheKing, (Wads ox
Sohn: Pictures for Writing, (Bantam
Daiches: Anthology of English Lite-
Leahy: Fun=damentals :p_" Poetry, (Kenneth)
Service otln- of An McGrew and

of _Tee, _ on Form
:er: CERCollege Board Reviews, M.C

7
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How to Read and 7nderstand Drama: Tr:ir- w;tthe tochnicules of comoosinr, drhms
rcenos from well known playzi,.
The Rh me of the Ancient '!!ariner: r-,eits outdoleridge's imagery, and allo17',oal :r.mnIrL7sin his poem,

6. Comoosit iop Tonics: An in-class r:71A1-.:y-IT:),gives incomplete story plots and the studertr
are required to finish the stories.

BurnsandThe Scottish Ja ad;Shows the mood and subject matter which ,'1,Arnsto portray comcepts in his own era,

the -.--;:sseten-

17. Re sor.

The World of Roher t 2enchle: R. .,)nchl.ey readssome of his humorous verse and short storles --shows w..t ad subtle humor.0
The_Rubai.-Atof Omar Kha.--yam: Depicts orientalverse and the content of the 11th centurydeterministic philosophy as well as loemd.3. What 4.o -Look or TnDrama and Fiction: 01 nt:out the symbolic, connotative and denctati,iemeaning of drama, and the im-cortant use of a"title" of literary work.I. 7,A.Ppe.'s Short Stories: Shows the tone of horrorand mystery found in four of EA. Roe's stories.5. 177sILLExatil2LoughTheme: C;j%'es examplos nf' severalpoems and how the poet extends his theme through-out his work.

6. IlacitnKmraLataltIptle: Reviews the various tones inpoetry, via the projection of well chosen wordsfor effect,
7. James Thurber's You Could Look Tt T3: has Thurberreading some of his own short stories and presentsthe comic tone in short story writing,

C, Films
1. William Faulkner: Shows Faulkner s eakinz ofthe power arid will of man to choose right from wron,2. E?.I2LY212112_Life -Hans Christian Andersen: Re-createsthe life of Andersen, his growth as an author, histravels, and his final success.
3, Christmas Deer: Tells about the legendary deer andan old woodcutter and a moral of giving,4. How the Animals Discovered Christmas:- Usesanimation to tell the story of hoW a fawn, owl,and squirrel discover the spirit of Christmas byhelping An injured animal.
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l. Red, aria ack: A parody of a bolifi,c7ht effected
through tricks of animation, color, and 11T-ht.

11, Stor' of a Writer: Ray Dradbury disclAssec how
hc is Insoired to write science fiction books.

12, There's SomothinoAbout a Story: Dir.cnscc where
to find Stories and the basic techniques for ore-
paritw and oresentin them,

13, Winter of the Witch: A 7':,host story about a younF,
boy and his mother who move from the city to a
haunted house in the country,

14, 70e4 _Frank O'Hara and Ed Sanders IJeocribos
literary rock and roil and shows how to write a
°get:Ical script for a film.

15. Inicorn in the 7arden: A cartoon verr'on of Thurber'
story about a man who sees a unicorrbut"wifey"
doesn't believe him.

16, Two Men and a Wardrobe : A parable o misunderstanding
of townspeople who show prejudice toward two strangers
who come to town.
W, Somerset MauJlam: The playwright talks about
his decisions to become a writer. He discusses
other writers and comments on their style.

18, The Red Balloon: A fantasy of how a little boy
becomes friendly with a red balloon.

19, Hanmman: is based of Maurice Ogden's poem and
suggests that social evil unintended and ignored
can destroy mankind,
Pacific 231; A visual poem set to rusic and shows
a train ride throughout Canada.

21. Why Man Creates: Demonstrates the nature of the
creative process and the importance of the
creative vision.

22. Novel7Ra],phEllisen on Work in 7rog .1 Explains
the genesis of his first novel, Th invisible ran,
and discusses his philosophy as to writers.
Novel-The Non-fiction Novel TrumanCabote descri
his Tn_Cold Blood, as an art form.
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1, After Instruction vocablary b,:_til;nr. and
rwrd 1.,hn!qu, dIctinanv stdy, the

studort wIll be irl_yer a 1.ist of 20 root words and a list of
20 orefixe7 and suMxes. They will construct to words
cosbinirn a root word, end a suffix, EvaJuaflon 411 be mrHp
it uoc Of the dictionary and toacher-mado 'tent:

2 After a review of the mechanics of writirr, and
WartiP171A-ip the students will write one rarratic paru,raoh
ii class based upon personal experiences. These will he
evaluated according to pre-determined crite7-la

3, After ii.stening to a recording to poetry read by a
professional, each student wUl write an analysis of the tech-
nique used 1=J the speaker in giving his Ideas and in making the
listeners aware of tone, mood, and tempo. The accuracy of
the student's work will be determined by the use of a prepared
chcklist on techniques and by teacher evaluaticn.

4. After a visual and oral review of poetic forms, each
student will write a -ballad narrating the experiences of a.
recent nationally significant person or of a character in
fiction or drama. These ballads will be teacher evaluated
based or ballad-criteria.

5. After a review of the techniques of drama and the reading
and reviewing of Oedipus the students will pretend to
be drama critics and write a review of the play. Teacher
evaluation will be followed by teacher-student conferences,

6. After a discussion of impressions and associations
found in the film Why an Creates, the students will, In groups
of five, listen to and view a similar film, and then write their
impressions of the sound patterns or the patterns of color and
form as well as the association they briny to mind. These
papers will be evaluated by the teacher from pre-determined
criteria.

7. Civen instruction in langeaes as a symbolic system,
the students will read selected passages, and will list and discuss
the more complicated examples of symbolism, (simile, metaphor,
imagery etc.). Students will evaluate their own selections
by comparing them with a prepared check list,

8. After an oral review of language as a symbolic system,
the students will read selected passages, and will construct
original compositions which include similar illustrations of
symbolism. Evaluation of the composition will be determined
by teacher-made criteria.
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After read no five tra-her-se2entd short s.Loren,
each student; will state orally the impressicrx that the 177tory
had upon him, and identify the author's techniques in produeln
Pmctional resonne, (Wv.arre !7ettin, Felf-!dorAity,
surprise endinFrl. Teacher-studenf:, evaluatIon will be madc, 17)y

cosy ol'.nned criteria.

A. resdinp: four types of comr,ositions by four dlf-
ferent authors, each student will select one of these works
and note the author's content and orFanization. He will then
wrlte tho elceton in another literary form. Evaluetion by
pre-conceived criteria.

11. (Jiven instruction in the various techniques of several
authors and reading materials by these authors, the student
will demonstrate vi his own original yin tines, the structure
and content of a specific literary genre studied, (poetry,
short story, drama, whimsey, etc.). leer croup and teacher
will orally evaluate the oririnal compositions.

12. After class observation of the orr_7anization and format
of an antholoqy each student, will wr.,,te a minimum of two ori7inal
compositions, choosln7 the forms he prefers. Class members will
evaluate the compositions by compiling a class antholo7y of
the bct ones.

ActiVities

1, Daily vocabulary drills and testin7 of words.

2. Development of skills in the areas of vi ewin, listening,
speaking, readinE, and writin7..

3. Class discussions via the inductive approach to review and
strengthen the knowledee of literary modes and techniques
of writing.

in_ividual conferences with the students before the final
drafts of their papers.

J. Resource people from the community brought in whenever
possible,

(. Field trips to hear and interview authors, (,,g,), trip
to Boton, -Beverley, and Stratford.

Critical analysis of student's literary output done in
small and large group activity.

Visual presentations made of original manuscripts, super
films, slides, and still photograpy- produced by students.

9, Daily writing of original compostions required. of the class.

10. Culminating activity: The compilation of a student produced
anthology, by the class.

R.



1. Anonymous story hav Its
Ci bel _race s or nations nrese,,
Jisodes as means C f ilterpretin natural ovo

2. Eair11.1e: A story relati
adventures of supernatural splrits wh.
the form of diminutive human beins,

nntl
n ifest the'rNs,-,

A narrati=ve or traditio , handed down from the
-oast, '111,-.T-1er:end has more of historical. 'truth

1 t e My
and Hrh,_,1 less of the supernatural.

a1 le. A brief tale, either in prose or -se told
to point moral. The Characters are most frequentl! animals,
Taut they need not be so restricted si cc t,00pie and ina.ni,
ohjects are sometimes the central f i. ure.

5. Alley-orv: Ts the form taken when an entire tory i s told
in terms of symbols. Although the story seems, to be s _-
it is about "reel" life. Names and setting allude to the
Of character the author wants portra-ed,

6, Symbol l Are signs or tokens representi comet ifiT elSe.
Frequently, what they represent is abstract and invisib . In
fiction when an author spends a long time describing, an object,
there i.s a hidden meaning and a dual interpretation.

7. Fantasy: All fiction is fantas
or an hallucina 1-n Fantar'r e ists on
imagination,

daydream, a vision,
the writer

8, Po_int_of View: Ts the interpretation of the writer
and reader's viewing of a piece of work, The intention of thewriter involves the first, second, and third person point of view.

9.
established in a line of poetry.

eter: Ts the pattern of

10. Blank ver-_-;
without endrhyme.

d and unstressed a'C les

Consi3ts of lines of iambic p-= __ameter

11. Free verse: Are lines which do riot have a regular me
and do not contain rhymo.

12, Tnter al rhyme! Consists of a similarity occurring
between two or more worth, in the same line of verse.

13. Limerick: A kind of nonsense rhyme having an a,a,bb,a5
rhyme scheme,

14, Haiku: is a three 1,ine, 17 syllable Japanese poem, Most
haikus have a seasonal key-word. Pattern is: 5 syllables first
line, 7, the second, and five in the.third.
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T re phrases

1P. rletl2hpr: An impi e comparison two usually.
unrelated things.

19,
opp

an under sta tem and i - ac ieved
means.

20, Antithesis:Ts a balancing or cat tra"t inc,,- of tine

aga' nGt nOther.

1. '1-ton v: Ts - sub,:, i:ution of a WO namin an_- ,
object for another word closely associated with ,,,t.

22. Quatrain: Consists,
forms

23, al.iad 1t ,anza: Co
a,h,c,

poetry, four lines of varied

of four with a rh me scheme

24, Sonnet: Ts fourteen lines in a stanza.

25, Hubris:
pride which result

drama is a Creek term for over- zealot
in misfortune for the protagonist.

26, Fro aFonist: The hero of a drama, and a character
who face insurmountable objects

27, Hamartia: Ts the tragic flaw found in a dramatic
character, of high birth, who fails to realize he 1J "dogge
by an inner conflict,

ISupplgmentary V4terj,4.1

Engle: i!eative.'=Writing, -(Dutton)
Wood The Complete Rhyming Dictienary (Doubleday)
Drewry:. Writing Book Reviews,. (The Writer)
Burack: The Writer's Handbook, (The Writer)

5. Fugate:. .Viewpoint: _Xey To Fiction_Writin, (The Writer)
6, epics The OxferdDietienar of-Nurserv_Rhymps, (Oxford)
7, Bierce: Fantastic V-ableei Dover Publications)
8, Curry: Creating Fiction from Experience, (The Writer)
9, 7oltil Thirty_q_iXDrOati:c Situa tions, (The Writer

10, The Magazine, Tho_Writer,.(The Writer)
110: Sottell How:TQ__WriteTelevision Comedy, (The Writer)
12, Lapet Art andCraTt-
13, Pannwit: The Art of short Fiction, (Ginn)



LANGUAOE An COMMUNICATION: REAONINC ND ARGUENT

pq;=p7.rinL'in,

The (.0uNle is l_nL:,,lnded to ct'aate a Lhorouh ,;J,*

or': of clear thinking and rational persuasion a7,
Ln ;.12o.ocki, wrtiw7t advcr and ril_

Si prL,paanda pla2 such a dynaldc role in our dall
Lc LmoJrtant to consider a per:-2en'

propa anda Lechniue a well a2 understanding !Al.a4-
laS bean 11Eled We millp;t be able to ThInk clearl about ideas
dR1ly pres;ILd to us, analc Alom and ditJtin=r-Tuich letwoon the
o. iic:a1 overt co and the ac-tua2 Idea.

pal C

The oals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enail,o each sWdont:

1. To hoco!ne aware of emotional ovortonos 1_11 all arumentr!
Rrd s,linestions and thus ifain Tore thouhtful control
over their responses to the multitude of ideas they
encounter daily.

T help the student. become a rational thinker by recoL-
ii7,1w; errors in thinking and learning to elinlinate
them from Ills own thinking.

To know the stylistic dpvices that can be employe
a persuader and some of the emoLions Lhat ma:), hQ
evocd'from an audience in order to persuade.

To be able to differentiate between rational
and emotional appeals.

5, To uulderstand the nature of advertising appLals and Lh1 .c
U. crn t h. consunler,

To to vUe to reconizo the necessity of 'rational
persLtason and the daner of emotional propaanda
In politics.

71. To make studnnts aware that writers area to Imainative
pJots and characters which tefleet their values and
opinions and often prove very persuasive in their
effei on readers,
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2. Ann Hintzl Pertiu slant (Loye-,_ ,
-

T.,

3. Thomas Born; ar Lap:,-uac,-s )ate

impact of _American 24. Unit
Lionel Ruby; 4 :lc, (Halt, Rinehart and Winston

UMer

Annotat.,.
Games

h

a

suasion and Pr Tec
Techniques exhibited in politics and adve

C. Records
I. faLLaml_ n 1-711c-fn$ "Thaddeus Twisli- :ery of

a fictional man in a small town who uses
propaganda devices to further hi sucess.

1. erspntoPersonCommunication: Emphasiz,
listening with understanding, shows that
false assumptions, preconceived viewpoints
and exaggerated per3enal-feelings can lead
misttnderstandings in normal conversatiOn.
1-1841gman: Drawings'are used to illustrate
Maurice Ogden's poem of the coward who
others die to protect himself only to
become the hangman'.s final victim,
ThapcQrEly12ta: Examines the -special
hardships of the poor in consumer purchasing.
Explores pricing practices of supermarket
chains, salesmen and methods of furniture and
appliance stores and finance companie
Presents officials from various private and
governmental programs outlining problem.. and
shows how they are being confronted,



" reel or :vrveral
commercials arranged for presen-taien L4
ThiS N]c larlan
YIPtiS*P'e! Variety of photographs and editing
technilues-and narration' explore chances breLjit,-
about by electric technology and the effects
or mass media onmedern_man,'
Golmv-'caten Primeri 'varous aspects of
communication, what it means and how it ote,'atecj
Gatewa-s to the Mind: Man's intake of stirnull,
and itt effect on behavior.-
aizl..1=4-i Non-verbal communication, irascl-c
emotions.

9. E41,121hala214Las Emphasizes importance of
effective communication )robiems involved and
the acquirinr of skills in communicating.

10. Hsw o conduct a Discusslen: DrarlatIzes
eleven basic principles -to insure effect iv
and -satisfying Troup discussion. Depicts
wide range of and discussion topics.

Beh vlo.al Ob'e iVeS

1, The student will :demonstrate an understanding of the
dlo-inctive connotations of words that are similar in moaning
by stating in writing which of three apparently similar
description is .favorable, which is unfavorable, an-cl,which is
neutral in tone with 90% accuracy.

2. The student will demonstrate his understanding of
connotation by finding and analyzing in oral or written form,
an example of connotation inadvertis,ing, conversation, poetry
and politics, Judgment of acceptibility by teacher,

3. Given 10 statements not siln beforo2the student will
label- each as fact or opinion with 90% accuracy.

4, Given an item from a ma7azine or newspaper, the stude
will identify and list "loaded" or "slanted" words contained
thereAn with accuracy.

5, Given an advertisement, the student will Identiffy in
oral or written form the propaganda doviceuscd in the ad and
state reasons for his identification with P5% accuracy.

6, Given 5 advertisements, the student will categorize in
writing each aecordim7, to its method of appeal with 57 accuracy.

7. Given an.advertisemont, the student will identify the
awllence to which it appeals And list and explaln any loaded
words found in the ad with 72 , accuracy.
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w_citeu ad seen suden-,;
id.- and nx-ean LI% each ad as
eqphomistic expreson, a rency appeal a 71cga

7();!,

Civn r,x,aple of lan7a-c errors resultin In at b.1-- I
will explaln eror and revic,c each
.in with 702 aracy.

1_0. The student will list and give an example of 5 propaAanda
devices with SO% accuracy.

it. Civen 20 sateents or arguT.cnts fallanc!r
of thinking, the student will state he rd 'alla, Gf
!Ised and explain the spools-to errors that were made reasonTn
with 70% aoc.Jracy.

12. Given the presentation of a commercial, s- he student will
analyze it in terms of its method of appeal, its validity,
and it,s success, The student will analyze it by putting an
after each of the following statements if die commercial mot
its requirements and provide an example for each statement from
the commercial, The criteria are 1. attracted attention of
audience through appeals, 2. gave fts or evidence to establiSh
conviction, 3, inspired the audience o act soon, L. repeated
the essential messae sufficient nulaer tiEes Judgment
of acceptibility will be done by peer groups.

13. Upon completion of instruction in which students have
studied examples of fable, parable and short films, the student
will discuss in essei form how written and visual media make use
of the invented example as a persuasion form. References to
specific media are necessary with teacher judgment of acceptIbility.

14 Upon completion of the course the student will write a
paragraph at least 5 sentence long using argument and persuasi
as the method of dovelopment,lphe paragraph will conform to the
following criteria and judgrant will be made by the teacherl

a. The paragraph will have a topic sentence to which
the other sentences in the paragraph are related,

b. It Wjil be free from gross spelling, mechanical or
structural errors.

c. It will use argument and persuasion as the process
for developMent of the subject,

d, It will be ac leng,a2 teacher specified.
e, It will incorporate -';;he specified reasoning

method, if one is specified in the item,
f. It-will be free from any fallacies of thinking.

15. The student is to write a theme based on selection
of an object or place (not a pevsof1), that he likes or dislikes
intensely. He is to describe it in such a manner as to cause his
reader to react in the same manner as the writer _does. The
following criteria must be followed, judFment of aeceptibility
will occur if a majority of peer group is persuaded according
to sob purpose of the objective,.
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a, W2711e1T canot fyrar7tate
Hn 21. attrb,i,t,7; t7; an
doe 7 r.,71: have.

7hti]d 1-1c attr4t,? 1.;0 h53o7j''
r,7._tpon:, that hq? doci 7 honestly !nalw,

Make a collection cf ad s that rqTy alneet exo111717e1-,r nr
the c!onnotative rOWCro of words for the cabs arrcal and
cYp:ain how the use of ccnnotaUon gets you tc, tc,17 the
prrAuct,

2, an ad, either real or imaginaryjontainIng connotative'
words that are lncly tr) your reader want tn 'buy tht-
prod'aet, Presentat1on to clas by radio tapc, or T,V,

Make R collection of ac thatconta4n oupnerms, underlining
the cupherilistic:oxpession and 1;vritihg th.s, unfavorable
synonym that might have been usod. -instead.

Make a fcllectior of add that use 7JTl-known slogans and
discuss effectiveness of caoh olgan.

5, Students will list and analyze tl.:e propaganda techniques
used In the record "Thadous Twistum".

Make a collection of ads with words that appeal strongly
to various senses and label,

7. Students will search in newspaper or magazine for examples
of mislabeling, prepare critical analysis of the spth
or reports outline the speaker's main points and conclusion,
his use of mislabeling and its relative importance to his
argument and your own conclusions concerning the issues
involved.

Students, divided in two groups, will choose a common
generalization of teenagers that can be analyzed by the
scientific method. Onegrol.lp will design a poll to test
the opinions of school personnel and student,. and the other
group will tr'r to design a scientific experiment -uo -t;et
the generalization's validity.

9. Record in a notebook diary examples of propaganda found on
T.V,, radio, in newspapers and magazines. Include the medium,
person using it, kind of propaganda, and purpose of the
propaganda.

10. Compile a chart of types of persons or groups who use
propaganda including their- purposeithe media used, and
the devices or techniques used,
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nu

differ- 4-media - and 1
=....ot the medium itself haT upon -e dionce, tt=, 1,711t7
11 answer questions of f and c.,eativo

Fo11owinr4 T ,ages nreat,vc
PrI-; - 4-

1 0 1 r±
`-) -r7.uadcr and

P uader and 1-1',F1 arP-!__Imo

and his .a w-_

S cal a Q7-7- listed

cc': a theme: youth, _ LInes,
ereate a lizh-seund show with cn7or C.I.fl

lanern projections, and records, Use r epo Jn
reinforcement, and it t htie convey
the coned and 7,ossage to the e.!, ii r tlen

.

are more
, ion and -Jement than
AdIllts are more awa of the techAes
on them, andi-L-herei `hay are more
automatic compulsive decision ma

od
resin

Two or more waYr interPreti
a statement, An error in language usage which may be intentional
or caused by poor sentence construction.

in which
t: lno

ri final statement was made.

3. Equ1v t
an argument,..

Changes moaning o

sit IP

Dictionary meaning of a word,

Lion or try

.d in course

5. grinnaftin Meanings of a wor=d that have been derived
from particular_contexts in which it has been said and written.
Accompanied with feelings of suggestions that may be either
favorable or unfavorable, pleasant or unpleasant,

6. gilt Pilli_c1M: A better sounding word or phrase used in
place of one that seems to harsh or direct

?. Describes all members group as
they had identical characteristics,

U. PropaEanal Persuasion which can be desirable or
undesirable depending upon the individual point of view.

9, qt.,4olitiflos Method of reasoning through analysis,
hypothesis and experimentation.

10. LoRdnd worms: Words filled with favorable c car unfavorable
emotional connotations,



11, D t *

statnm,,nt.

- 15

tttr
4 tl

An nvc,,rsimpll_led, catchy, easily reterol

F:P71a-2.2y1 vPise-arument that usually leads to an
al conclusion,

14
intc.

(Iteme positions and thinks in "eIthor-cr- tcrm:7..

15. 1:2121121fIL2LJI.aiLza! Fa1,7 to 1-eeornizo dfferences
or tho latter are minimized:- noi eeted-orden,

16, expresslon thi.c1-1 will automatically
eondomn the object, practice) or person being labeled.

17. Hasty Generalization: Generalization bane- on
insufficient evidence.

18. Neglected aspoett Omits some pertinent evidence, that
would weaken or destroy an argument.

19. Trrelevant evidenc-es Facts not related to IZstle.

20. Post

21. Confunng cause and feet: 11S1,177= .ncver thr2re are
several results from an under1yin g or remote cause) that ono
of these results is a cause.

22, ganLLtlaa=LiaLLLaaisaaflls Assumoc whenever
many conditions arc necessary for an event to take place, that
one of these conditions by itself is the actual cause of the
event's occurrence.

Assumes that 27.no(-,, p.follows A, A has caused B.

23, R- .___1 1 ,
. _,, Assumes one factor is the

cause when two or more _actors interact to cause an event,

24. C r _1 t i 1 Ansumes that the frequent
combination of certain factors indicate a cause-effect
relationship.

Hr-) a sis f- a r t: Begins with an idea known
to be false and then speculating or imagining what could have
happened if this assumption were true.

26. qaakii:uaLagwhat_LaJaawiiii_wht_l_cA Allows his
wishes or desires to color his View of reality.

27, Atmosphore_effct: Tricks a person into agreeing to
a false statement or position introduced into an argument after
a-person has agreed to several obviously true Statements,

28, P-101-tby i9Rsaniati0_Us Also called "fallacy of composition",
jumps to the conclusion-that what is true of an individual is
also true of other members of the group to which he belongs,



-3Polit: In-lve The a,11:u1 ntin
based on Their nocl. to 1,clon7 group or to mr to
othorS-,

opponent to s,ubmit
any evidence in an arumnrt beca,Ase 7011 fool his sorer of
information ara bad,

31, iT, adAr.rnt A-"etacks the personality ande

ehare_c',nr of a Plan when it should bio professional_ qual-
--1,oati ns or the soundness o his ac on question..

32, -,egging the question: Cr i crcular roasoninr) arues
that he cannot possibl7 bo wrong, assu s that ho already
oroven what he set out to prove, or uses a stater'', nt to ,ornvo
itself,

3?, Dnuinin ±al it Similar to circular reasoning which uses
nonsense, rambling ambiguity or elaboration of the ol'ous.

34, OversThnlification: Refers to only one or two probable
causes of a complex event or situation whereas many canoes
are responsible,

35, Cnrnrrx Ouestien: Ak s a question containing one or
more unproven assumptions, and expectino a simple anEwer,

36, EaL1L1L_&11,21LIZ: Points of similarity are Cow or nonexistent.

17.- Appeal s: Often used La support positions that are
unreasonable or illogical,

omentvry Readjor

Solomon You'd Better Believe it loaded (English Journal)
Christensen: Adventures inPI7ani) ulation, Ec'lish Journal
The SDeech to Persuade - Model for Teachins Jr. HS En-,tlis:

,

Croft Educational Services.
Beardsley: Thil1in7 Straiht, (Prentice Hall Inc,)



LANGUAGE REVIEW AND SKILLS IN WRITING AND SPEAKING

Course Description

This course will help to prepare the student for College
Board Examinations in English aptitude through vocabulary
study, reading comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and
criticism.

The class will also study how to write, speak and think more
effectively so that the student will be able to be a more
successful person in communicating with others.

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

1. To encourage the learning of new words to increase
the student's vocabulary.

2. To teach paragraph patterns and the underlying
structural devices of coordination and subordination.

To distinguish fact from opinion, generalities
from specifics.

4. To provide students with skills for writing well-
planned, unified, and .coherent paragraphs, singly
and in sequence.

5. To help increase the competence of the student in
writing and speaking effectively.

6. To enable the student to distinguish between good
writing and mediocre writing.

7. To help increase the student's awareness of-the
importance of good writing and speaking skills -
how the presence of those skills can help him advance,
and how the lack of those skills can hinder his
advancement.

To introduce students to the planning and.writing of
wholly compositions.

9. To review and drill in the mechanics of standard
written and oral usage of spelling'and _ punctuation.
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Sub_

ary -udv:
Definitions
Synonyms
Antonyms
Words commonly confused
Anale

Comore
rain idea
Editorial Cc.).
Character analysis
Scientific exposition
General reading
Literary narrative
Personal exposition
Historical essay
Literary er iticism
Letters
Maxims
Biblical 1._

Writing and Speaking: given in Fiesch's text How to _Write,
Speak and L1hink re Effectivel,, a systematic program for
-elf-expre lion, which follows a step-by-step sequence of
lessons, using specific examples and definite rules for buildini
a set of mental processes that will result in the habit of clear
thinking and effective communication.

T

Ma eria

Joseph OrgelF Colloge_Entrance Reviews in Eno-lish
Aptitudoj (Educators Pub)

2, l udolph Flesbh: How to Wi i S-eak and Th :IA
t.:ore Effe vqly, Signet

/Adio-Visual Annotations:
A, Filmstrips

1. LET2f41211-Lco LZ: series of composition
projects ranging from SiEpie to complex
assignments, in which the student employs
his imagination and abilities to observe
and to interpret,
Your LanquaTeSeries: How the same word
is used as different parts of speech,
Makinthe Library a Learning Center!
the library can 'be used for assistance
writing and speaking effectively,

4, Verbs: Their uses, forms, --md variations,
Nouns: Common proper nounss...nd their uses,

6, Fundamentaln_of Writin: Six filmstrips on
choosing a topic; building a framework;

Ho
in

3,



writ lg senLenc a ea
rts to ma P- who),

visi nom_ f center
the
sty'
st

0-ken :Tish: Includes star-1 )ro-.)

preparing and pre sentin panel t iscussions
How to qii,land YIIIN: Clives struction
on how to listen, take notes, homowor
Trite clearly, road more,

771n71 LI 1 tra rules7-4
_ee-Give writing, and 4eseIlbes ).-ne

material, audience, and pUrpose as necessary
-emonts to Le con&d--

, to ' ink: Explains some of the imp_rtant
thought processes which contribute

to problem-solvin,
En) lir' h. Langua.=,; Usa7e; Exam)all aspec. s of usage and sti ly, especially
interesti'nE, for the speech patterns to com-
municate attitudes and inter-personal relationshi_s.
Sa-' What You Fean: Shows the need for corroet
use of language which states the idea, iv
appropriate or the listener, and is
and forceful,

ores t:

Word Building _ our Lap Aar,. d , Explains use
of prefixes a.rnd suffixe.; explains derivation
of words from other languages.
More than Emphasizes the importance
of effective commUnication; the problems
involved and the acquiring of 'skills in
communicating.
How tO Conduct aPisruE4sion: Dramatizes clove
basic principles which discussion leaders
can use to insure effective group discussi_

Behavioral 0lldallya2

Vocabular
1, After, instruction in vocabulary building and, given

a list of twenty different words, the student will define and
use each word in a suitable sentence with 75% accuracy,

2. From a teacher prepared list of 100 words with dofin .tions,
the student will circle the correct definition for each word
with 75% accuracy.

3. From a teacher prepared list of 50 words wlth synonyms
and antonyms, he student will mach the appropriate synonym or
antonym with the given word, with-755 .accuracy.

Writing
1. Given a list of transitional -ph ases and a grow of

paragraphs which contain no transition s the student will se



appropr].
accuracy.

2, 7iven a , scrambl_
topic, the student will rran 'e _m
with accuracy.

ararrra

on a 71),:lific
a coherent essay

9, Given a group of five 7f ra uhs which either compare
or contrast people, places, or student will idcnti
which par examples . ,La and which are_.,

examp
.

_ contrast wi---, no. accuracy.

Given six subjects or a compos ition, two
are to general, two of which aretoo limited, and
which are adequate, the student will identify the subjects as
adequate, too limited, cr too general with 75% accuracy.

HavinR been instructed in the use of coordination and
subordination of ideas and given a faulty parTaph, the student
will rewrite it, improving its style and emphasizing the correct
use of coordination and subordination with.75% accuracy,

6. Having t}, dlec the rules for the s. ;race ne It of subject
and verb in lore; complicated sentences and a-series -of
twenty sentences,- the student will supply-; correct verb.
form in at least 18 of them,.

7, Having SAtudi ed the rules governing reference of pro
noLns to their antecedents, and given a series of 25 sentences,
the student distinguish between those which demonstrate
correct pronoun reference and those which do not, If the referenceis faulty, _e will correct it; the total assignment will be done
with 75% accuracy.

8, Having been instructed in the concept of , topic
sentence, the student will-be given three general topics and
will compose a topic sentence for each, satisfactory to the
instructor

9, Given a choice of a topic ser ;tence, created by the
student in objective //8,- the student will compose a 100-150
word paragraph to be judged by teacher prepared criteria.

10, Having been instructed in the concept of parallel
con ruction and given a series of 20 incomplete sentences,
the student will choose the completion which parallels the fir
part of the sentence with 80% accuracy,

11, Given a pa ssage of 15- lines in which the sentences are
monotonous and choppy, ad in which equal stress is given to
important-and unimportantideas, the student will revise and
combine ocntenoes, subordinating the less important ideas and
adding transitional words to insure clarity, He will observ2
the conventional rules of punctuation and capitalization and
will make n© more than five errors in his revision,
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Uter reading examples of oxnositcry, des riptive,
narrative, and argumentative writir4-77, the student will write
the identifyin7 characteristics of each citinr oxo_mplr,s te
support his statements. Students will compare their 7Hsts
of characteristics with previously prepared checklists.

aking
1. Aceordin to pre-established criteria, the studentwill

orally compare two paragraphs, furnished by the instructor, on
the same subject, in t)rms of how they differ in point of view.

2, After viewinc a film, the student will state, in a two
minute delivery, the main ideas and thc purpose presented by
the film, according to pre-established criteria set forth by
the instructor.

D. After inst:uotion in the techniques of speakiwi:, the
student will read literary selections and give a brief oral
renumJe'-of any three selections. The student audence will, be
given a checklist for evaluating the resum6s,

4, After -intitructio in the principles of oral com-
munication, the students will participate in formal panel
discussions on topics of current interest. A three-minute
prepared talk will be delivered by each ne7 member who will
then respond to questioning from other panelists and members
of the class, :Evaluation will be made by the instructor and
students, emplcyinp.: a pre-conccived ohocklst for the various
asoects of oral communication,

Activities

7ave students view films, filmstrips, and television
pno7rams to be used for orol and written compositions,

Read selected passap:e0 to interpret and appreciate variot
literary forms,

rlako lists of topic sentences and develop topic sentences
into written and oral paragraphs.

Listen to tapes of formal speech and identify the speaker's
purpose - to inform, to convince, or to entertain,

5. Read literary selections and give a brief resume of each
selection, employing standard usage and vocabulary to
express the main idea.

6, Practice oral delivery of literary passages, using effective
enunciation, artioulation)velumo, Otchi and vocal, quality,

Use a spellinp., bee technque to on vocabulary for
learning of pronunciation, trie.;,.;, and proper use of word,

3, Memorize, basic roots, prefixes, and suffixes for word
building,



V %.' 3.-C: :fl
rea,d*n7 aryas, Lo:

,1

7 17,7,:arint-2 and Intrrt

C, Adapt nnmdin!--7 rato to a specific p2rs0E7,.

if

1, ::ooabularv: flhe tooii 3f cor,lunication by which one
record and intorpreLs experionce.

P. a L-itIcal_-arkr3: A :nark added to a ITLL.er e Show
pronunc), Hon. Examplo , a,

J. Synonym: A word havjrn,:: the or uoarTv- the same
mean,in7 in onn or sersos as anotherlin

h 11,-,on: A whose !)leaninp: Is 7snrosile to ea at

another wnrd,

A word wfth :=3ame muica
ano!:h wl a differen meanln:)., (.-1-rn, and :5":1.a117

E ! 1 The origin and developmcnt of a word,

7, Prefix: syllable, group of syTLables, or word joined
t0 the beginning of another word Lo alter its meaning or to
creatp new word.

gLLIL: A sour;(1, syllable, or syllables added at i:he

end a word 4,.,o ehane Ltc;

'Ioml The lan7uaffe or dialeet of people, re ion,
ctel aecced DIracc or eJpres:.-1.o:, a Teanin

17tnraI,

In 77c2.7,alirosl A of ,A_asslfled

11,
.hat is read.

12, Critique:

and

ding) The caDacity for understandn

ln essay or article containing a carefi
analysis of a literary work.

11 Critulamt The act of making judments; an ahalysls
of qualities and evaluation of the worth of a literary work.
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LILa

! k

fooLf7? !,ho L:Lo',..ucin of a 27.2C:1-1

1 1L:Ll'_=.EiLL-LL: The ':f.pc of copcs11.,107i which
rocoutin of a :vent )r a of ov(id;s.

A=1,101-11iloni To for of di.sorso
Ale a!,ucmp 7.JJ cohvi.ne a rcador hoar,:;r

al].shinP:. the '17.qt11 fal sity c.E 4 preposin.
,7 T.;

any c_,-.hos on
A 1!_r;!:, of [)ool:s or ohr priteld atccial

All'.11(00,7v1 A 2:)11ce-t;_ion
prosP, sua21y vari,..)us athors.

iaf35lcln1 The mannor of producln !c:nes
with re(f.ard to rise a Id fall in p 1,tch.

21, EJAVonivt A Tiality of (-)0(1 Lyle which dcmands that
select combinat:ions of words which SOUnd pleasant to the

Tho expression of an idea so as 1,;0

than one Teahing an d o leave uncertainty as -!i) Th_e !:,J2;Je ni:::11fIcancr.2of the statement.

. D. ..,. 3 Style in W (HolL, and

Beard5ler: _as hi
Per ice Hal

Brooks and Warren: r...iciae_iznheLoric, (HarcourL, Brace & World)
b. Cohln and Horn Res for Modern Grammar and

awamatIL=, (American Book Co.
Corbin: T1-0 Teachimf in Our

. FiezIch and Loss: A
Fowler: T aehin7
(McGraw Hill

? Woolley, Scott & Trossler: Wril...n7 and §ncakinp--, (D.C. Heath)

is, Macmillan)
-1_24g, (Harper Raw)

fl and Literatur-,
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A RICAN LANGUAGE CAN YOU DIG IT?

Description

This course will offer the opportunity of studying the
language arts for those students not desirous Of taking the
College Boards. In scope, the course is intended to provide a
study of the history and workings of oral and written language,
composition and communications. The chief emphasis of the
course is upon developing skills in writing and speaking.
Subject matter involves everything from interpreting the message
of a beaming satellite to answering a Dear Abby letter.

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

1. To develop a student's ability to communicate through
competent use of the English language in writing and
speaking.

2. To aid the student in formulating ideas and expressing
them accurately, clearly and fluently.

3. To encourage growth in language power for the development
of social, psychological, emotiona?. and intellectual
satisfaction from communication.

4. To sharpen skills in composition through practice of
acceptable usage, spelling, handwriting, punctuation
and capitalization.

5. To expand creative traits in students by assignments in
special literary fields as poetry, short story, composition
and publication writing for the student newspaper.

To establish an acceptable self-concept as a member of
the communication group.

7. To recognize, interpret, and appreciate various literary
forms.

To generate the student's ability to use viewing,
listening, speaking, reading and writing in the solution
of problems.
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Subject Matter

The course will develop writing skills by practice in
paragraph writing including the opportunity for analytical
thinking through writing and speaking exercises in exposition
and argumentation.

An explanation of the various accepted formats for social
and business letters as a reflection of personal representation
will be presented. In addition, the opportunity for oral
expression through group and panel discussions will be offered.

Delving into the study of word origins and semantics and
providing the student with an opportunity for clear expression
through accepted usage will be a featured offering. Further,
an investigation of the various forms of American humor and
comic writing for the purpose of understanding a part of the
way of American life will be undertaken.

Finally a guide for student improving of his spelling
X11 be provided through a study of rules, prefixes and suffixes.

Materials

I. Texts:
1. Modern Composition IV, (Holt Rinehart)
2. Comic Spirit in America, (Scribner)

II. Audio-VisUal Annotations:
A. Filmstrips

1. Aids in Writing and Reading
2. Composition Topics
3. Making the_Librarya Learning-_ Center
- Persuasion Techniques and Propaganda
5. Prejudice_and ProRaganda TechnimIE
6. Using the Library for Research

B. Records and Cassettes
1 Fundamentals of Writing
2. Our Changing Language
3. How Language Grows
4. Spoken English
5. IiTstoStndWh

C. Kits
1. Writing_Careers in Advertising

D. Films

1. The Medium is the Message
2. Person to Person Communication
3. Manner of Speaking
4. People of the City
5. Why Man Creates



Behavioral Objectives

1. After instruction in techniques of speaking, the students
will read a literary selection from their text and give a brief
oral resume of the selection employing standard usage and vocabu-
lary adequate to express the theme. Evaluation will be by peers
from a pre-distributed check list.

2. After instruction in vocabivary building and reading
the appropriate chapter in the text, the student will be given
ten root words and a list of prefixes and suffixes. The student
will construct ten words from each root word, defining each
new word to show the change in meaning by the addition of the
affix, with 80% accuracy.

3. Following a class instruction and practice in writing
and paragraphing, the student will write a descriptive paragraph
from a distributed list of topic sentences. Acceptability
will be judged by the instructor.

4. After receiving instruction in the principles of oral
communication formats and procedures for panel discussions,
students in groups of 5 will each prepare a 3 minute talk to
be delivered by each member on a current news issue, who will
in turn respond to questions from other panelists and members of
the audience. Evaluation will be made by the instructor and
students using checklists prepared for the criteria of accepted
oral communication.

5. After a study of the structure of social and business
letters, the students will prepare a folder of one example of
each of the various forms of correspondence, These will be
evaluated for correct form by teacher-student conferences
based on examples found in the text.

6. After a study of critical writing, the students will
write a critique for the school newspaper reflecting their
understanding of any previously read literary work. Evaluation
will be by the student staff and teacher advisor of the news-
paper by accepting or rejecting the critiques for print.

7. Following instruction in evaluation of propaganda
techniques, the students will listen to-a specific recording
employing the techniques discussed. They will then submit:
an outline and prepare an informal talk on the use of these
techniques in the recording. Evaluation will be.by the instructor
based on recognition of 70% of the techniques reflected.

B. After instruction in basic paragraph patters, structure,
coordination and subordination and given a paragraph which is
disorganized, the student will reconstruct it into an organized
paragraph with 90% accuracy. Evaluation will be by the instructor
from previously determined criteria.
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9. After a study and discussion of the developmental
history of words in the English language, instruction in the
organization of the dictionary and given the use of the dictionary,
the student will trace the historical development of each of
ten assigned words and identify the semantic shifts of the ten
assigned words with 90% accuracy.

10. After studying the rules of spelling and a 250 word
list of commonly misspelled words, the instructor will dictate
100 selected words and the student will spell the words correctly
with 65% accuracy.

Activities

Class panel discussion and debate.

2. Writing letters to the editor.

3. Dramatizing a selected play.

4. Writing to and answering "Dear Abby" type letters.

5. Filling out various applications and forms. (job, service
police, registry)

6. Viewing and listening to related films, filmstrips and records.

7. Giving a persuasive speech on various topics and themes.

Creating personal advertisements.

9. Constructing collages as a medium of literary interpretation.

10. Vocabulary crossword puzzles and word games.

11. Library class study, research reference work.

Glossary of Terms

1. Acronyms: Words formed from the initial letters
of other words (e.g. Radar: Radio Detecting and Ranging)

2. Antecedent: Word or group of words referred to by
a pronoun.

3. Antonym: Word opposed in meaning to another g. black
to white)

4. Synonym: Word which has the same or nearly the same
meaning as another word in the language, (happy and glad).

5. Semantics: A study of the meanings of words.



6. Syntax: Ways in which words my be combined to express
more complicated thoughts.

7. Homonyms Words similar in sound but di
meaning, (sail and sale).

in

B. Double Negatives: Two negatives in the same sentence,
generally reinforcing one another, "I didn't do nothing".

9. Euphemism: A term to describe the substitution of a
mild, indirect or vague expression fora harsh, direct, plain or
terrifying one.

10. Syllabication: A process of forming or dividing words
into syllables.

11. Syllable; A unit of spoken language that is bigger
than a speech sound and consists of one or more vowel sounds.

12. Parliamentary Procedure: Rules and precedents governing
the proceedings of assemblies and other organizations.

13. Prefix: A letter or sequence of letters occurring as
a bound form attached to the beginning of a word, to produce a
derivative word or inflectional form.

14. Suffix: An affix occurring at the end of a word.

15. Affix: A sound or sequence of sounds or letters occurring
as a bound form attached to the beginning or end of a word to
produce a derivative word or inflectional form.

Supplementary Reading

The Miracle of Language, (Fawcett)

An Eye for People, (Bantam)

English 2600, (Harcourt, Brace and World)

4. A New Guide to Better Writing, (Popular Library)

5. Word Puzzles and Mysteries, (Scholastic Book)

6. Jobs in Your Future, (Scholastic Book)

7. Write to Right, (Scholastic Book)

Write with Feeling., (Scholastic Book)

eech in American Society, (Merrill)

10. 20 Days to Better Spelling, (Harper)



THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE

Course Description

The Bible 'contributes to an understanding of history,
literature, masic, and art. In orcier for a man to know the
allusions he meets in the news media, mythology, and the classics
and to understand the development of our social ideas and in-
stitutions, he must know certain persons, themes, symbols and
ideas in the Bible. The Purpose of this course is to demonstrate
that the Bible-16 a book that binds the world together by
dissolving time. The course attempts to help the student gain
insight into his own behavior as a human being when he looks at
himself as portrayed in the experiences of Biblical characters.

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

1. To increase the student's understanding of history,
literature and art.

2 To demonstrate Biblical allusions commonly found in the
newspapers, mythology, and the classics.

To enable the student to understand the continuity
within the development of our social ideas and inst_L-
tutions through a knowledge of certain persons and ideas
in the Bible.

4. To enable the student to gain insight into his own
behavior as a human being when he looks at himself as
portrayed in the experiences of Biblical characters.

5 To demonstrate and understand literary forms, such as
allusions, song, proverb, narrative, poetry, parable,
allegory, and language which are evident in the Bible.

Subject Matter

This course will discuss the Bible as a great literary
work. Since this is a ten week course, many sections of books
and entire books of the Bible must be omitted from study. The
following units are studied in depth: The word "all" refers
to the entire book as presented in the class text which is a
selected edition.



eluded as of the co , , are vl Its from a looal
mlnier an who tr:v to answer studovit's que:=ItThnn
both a theoln7ical and hlstorlcal nature, At the ecncluscn
the course, the students visit the 7u5eu11 CP Floc Arts in Denton,
and participate in a guded tour of the medic fal sertion which
has a wonderful collection o Bible-relat_ -rt.

unit:

Atroductl cal _Ad:

Exodus-all
Joshua-all
Judes-all
T Samuel-selection
TI Samuel-selections

<Inp;s-selections
TT Kings-selections

he Narratives:
Mort Stories
A. Ruth-aJ1
B . John-all
Apochryphal Short tories
A. Tobit-cme reading
B . judith-all
C. Susanna-all
D. Bel and the Drag en- outside reading
E . Daniel 14-all
Biblical Novel
A. Esther-all

n t Pc)Ert;)a i n the Old
1. Song of Deborah
2, Psalme,
3. Hanna's Song
4. Song of Songs

Unit: Literar Genre i_ the Nev Pe tame
1. Biography

A. Mathew-elections
Mark-selections
Luke-selections

D . John-selections
2, Poetry

The Benedietus
B . The Beatitudes
C. The Sermon on the ,,olnt
Synoptic Gospel
Sequel
A. Acts-selecti

5. Epistles
6. Fable
7, Parable
8. Allegory
9. Proverb

Unit: Wisdom Lite -a-ure:

Ecclesiastes- selections

Ent:
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te-ial

The ?Able for Students of TItnrature and Art:
Anchor Books, (Doubleday and Co.)

An-V'.sual Annotations:
A. Records:

Soatrain: Son- - o

B. Tmes:
Bibin-related sorws in rock music:

It

5.
o,

7.

C. Filmq:

Dlood, Sweat and Tears: John the- Bartist
Jefferson Airplane: God Shepherd
Jethro Tull: Hymn )3
Simon and Garfunkel.: Blessed
Rock flpera: qodeDe11
Rock Opera: Jesus Christ__ Superstar
Theme carried out in many rock ngs: The
:Prodigal Son (see ACTIVITIES)

1, Nil ernessof Explores -:the archaeoloFical
emains in the Necu Deer t of Israe1 uitl

noted archaeologist, Nelson Clluech.
Parable; Presents a parable in pantomime

and a white-faced clown who joins a circus
parade, takes upon himself tne burdens
of the low, the abused and the humili-ted,

-_eWideRiver to Cross: Diahanh Carroll
reads an adaptation of the old folk-
,ong which tells of the entrance of the
animals into Noah's Ark,

4, Isaac and Re -coal Presents the Old Testament
story of .-braham's arrangement for the
marriage of his son, Isaac to Rebecca.

5. Isael - The SLor of the Jewish Peo le:
Relate,: L1e history of the worlds oldest
people, Portrays in animation, the time
of the patriarchs and early history of
the Jewish people,

6. Your Nei-qhbor_Celebrates: A rabbi escribes
the major Jewish holidays o a g4-oup
of high school students.

7. Noah's Journey Godfrey CaMbridge reads a
poem in four par:;s by George nacBeth,
in which Noah converses with the materials
used to build the Ark, with the elements
of weather, with the animals and with the
mountain,.

The Ancient Exv=plian: Shows Egyptian history
from 2700 13-..C: to the Roman Conquest.
Portrays the religion and daily activ4=ties
of phatoahs

. and citizens of Ancient Egypt.'.



of = 0441.on Tnto-1-4,-aco:
TT.. srod;_lotn of sets 04"

ntractlenn of the 1fc, hats and
ow- Acme of the ancionts.

IC. This_ 12 An Lco norrraphic no Y
cctre which depicts hi:7.hwayo
on ancient sands, revoalini7 the p!,:f ca
71ory of Tsraelfs pas': and tho f7,01don
hope of her fiturc.

11 iddle East: rreseqtrl 4,1'..ews of nethlhom
and Jerusalem, the Bedou.in in his desert
Home. '''sos animation to portray !',,00(7)
years of riddlo Eastern history,

I!ohavioraJ flbif

1 Following a study of Ruth and Jonah and the elements of
the short story, the student will choose the story he considers
the best exainulc of a short story and in an essay of analysis,
prove his choice specifically by relating the story to the isnts
of a short story. Degree of aoceptibility will be basod en
teacher evaluation of points covered in proving choice, and
majority vote of peer group of the best short story,

2, Following a study of the Historical backzround unit
and the narrative unit, the student will write an essay makin
specific reference to selections in the two units which defend
the statement that many books of the Bible were written to lend
courage and faith to those who were fighting what seemedjto many,
inevitably a losing battle of the Promised Land,

3. The student will Show his knowledge of the word "apocryphal"
by writing his explanation for the inclusion of Sussanna, Tobit,
Judith, el'and the prAggn and sections of Daniel in the Apochrypha,
in a paragraph for each. Teacher evaluation based on pre-set criteri

4, Given the names Ruth, Esther, Susanna, Judith and Deborah,
the student will write a paragraph for each that would charac-
terize the- varying roles of women in ancient civilization.
Teacher evalUation based on factual content with 80% accuracy.

5. Given a list of five characteristics:of Hebrew poetry
and use of his book, the student will find an example for each
characteristic with 80% accuracy.

6. Given two palms studied in the course, the student with
70% accuracy, will identify in each two figures of speech,
one parallelism, the type of psalm and the theme of the psalm.

7 Following the study of the book of Job, the student_ will
discuss in paragraph form its structureand form, its meaning and
significance in relation to its time, its literary art and its
triumphant conclusion. :Teacher evaluation based on factual
content and clarity; of thought,
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accuracy.

Following a study 7:ow Testament lterature, the
student will compare and contrast Li. essay form the etylT ind

content ofnattheit,:tnd =Luke in writiru making at least one
reference for each author to his parables, poetry and blerxaphy.
Teacher evaluation based on ,,r12--s,t criteria.

10. Following a study of the c:ld and c-,w 12estaments, the
student will in writing cite the differences between the two
sections of the Bible in the areas of space, time, purl)cso,
authors, medium of expression, literary gcnrc, and literary
excellence with ?II accuracy,

--I le

. Term projects can include the discussion and tracing of a
theme through Old or New Testament literature studied in
the course. Old Testament themes: faith, desert, covenant,
promised land, prophets. New Testament themes: peace,
poverty,

2. Two major themcss emerge from the stories of Adam and Eve and
their sons 1) woman's subservience to man, and 2) man's
accountability _for his brother,_ Choose one of these themes
and write a brief essay dissUssing our modern interpretation
of the theme,

3. .%).mpare the accounts of Jacob's 20 years of wandering with
that of-Ulysseo'adventures during the same length of tine.

4, Comparative study of literary masterpieces use of dreams,
.(e.g. Story of Joseph to Julius Caesar, Nidsummer Nihs
Dream.

5. Compare tragedy of Saul to other tragic heroes, kiax,_Oedipus,

7.4acbeth or Hamlet. Read Robert Browning's poem Saul with
its vivid description of -Saul's madness,

6, Let students choose which story from David's and Jonathan's
lives would make the best television play.

Debate question: S there* a- tretit ,ilaw in the fizure
of ohathan?

8. Report on The Source, by James Michener

9. Written reports on the DeC :7ea Scrolls,
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CompIle
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g point out symbelis!n,

ETint's poem The
of the Wise

speech from the 1 f John,

_meat that Acts
concoction and

14. Write a paper discussinv Ernert Renan's st
is a new Homer because of epic qualities ,
literar- 41e.

Assizn a theme compaF i
Prodigal Son.

I

17. Defen

contras-Lir

vier by
eh bac 1c

me Psalms are

18. Comparison of Job to
177ilton'q Paradise Lo-
Archibald MacLeish's play, J,B.
Dante' s, Divine Comedy
Conrad's, HeartofDarkness
Wilder' s, BrijTo -of San Luis
Aeschylus', Prometheus Bound
Broadway play, PamnYanke-
Edna St. Vincent illay' Rena

ah

17acP Stevens_to
ounds in the Bible,

nferior in q ality.

cence

Slide tape presentation of Jesus Christ 1_1u2EELtiar. Tape
from the re_k opera and slides of Bible-related art
synchronized with the edited tape, for a one hour p atation.

20. Pick a shor-i, but coherent section from the Bible and have
the students render it into the teen-age i iom as a study
of change in language as well as philosophy.

The study of parables in, the Bbl e` can become more mea==d=-
and real if expressed through contrmporary mediums such as
rook music, The-parable of the a!o:digal on can be divided
into chronological plot ideas with reflective elements
found in a rock_seng. For instance:

Son wishes to leave - I Wish ' knew How it Would e-

to be Free
Father and son confront each other - Father and on
Father's feelings as he leaves - Der:. -ter to
Son leaves - Wild World
Son suffers - TooMuch Rain
Son repents - T_Need _You to Turn
Son asks forgiveness from father --I Never _Hurt You
Celebration - it's a Beautiful Day
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marvelou:71 adventure.
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shunne by the reader.

Story dea7in with devotio
n a settinEr of simplicity and loveliness,
implicated or il in the action,

Pastoral:
and rustic life A pocm or subject ma #matter
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o
fidelity

- character
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6, Allciz2xli: A form extended me=taphor in which ects
an persons in a narrative are equated with mcanini7s that li
ou _side of the narrative itself. Evokes a dual interest, one

other in thein the events, characters and setting an
ignif icance the bear.

qymbolismi At temp to suggest other levels" of meanin
without making a struetu of Ideas a for influence on the
work _- done in alle

8. 11__ .cd A short narrative poem
sir ; poetry epic, partly lyrical.

Parable:

10, Fable:
are most frequen
supernatural and

ort t "A% Carry_

especially ada

cicar moral,

brief tale told to point a moral. The
ly animals and subject ,matter deals with
unusual incidents,

11, Proverb: A sentence or which briefly and su=lking
expresses some recognized truth or ,nr wd observation with
practical life.

12, Psalm: A. lyrical cqmpos t c)ri ref praise

13, Secuel: .A followlngp__ as of a story.

14. 4 A conoi e statement, usually draw from
experienco and inculcating some practical advice, (--ft Proverb,
Aphorism

15. t-horism: A concise statement of principle or precept
given in pointed words.



A proverb or wise saying made families b t lone .

Dl: -A sustained and formal poem setting
poet-s mcditati ns upon death, love, war or

Tne.

the

18, Lament: A poem expo , i --

intense and personal,

19. Ode: Furthest removed from ordinary speech and nearest
pure r,usic. Greater elaboration and more defined structure.

20. Apocryphal: atrrie given to certain works of the
and excluded from the Canon because of -1) matters seer
mysterious, 2) of unknown origin, 3)- uninspired.

21. Gospel: The lad tidings, especially concerning
the Kingdcm of God, and salvation.

22. Synoptic (--12aLai. (from Gr, synopsis, a.seeing together)
Term relating to-the first three goSpels which present the lifeof the Lord from the same point of view and are quite different
from John's, Chief theme of the three is Christ's ministry
in Gals ce; they set the theology in a historical framework, etc.

23. Dramatic Poetry: Presents a-dialogue among participants
in an-action of same kind,

le,
and

24. Intensely emotional expression in vi-id
metaphorical language.

25. Prophet: An authoritative teacher of God's will; raised
from among the chosen. People, qualified by having His words put
into their-Mouths,e.nabled- to speak all that He cOmman0-
them, and maintain the authority of His word in their speaking,
-giver: the gift of-prophetic vision.

26, Apostle: Men selected by Jesus to be eyewitnesses of
the events-of life, to see- him after his resurrection and to
testify to mankind- concerning him,

27. A .pupil, especially the fellov of a public
teacher; a person taught of God.

28. Toone: A figure of speech in which the actual intent
is expreesed..inwords which .carry the opposite meaning.

29. Ap9oalyptio: The unveiling or revelation; the chief
character is an account of a dream given to someone long before
the time of writing.

30. Poi ofeniture: Se.iiority f birth,

31. Covenant: A promise
.

32, Ark: A chest, box or vessel of similar shape.

33. Anthropomorphic: Ascribing human form and qualities to G



hei-

Pro

A 1 dl that there only one

35. A- eh: ni sm: An r-ror with respect to the
event, custom or costume ,

od.

enitor: An ancestoror forefather

of

Ecclesiastical: Pertain,, to t e chU ch

Theocracy: Gevernment by priests as representativesrepresen-ta.tives

39. Arche_.
later forms or exa

Prototype; an on al model pattern
pie s

40. `res tarnen t:
. A will; a cove-ant,

41, 7otif: The central idea or theme of f-a work,

re
Allus References to a-famous histbrical or ,ite-

or event c Bible.

Abomination: Loathing; something vile.

44. Idol: An image of a God; an object of worship and devotion,

45. C-larimr: Authorized books of the Bible; Scriptures viewed
as a rule of faith and conduct.

k(5. crintures: Many d
co -ItUte the Old Testament.

Psalter: Referring to Book of Ps

Prologue: A preface or introduction.

9, Dialo,vuel Conversation of two or more people
re roduced in writing.

50. Emilaalg: A concluding statement or final remark,

from different authors which..

Personifiea n: A figure of
inanimate objects, ranimals or ideas wi
or sensibilities,

oech which endows
human form, character_

12A:ta;Ohol:_: A comparison, simple or .extended through awhole work, which identifies one object with another.

53. Hyperbole: Figure of speech in which conscious exag-
goration is used to heighten the effect

Simile: A comparison using the words "like" or

55. Under, A form of irony in which somethi
intentionally re d as less than in fact it '__
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epoUltion

que-tion to be.

z 't-wtings, mes es; particular cum,tact cei1

59. Wisdom T, eratu CounterpaPt of ---,ur modern chilo oo
and science; .as practical bearing o human conuct; ripeell_
observations or precepts in matters of social and family l
or business manaevement, public police- or d general self-
Lrevernment.

60. a2pheticLitcrature- The=major and,minor crochets of
the Old Testament did not wri "their propheciesi they lived it.
t was conveyed in action, and its only prescation
Is the narrative of that action,

Succlementar_

1. Abbott, Gilbert, Hunt Swain: The Dit le Reader: An
Interfaith Intercretation, (5F7tT

Piblc and Christian 4 .Year Pictorial History Book)
The_H

i_

oly_Bible
National Geographic Society: Everyday Life in Bible Times
Larie: Old Testament Life and titeratuFTT7Allyn and Baca!
Komroff: Heroes of the Bible, Golden Press )
King: L122DELLcing22_y1A, J.B. Lippincott Co.)
Oursier and Armstrong: The -Greatect Faith 17-4

(Doubleday and Co.
9, Renan:' The Life of Jesus, Modern Library)

10, Maus: Clirfit and the Pine Artsr (Harper & Brothers
11, Macy: The Stor:- of the World! e Literature, (Iiverl_ ub,
12, Gehman: The New Westminster Di: (7)117 the Bibl_ Plestmin

Pres6)-
13. Chase: The- Bible and
14, Ackerman: On T chin

(Indiana U. Press.
15. Lookerbie:- Patriarchs-and Prophets: Literature from the

Old TestamentTM61% Rinehart and Winston, Inc,
16. Lynn and Jewett: Literature, From the Old Testament

(Houghton Mifflin Co,'
17. Rece and Beardslec: Readinv_the Bible: AGuide,

the Common
the Bible

Reade
as Li

(Macmillan... Coaturet Guide,

ice Hall)
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This course will explore the wsrldof ohildron's literature
and adult fantasy. . The purpose of thls courso -is to show tho
mind and ima5Jnation of a child, th,-. natural world and its
inhabitants - real and whim$ical - h1 history, the adult world
throh hi7 eyes, imnary peoples and places, his love of
color and sound and his appetites for adventure.

GcalE-;

T1 ,7, of the course will be to provide experiences
which w111 enable each student;

To familiarize the student with the many typos Of
literary genre classified as imaginative literature:

2, To familiarize the student with the greatest wrierr of
imaginative literature,

To learn to distinguish between fantasies of great
literary value and those of little literary merit,

11, To learn the characteristics, of stories of fantasy,

5. To examine the ways in which fantasy distorts and
comments upon reality.

6, To read imaginative literature on two levels of meaning.

7. To investigate the extent to which human actions may
be represented in literature by symbolic animals or
creatures,-

To understand the metaphoric use of dreams.

9, To convey imaginative experiences, and enjoyment
others,
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Discussions of each literary work, novel, drama, records
and films will Involve applyinr the criteria for (7-valuatln7
modern fantasy to them in addition to studyinr oach work
individ ecordin7 to characterization, setting, motivation-
conflict and cliMax in plet,theme, point of view, tone and
relation to experience. Satire, vunsjallusions and otsl-
terary terms will be Studied when met in the course of 1-0E6lin,-

Projects will include outside reading, oranizinP a childreh'S
reading group, and creating a ponet play,

Materials

I. Texts:
T. Carroll: Alice's Adventures in Wo:Ide ,Maomillani
2, Kendall: The Cammve 212, Harcourt, -ace & World)
3, White: Charlotte's Web, (Dell, erlLr1)
4, Telk5en: The-.HobSTT77Ballantine
5, Shakespeare: 11. Midsummer Night's cam Jashiiori

Square Press)
6, Winnie- he7Pooh and th
7, Crah'me The Wind n ±h e Willows, (Sorl,___

TT, Audio-Visual Annotations-
A. Filmstrios

1. Litera ure for Chi: en Series_T IT Pied Piper)
a, Tall Tales
b. Fantasy
c, Fairy Tales

B. Films
1, Mothr Coose-Stories: Mother Goose brings some

favorite characters -to life-animated,
There's Something_about a Story: Uses comments
of storytollers'and sequences from Storytelliur
situations to thew the value of storytellin.
Discussion of where to find stories and the
basic techniques -for preparing and presenting
them.

3. Curl UTO. Small: Animated film of nature of
a child's world.

4, LtvlArtof Ploture Examines qualities
that lend vitallty to Eood p icturc books,
Exhibits samples of the works of 36 illOstrators
plus complete films. of Time of__Wonder and almy
P .

5. Let's_Have a. Party: Tells story of mishaps whi,_
occur in preparation for a party p:iven by a
hamster and a rat,

. Paul BunianrLumber Camn Tales: Recounts some
Apffithe meet fambus.tall tales of American folk-hero.

7. qeralci. Mc boinv Boinql Dr, Seuss story .of- littlo
boy who did not say words, but went "boing, boin,[7:",
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112aoLL1,211E: 1 er end a of t two owls
tell 'the-barnyard fewl'why Ahoy are happy
One t ish tooNla.ny a Peter finds -a- marble which

_la h r ubs it, makes Ills wishes come truo,
Carried away with the pL,wer the Marble gives
him, he finds +rouble and in the end realizes
his folly.

11 Manvyoonsi James Thurber's s
old princess who falls 'ill and r yal court must
cap the moon
Sim d-Pu- Their Const-. cion and
Creaui tjse d , i s the st___ Little_ Red
Riding Hood to show how hana nuppe ts are made,
ways to operate them and how create simple
stage settings.
Punnets: Prese t. various methods of a .__

puppets mu: from slm;:ao,- stick pup= is to
lore involved prece sses including use of sawdust
and 4u= shaped cloth and paper machE.
Life. Hangs by aThrea Showshow marionettes
are made and operated by experts. Inoludes the
macabre dance of a skeleton marionette,

. Dick Whittington_and his _Cat! The story of how
Dick Whittington's kindness to a cat - re'urned
to him many times -5 told with puppets.

of a 10 year

Behavioral_ Obje

1. Upon completion of each literary 'ork, the student will
write an evaluative essay discussing with specific examples,
the fantastic elements of the story, the techniques used to
create,believabilityv the logical and consistent framework, and
the originality of plot, EValuatien will be 50% for teacher
evaluation of clarity of thought and mechanics of writing, and

51,' for attaining a majority of items compiled by peer group
for the four c.teg °rico for eabh -literary work.

2, FolloW ng study of The.Gamma.fce_Oul2 and a unit on satire,
the student will create an outline of satiric elements found in
the novel, Teacher evaluation based on outline structure and
factual content,

3, Following reading of Oharlotte's_Web and study of
terms, the student will. write a three pa,.;e theme specifically
referring' to the beauty, wisdom, hUmor and pathos exhibited in
the novel, Teacher evaluation of organization, mechanicS,
clarity of thought and knowledge J. terms,

Following-study of 4_V n i n the illo- and Winnie-the-Poo
student will ,list =ten exarw e found

--e se stori s with 90% accuracy.



Folio study of the --urn
and a: rea The Hobbit, e st_
comparing and contrastinE tl, -,urney
Teacher evaluation will be made accord

. Upo_ completion of the play
the -Itudent will write an es in

in the
will write an essay

:'f both stories,
e-establis e criteria

.miner

will s uss. he
means by which Shakespeare makes a unifie whole out of iariCY
of actions._ The student will consider the points at which he
four worlds touch one another, the use Of the moon as a ltd f in
element, the activities.of *articular actors, and Uhe theme of
inve as unifying functions, Evaluation teacher a sed on pro-

1;abli hed point stem.-

Upon completion of tile pl 9

student will write an outline t with ex es 0
situation, language and character as sources of comic effect 1
the play, Evaluation based on checklist compiled by students
and teacher,

8. Following stud- of the play A i Dream, the
student will write an of thef-J4uali-LLe, _lat m ke Ti aria
and Oberon resemble mortals. The student will 'use evidence from
their speeches and behavior- throughout the -a F. Tcac _or
evaluation,

9, After 5 ead inf the Hum,ItN Dumotv chapter of ThrouOlthe
looking Glass in which Alice and Humpty argue over words and
their meanings, the student will prepare an oral report which
will be evaluated according to the followin-- poi

The student will state which o of the two
opinions on semantics he agrees with himself,
The student will speculate as to the conce--,

qUence of adopting either of the two opinions,

10. After completing study of both "Alice" stories, the
student will write a well organised essay about the nature of
reality expressed in one story making specific references to
conflict, theme and setting. Clarity of thought will ho the
chief basis of .teacher evaluation,

11, Given a list of 20 ter , studied In the Cola. ,

vpun, portmanteau), the student will define each term
one example for each utilizing any literary work -.
in the course, with 70% accuracy.

12. At end of course and after viewing appropriate films
puppet making, the students in small groups will construct

puppets and create an original play to be presented live
before an audience of children,



Aetivit!_es

1. r an Informal survey to determine reactions f yolir
friends t several well known fantasies slleh as Alice
in Wenderland and 1a:.vie-74-_,Joeh.

2 RPad five fantasies from :a su=ested readinF,' list and pre-
pare a list of questions youmiPtit ask abou
71,Jide children's, discussion and interpretations.

Read a humorous story to a roup of children and record the
situations that brin sUes, ehuel:Tes, and 7aughtPr.

Taidnr: Lysander' s line, from A Midsummer Nt:z..ts or
I heir topic sentence, the students will develL_ a one pafT
paragraph in which they present contem-=_ rary obstacles to
support Lysander's statement:

"The dot_se of true love never did run smooth:I
or

"The Lanatic, the lover, and the poet are of lma7lnation
all compact"

),

7. Attempt to account for Helena's "-°- e with '1.:,unv-, men
in contrast to HermiR'r, -11loces5,

8 Acting out scenes:

"What fools t,-Ise

ompare in wrlti

or
raortls beF"

the 3 principal --Fairtes

nifferentiatr, the basis of actual evidence between the
2 youn men; 2 young women.

a. Pyre.mu and Thisbe with ? audiences
(inner and outer)

b. 13ottom's scene,,. - Act To -scene i
Act II, scone i
Act IV, scene i

ra of To

1. _Fantasy; In literature any imagined story that cr,-,tos
a world of improbable events in unreal settim7. Tn-drama, the
term fantasy does not refer to a major type of play but rather
to any play set'.ina-world of make-believe whimsey or
imagination,

Pathos: Arousinp:, pity, sympathy, sorrow, compassion.

3. Characterization: Techniques an author uses to reveal
the per5onality of the c7laracter he has created, The nrvelist
may tell readers about a_pharacter but a dramatist must show, not toil,



It nal
the maL, no In some wo

ondary themes,

5, Tone: Words and
attitude -toward his cubj_ 7

core
may 4 1,y

use to rimurt,7, hir
audience and e r ward

S_tin,7: The time and place - the local,? i n whicn
of a >3to =f or 3 lay occurs,

the ani words.

8, Use c ridi ule, sarcasai wit
order to expose, r_3,t r 5 rat, destroy or laugh at
folly or social -evil. In drama, the satirical play
eonli farce and parody to give power to its r

irony in .

human
ften
lie,

9, Punt A play on words using eithr similar
different meanings, a word with two or mbrz meanin
exactly same sound but different meanings,

10, -Portmantea Two meaninr7 -eked 711 one wort_

11, Parody: Humorous imitati n of the subject matter or
style of an author, The term can also be applied -to mimicry
by one character of another.

12, Aller!er-r: A narrative in which the characters, se
and the action have a second meaning in addition to the sic
immediately apparent,

13. Irony: A figure of speech in which the 'implied tneanin ,7
of a statement is the opposite of its literal or obvious one,
There are many types: verbal irony, irony of situations and
dramatic irony,

1, Allusions: reference to a person, place or thing.

15, Etnbl ma tic verse t Long tale printed in such a way t
resemble the subje ter.

16,_ Inaagy: Three continuous literary. NATO CO 1themselves , of one Idea situation or char °ter,

17. -Peracmificatiero A fip:ure of speech in which human
qualities are given to abstract-ideas or IA animate objects.

18, Fables A short tale intend d as moral_ im ruction,
Animals are frequent characters,

19. Legend: -A story or talc, usually of a national folk,
or religious hero handed down by word of mouth from genera tion
to generation, They usually combine fact and fantasy,

20, MN-111 Usually a traditional story of the deeds ofcr heroes, They often attempt to explain natural phenomen



S-ho

Attemr 1. to
dintortien or =_ealization.
to the use f artificial lanr%
herons and heroines.. It tries
of life's - both good and

tc22709.

7!,.7r0 as

realism
to th

ve a pictur.
boau-Uiful and

-

Fenerally opposed

shows all

A monolc. - it L=1-a workable device
_ _

character in on dramas.

24, Styl t A writer idistinctive Manner e of 'pression;
all those g_ lties and characteristics of lan 'ja`e and ideas
tha distif-ruish one author's work and persora_LI-,_;y from anoth

_bol:
Somethi g that ands for itself at . literal

level, but which suggests something else - or several other
thin,07s -'at the same time. It - usually a concrete object or
an animal that represents a qu llty or abstract idea, It is
how a thing is used in cent e t that maker it a symbol.

26, Foil: A character object, crocer
another by contrast,

27. Comedy: Any literary work with. happy en,
rectors are prese ited as general types rather than as

realistic individuals. No deep emotional feelinf:s are aroused
nor is there a, sense of identification,

28. Comic r ellef: Humor inserted to eak a
serious mood.

29, fli t, A struggle between two opp
characters, ]=1_ er as man vs, man,man'vs. -sae
nature, or man vs,- himself.

30, , Climax: Point at which the greatest intensity of
interest, emotion, or suspense in-drama or fiction occurs.
Often the most important event in the story, it is usually
very close to the turning point of the -tory or the final
resolution.

that e is of

S

c or

ng forces or
y, man vn,

31, Donouomenti The final -un vcling or solution of the
pl ©t in drama er fiction. Usua117, follows the climax,

32, ---YAndue Lfsht entertainment; the lop:ical working
out of an idea which has to be taken for granted; contains
spectacular elements, in al le figures.

1. EddiSon:

Huck
School

Suovilementary R

The Worm Ourobbros, ( allantine Docks)

d :_Children iteratur', he l emery t{
lt, Rinehart_ Tnston,



Ep.ton, NE71F;b1oL ad CtLi
rh11,11-Pn's U.tol-'ature, (-7:MIllan Comp,/

Carter and Tolkion:
(Ba7.Tantine 70ni:s)

Crew3: Tje Pooh Pep1ex, (E.P. Duttor & Co)

of the RI



2 CK POTTRY

Course escription

iusic is a humanitlin7 force that
in an era when human relations cwase
primary purnose is to communicate exr
ex-perience. Combininp: these two oaten
poetry via Rock music will give one a
standinc of his life, himself and his

The
will ena

Goals

als of the cou
it each tudent

hei;O_Iteas cormu
_ many nroblems.
rience, the poet
ivc forms i.e., studyinp;
better inArr,ht or unrler
music.

ation
Poetry's

ill he to vide expq.rinnces w

1. To better understand the medium of express ion of rreatinterest to him and experience the best which the-formhas to offers

P. To show his
involved.

6.

rtse in an area in which he is dcepl,,,,

To deal with experiences and i0e
and importance to him.

To find more positive, lastin identirelates to time, place, situation and

immediate concern

people.
ROC Music

To learn to listen, think, analyze, and release hisfeelings orally and in writing.

To learn the progression and rich backg ound of Rock music.
7. To learn the cha.

Rock music.
r cteristics influences, and tl

To gain an understanding and appreciation of ccntepoetry.

To achieve a
and express t_

unication
ideas by

with the poet's experie
comparison and, contrast.

Po

10. To learn that content cannot be. separated from form.
11. To study the elements of Rock music that allow it tobecome poetry.-

of
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Subjeot Matter

This course will -_onstrato the history of Rock In Roll
through sons of the Fifties Rn0 early Sixties. All songs
aapear in the student text and are accannanied with tape, music
of these same songs. A greater portion of the course will deal
with the study of exceptional quality or themes, ims7ery and mood
found in Rock music of the Seventies, and in contemporary noetry.

Daily class work involves much listening, discussing and
iting. Several individual and snaLl, .7roup nroject are required.

Alen studying
and contrastinP! Rock music and canto- ors y poetry bn e on the
theme of loneliness.

-ands of. Silence, the students will be comp ring

I. TextS:
1.
2.

Mate

The Poetry of Rock by Richard Goldstein, (Bantam
T*)nds of SfTence_-by Betsy Ryan, (Scholastic)

17I0 Audio-Visual Annotations
A. Films

Ar --ican Music- From Folk to Jazz and Pop;
TraciT7e developMenT-of-popTiThi mjc
or jazz in American history and life.
Presents pictures and reproduced music
and performances of old time and recent
artists.

12n12: Boy: Uses PaulT-Ankats son!, as the
them6' of a classic film about the pop
singer image- the creating, selling and

(buying.
Poetry- Frank O'Hare and Ed Sanders: Poet

Ed Sancr&rs deScribesTiterary -Rock Roll
and.explains-why the content of his poetry
often creates a scandal.

Tapes
All the son s found in the text Poetry of Rock
Many songs found in the text Sounds of rfflence,
ag., "Richard Cory", "Within You, Wit 170 Yriu"
Many songs of a thematic nature, NE., "Soul of
'doman; "Isabel", "Suzanne", "Lad-" portraying
a view of womanhood.

Pment
1. Four track stereo tape deck with turntable

Approxir
tapes.

tely one hundred songs on reel to reel



'aVioral Oblectives

1, Given a choice of songs from different Rock periods,
the student will choose three songs, one from each period, and
deScrihe theiir differences in lyrics, theme And music to the
satisfaction of the instructor.

2. After studying the history of Rock, the student will
complete an objective test with PO'g accuracy.

3. Given six _ngs of an alle:lwrical ryltore, he student
will choose one and write an essay that would cover all of the
following :_ an exPlanation of the do,Able meaning, how event:,,
characters and .settiro7 prove the presence of alleoory, its
intention, and effectiveness.

L. Followirij study of a theme found in severni Rock song s,
the students in small groups will prepare for live presenttion,
the music, the lyrics, and an essay tracing the develoilmnt of the
theme of their choice. Teacher evaluation based on the oriinality
and clarity of thonttht and organization of presentntion.

5. Given a conte:Inorary poem and Rock song based on a
similar theme, the student will write an essay in which he will
disct,os the thematic MOSSRe and compare and contrast the style,
tone, inn3ery and the effectiveness of the two works. Teacher
evaluation on clarity of thought and written expression.

6. Following a discussion of relevant issues found in
protest songs and listening to P. variety of such sons, the student
will choose one issue and write a the pi in which he will na].°,e his
own feelings known and make references to at last three related
songs. Teacher evalurtion.

7. Following study of the Ballads section of the student
text, Poetry of Rock, the student will choose, one sow- and discuss
in writingFthe message, the characters, Liao imagery, word: playi --
the language, and the music peer group evaluation in small groupsof the message, characters end music and teacher evaluation of
stylistic devices in the writing.

8. Given instruction in the writinp of n character sketch,
and class practice with "Richard Cory", the student will chooseone suitable song or poem and write a character sketch to the
sRtisfaction,of the teacher.

9. Midway through the course the student will select oneRock artist or group which will be the basis of n term paper.
The criteria for judgment will, be based on:

a) the history or development of the artist(s)
h) analysis of attitudes and values of the artist(s)

as seen in his sonp.:s
1 discussion of the artist(s) favorite lyrics and/or

themes with references to sample sons;s
d) documentation and bibliography



. Follqin c=ss inl-,ruction on t , ;m 1,n rn,.-, -'41-,s ,si:

in i ilusics the FtlOent will select one ,oil fr-,--1 a f-'11rni:::
list contninin:7 son title, Firtist nnd 1,iltions for 7)f-trble
idEss f-trf: write t' -t mo,lern rrrrbln as ,-L in the son-t,
T,.t,cher vnivation.

11. To ,Iemonstrr7t-
renctions to a som", tnn strl.nnt will 1 o _van (inch of the foncwi
and the necessvry instruction for their
intervals of tfrie course to the ritIsfr.ction of the teacher:

c .

vrl_ou

He will find pletures thni, illustrnte some ].m:
or idea presented in on rnd write short
sunimnries of -Ipplicti(on for ef7ch pictra.

h) He will locr. t poem or pieces of lit,nr i Ara thr,t
are in style, point of view and stntement
and discuss each point ornily er in writin.

He will or-Pt,?, a collprw that rooresents the,world
described in thc7 lyric and present the toll =ale
and a talk or comonrison orally before -en rroup.

He will writ e an origin .l po m, es y, story or
song that presents his idols on the sa~rie topic

as the song 'studied.

He will write critical review-of th nOITI". for
a typical teenage magazine or for the music section
of the school newspaper.

Activities
Beforelistenin to most selection tic students should ead
the lyric and see ,--Low n lyric's mood and tone are affected by
the orchestration and vocr=1 style.

After student
should listen
With that

ress their own ideas bout the lyi_ they
o the song and contrast the ire noint of iew
,sted by the artist's internretation.

Methods for discussing popular music may be done a rfeetiv ly4
with expression of feelings, intellectuallyjwith'analysis of
lyrics and theme, and a comhination of hoth,including: melody
rhythrn, tone)-color, harmony, form, the listener, the lyrics
and the theme.

Discussions may center
a) the messge of a particular artist e.g. the music

the Moody Blues
a specific theme of one artist loneliness In
Simon and Garfunkel
themes in many artists e,g, ecology in popular music;
war and peace in Rock music



d,odominant In Roc( mwic

!-)le

('.lit

brotherhoodpit riri

WVe
mus i

values

s-p
commitment
maturity
openness
reconciliation
love

T)roblem
TTE n on
crime
death
rijvoree
ecolo=7y
hypocrisy
poverty
nrison
revolution
war
wnalth

time
rre:!Pilt

fnture

e? ;CAPS

qte, s i taclent __ writ, their own !iock In Roll

7. Rnad reviews of now lb ns by respect,.
! h 3sturday eview, The Vills Voice, The NeW it r):'imet

and theT5Ilin Ston

ti breast of -bi-- current Rock scene
ne MaTazine,

thins
nloney
1-%usic

gns

Rock critics in

:911i

Have students construct a d ,7rfflin7 trstatement sbout some aspe-
of Rock music and debate ;la issue b fore'peer proup.

10. Students individually or In emr.11 groups can pi rn a ten Ninute
Rock radio proFran , five minutes spent on music cl-losen by
the student and about five minutes of disc ockey patter .

Live or recorded presentation.

11. Have students sketch their snontnneous re_ ons to two
driving pieces of Rock music such as a ltrine album
or one by Frocul Karin and then use these two mediums of
expression to comare rhythm, tone and form.

Glossary of Terms

1. Rh ed Verse: Coneists
usi ally with a regular meter.

se with end r- n

Free verse: Marne ized by much rhythmic variation,
irre4illarity or unusual stanza forms, and either no rhyme or a
loose rhyme pattern.

3. RhIM1 i
betw -n tINV-words.

Similarity or likene of sound

L. All Re etition of the initial letter or sound
in o or more words in Elline of verso.

5. Refrain: Repetition of one or more phra.phrases or lin
intervals in a poem, usually at the end of s stanza. Often t
the form of a chorus.

at



E. FiEure of speeh: An exi=i;rsion in
usell in r. non1itTiT7717,-nse to nrsent n OV 116
7. - A (lirr!rt or Px-alcit

usually unr711*teJ t a inclicRtn 11.1.-!_ne3s or
hair some r-tt..pibut,,, fo,Inr, in both rse7, like or os
to ,In--LaRtn th9

8. Mett:,r.hor: Similcr to simile btts not lthe
to inlicate.t1,e comrarison.

a
. Parsoniftion: .1-i-vi.11 of hu-lpn charrJA-r1.RtIns to,

inaninnsto 1)7TE7,7.177177S7or anir,r1s.

10. 3ymho1: A word or jiv-e twat si;rnifinz sor(IthInF other
than whet is literally reprAs(,ulted.

11. stanza: A division of poem base, on 1Thouht or form.

12. Couplet: Two lines of verse thRt rhyine.

13. Alle?;ory: A form of ex rider'. met2Thor ip Vhinh objects
End nIrsons p.re,, equated with IneennLga that lie outide the narrative
itsol_.

14. Tone: The attitude towsrd t audience end the subject
that is im7r7d at various points in a poem by to wry spaker
expresses what he says.

15. Payola: Taking money snd costly gifts to promote and
publicize a song, for instance.

l6.
11: Sons" type of India- a group of note MT:71 chords,

each group a different emotional tone.

17. Acid rock: Drugs play a role in composition Or performanceor both; a1 knoWrl as psychedelic rock or shock rock.

lf.',. Aleatory rock: Chance composition with a beat; sip°
nonmusical sounds anT1 nonharmonic material are the basis of a
composition, as in SAt. Pepper by the Beetles.

19. Attitude rock: Related to protest rock.bnt sn7resting
an inner-direeted apprOach. Involves a statement of ()nets feelings
about R situation rather than a criticism of it

) as in HjI4S.Z 61
Revisited by Dylan.

20. Barocque rock: The sound and also the implementation of
music of the BA6h era, as in A Whiter Shade of Pale by Procul Harum,

21. Folk rock: Lyrics and music via electric instruents .which capture fresh imagery, feeling and probing commentary of
ethnic song..

22. Shloc rock: music that is uninspired and noncrestive,even if it is Well pea-formed.



1.
2.

7.
8.

10,
11.
12.
13,
14,
15,
16,

klien:
Cohn:
Dachs:

PTI,F171111

Hodeir:
Hopkins
Lieber:
Linton:
Lomax:
Lydon:
Roxon:
Shevey:
Shaw:
Walker:

Supplementary ding

The roilectrie Numanities (Pflollm)
Rock Fran the Beginning, (Pockat)
Americrli F61,7),(FFITMT,;tic)
toli7Rock mstion ancl Answer Book 0 (lcholastio),.

The HRhvi11e So IELI (Simon Schuster)
Jaz: Its F,volution and 7,ssence, (rove)
The Rook -Story, (7;1;Inet)

Now To Form a Rock rlrov,p, (qrosF:et & Dunlop
Yi-crcal (A-nideto (Aassroom (Pflaum

F61777(77777.7,7(3I7nitl--
Wick Folk: Portraits, (Dial)
Rock 7xtcyc1opedia, (Groset F,I-Dunian)
Ladies of Pon/Rock- (Scholastj.c)

ThROE RTVolUtion, (Crowell-Collier)
Pop Rock I:cfrfEE17, IT, ITT, (Scholastic)
Pop hock Sdrs of th arth (3cho1nstic)



FILN-APPRECI TION F Ow-

CoursDs2y:otign

The first part of the course consists in studying rood films:
most of theFe are short films( animation, documentaries, soci_al.
commentaries, and films as communication) and are acc_ompaniec. by
film study guides. The student vitt become aware of the emotional
and intellectual of fitms produce on viewers; and atso, the
student vitt tear-n why some films have more appeal than others.
Students will have the opportunity to examine film as an art form
and to establish standards for the criticism of film.

The second part of the course is designed as a workshop in
filmmaking; and consists of the instruction in the use of the su
8 camera as yeti as the 35mm camera. Camera techniques will also
be taught, Students (in teams) vitt produce and edit an original
film and slide series at the conclusion of the course. Filmmaking,
then, becomes-a course in which students learn to express themselves
through the medium of film.

Goals

The goals of the program, vrit be to provide e--e'iences which
enable each student:

1.0 To develop judgment and discrimination in the evaluation
of films,

To explore what a film has to say on social comments of -he
past and present.

To exercise his ability in expository a
writing.

imaginative script

To examine a fitm's adaptation to a novel, poem short story.

To develop his ability to communicate through compLete use
of the 35mm camera and super 8 camera.

6. To interpret through seeing films and fitMing facts,
skills, attitudes, and idea

7. To develop, new sensitivity to visual language through the
making of pictures, slides, and film.

To identify and use the glossary of technical terms in-
volved in filmmaking.

To produce picture essays and stories accompanied by a
musicalbackgreund.

10. To create "live" comic strips through the use of animation.



IL. To reach, through his experience in viewing films as
welt as in filmmaking, a fuller understanding of such vital
communication media as the film and photography;

Sub'ect Matter

The Film -- Appreciation Course is two fold in nature: it is
a multi-sensory approach to writing, discussion, and reading; and
it is aLso a practical course in the instructional use of cameras as
welt as techniques in operating camera equipment. Films used will
represent cross media: the documentary, animation, film Language,
comedy(old and new), the western, appreciation films, story-- telling
films, and instructional films and slides.

The major emphasis of the course is on the short film as a
means of communication and as an. art form. These types of films are
valuable because they show a student how a film can tett a story with
few, if any, words, It is the intention of the course to have students
frequently convert these stories into words, and at the same time
to learn Much about such Literary devices as: sequence, suspense,
emphasis, ctimax, and characterization, Short films fall into three
major categories: films with a narrative tine (e.g.) Orange_ and Blue;
films with a visual process which includes the speeding up
or sOwing down of motion, shots and anglesp(e.g.), Pacific 231,
Timepiece; and films with visual poetry which sometimes distort
reality but create new modes of expression via ingenious editing,
optical tricks, and precise cinematography, (e.g.) Mosaic, corral_ .

These short films- also make the student aware of the producers in-
volved: such men as, Norman MacL,aren, Arthur Lipsett, Ryan Larkin,
James Henderson, and Don Owen -- innovators in the short film.

From the introduction to the short film, students are exposed
to the fact that film techniques differ in subject matter content,
and are informed how the film, and the tools of cinematic Language
reveal mood, idea, and concepts. Thus, the student develops some
critieria for aesthetic awareness in order to evaluate film.

From the short film, the course then moves to fult-tength
features with citizen gane and The_OxBowincident serving as c
films. Both films are outstanding examples of: the creative use
of sound track and natural sounds: to provide background, to make
transitions, and to interpret events; deep focus photography to
denote subjective as well as 1)jetive points of view; and t. e
effective use of camera angles and Lighting to denote mood, time=
Lapse, and characterization.

Along with the viewing and reviewing of films, students also
have one laboratory period a week. During these periods, the students
team in groups of five and are given instruction in camera equip-
ment , editing, and picture taking. When the teams have sufficient
knowledge of the camera set ups, they wiLL shoot their own film.

After editing their- work, the films will be presented to the
class and the films should reflect the knowledge of film techniques
dS well as the student' ability to produce a film of visual
narrative merit.



Mater

Texts
t. Thomsen Media and Cormmunication ( Harcourt, Br -eJovanovich)
2. Clark: The Ox Bow InCident Signet)
3. -askill: How TotA_Movie Story_( Morgan and t.iorgan)

Chekov: The Bet ( Perfection Form Co.)
Schrie-vogel: Film study pamphlets and guides ( Pflaurn Co.)

a. Sunday Lark
b. Orange_a177Blue
c. -Tim22j_ece
d. LittleIstand.
e. OccIATenceat Owl Creek Bridge_
f. 11,oneliness of 7A Laney Distance Runner

F. Kodak: '&rourprpgramsfromKodak

11. Audio:-Vispat Annotations_±.

A. Filmstrips
I. Careers in Filmmaking (with records)!-- shows the

possibilities of sundry careers in film: a producer,
director, cameraman, film editor, script girl, etc.

nde_standLw The Art of Film ( with records) --U_
plains the film as an art form and uses Citizen Kane
as an example of concentrated and controlled
artistic expression.

Si 4e:LtgIp Presentations ( ail Kodak materials)
1. Advanced Camera liaryllim -- explains the various types

of cameras and setting, focus, shutter speed, and
lens opening. The presentation also explains the
various types of films for a 35 mm camera.

Colot_antgaraphy After Dark -- provides tips and
information on night photography and illustra
how easily a camera can be used to photograph
bright lights of a city.

Films for Adjustable Cameras -- discusses the variety
of films for use in adjustable cameras ( film speed,
latitude, and grain.

3

C. Films:

PS
the

Ideas for Phot
personal g

ristmas
ee ing car

Card gives ideas for making

1. The Art of The Mbtion.Picture is a factual state-
ment of what films really represent-:

2. Basic Film Terms --- is a visual lesson in camera
inecessary in any film course

Citn Kane '77 the creative cinematography explores
the potentials of the camera, unparalleled 1941
or even today.
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C. FiLms: (cont.)

vof_Golud__--- documentary using stilL plct(res
and narr7a-Tion to denict the gold rush days,

5. Good iyipt Socrates -- the memory of a bov'
night in his village =soon to be dotroye.

The _Bet an npdaLed version of Chokov's story ab(-2,u
a man imprisoned for rive years.

1. High Noon ( super 8) -- excerptn; from
the emphasis on cLocRs.

8. ,es Escp_Tflots --- animation of a peasant unable to
grow crons but discovers his own tearp wilt orow
huge creatures.

q. Ljtt L I Land --- animation depictind lcieked-in
rommunicat inn, abstract art form.

10. Menageri ight short animated fitmE.- made by
children from ages (; through 1,1,

_t. Occurrence at Owl Creek an adaptation of
Rierrers story, clone in black and white.

12. On Seeing and Literature --made from foot-
aoe filmed behind the scenes of The Bridge on The
River: Fvai,

L3. Or2119m2;71ue_-- shows the adventures of two halts
in a junkyard-- with apt social visuals.L. Photgaralz=.Anatomy_of Acamera -- illustrates how
to use a camera and how it works.

15. -Ox-Bow Incident - an adaptation of CLark's nove showsa careful followino of the book.
IA. Ride--- made just for fun, speeded up camera shows

a run away car and its driver.
17. aanlay_Larc --pictures a Little girl, on a Sunday

morning, creating havoc in an isolated business
office.

LB. Timepiece-- a satire on what a man thinks when he is
abodt to die or "thinks" he is about to die.

19. ye-iiskiits.,L_Lri22 a satire on the various
concepts comprising our society. Film is unique
because it consists of scraps of many films put
together and which tell a story.

70. Why_ Man Creates demonstrates the nature of the
creative process and vision. -L

71. UnderstandipgMovies -- a vatuabe toot to filmmaking
(directing, producing, acting, etc.)

72. Mosaic -- op art film with music intens"ying the
psYchological effect,

73. Loneliness of A Long Distance Runner 7- psychological
in depth character of a boy who faces a decision.

740 jrit2tpretation and Values shows three editings of
a Ounsmoke scene before its final acceptance.25. Da sof Thrills and Laushter --excerpts from the
oilent films and melodrama of White, Chaplin, -etc.

26. The Golden Ade of Comedy:- shows how producers of
silent films initiated comic situations.

27. The Great Train Robbery -- depicts the first robbery
ever produced on film and the first chase.-

28. -Great_pirector_:_n_.W. Griffeth -- presents an
account of Griffeth who produced the first..futt-tength
feature.

29. Pacific_231 -- a classiC film illustrating forc and
motion, with musical background.



Eu111222E1
1. three super 13 moview cameraa_( 2 Yashicas, t 3
2. 3 editor view -, splicers ( 2 Vernons, t Craig)
3. four 35mm cameras ( 4 Yashicas)
4. two tripods
5. rolls of films will vary)

two super 13 projectors ( L Bolex, L i.

one tape recordPr

Behavioral_g1Litgtives

1. After a reading, listening, And viewino eyt PriPrICP, the stu
viAt be able to write an expository paper on the Propertios of
film found-in one particular film presented to the class. 90%
accuracy is expected. The student will evaluate his own work
by using a checklist of film properties orevicusly learned.

After viewing a fil_. _ontaining superior photographic shots
(e.g. (Titizen Kane), the student will tell orally the four
techniques used in order to create mystery. Orally, then, the
students wilt evaluate the film by criteria previously di
cussed and agreed upon by the class and teacher.

After reading and discussing visual materials in class, the
student will translate, interpret, and extrapolate from formal
and informal visual statements: informative Communication through
visual media, persuasive communications, editorially biased
communications,anc3 recreational and aesthetic communications.
The degree of accuracy will be determined by a previously
designed check List of "what to took for in communications.

4, After reading the pamphlets " films in depth" and viewing the
related films, the students in teams of five will discriminate
between relevantand irrelevant visual ideas as well as factual
and'fictitiousvisuals, 80% accuracy is expected based upon
staneard film criteria, previously given to the students.

After viewing and listening to a parody film and having completed
a study of parody, teams of five will write and then shoot a
parody of a typical school. day. Student audience will evacuate the
visual interpretation; the teacher will Pvalt-qte the written
parodies. 85% accuracy.,

6. Given instruction in the use of the 35mm camera, the student
wilt choose a subject and then focus the camera ( 'still or
otherwise) for the purpose of illustrating a mood. The student-
teacher audience will evaluate this interpretation, according
to the previous instruction given in, how to create mood .80% accuracy.

7. After viewingfive "ten-minute" animated films, and knowing
the techniques of animation, the students in teams of five will
recreate one three minute segment of-a scene or episode of
their choosing. The success of the performers' interpretations
wilt- be evaluated by their peers, using a prepared checklist
and prat discussion. 95% accuracy.



After observat on and the reading of film study guides
( political cartoons, news caricatures, parodies, social
commentaries), the students in teams of five will produce
a set of twenty slides and/or still pictures denoting one
of the above areas . Students wilt use the 38mm camera to
complete the assignment. Student groups(outsiders) wilt e-
valuate the effectiveness of the slides. L5 out of )0 must
be acceptable:

Upon complet h of the course, and given instruction in the
comparative, thematic, aesthetic, and creative approaches to
films,_ q074 of the students will be able to develop a set of
valid criteria by which to evatuate fi tms in a disciplined
and'rreative manner.

tO. Upon completion of the course and given instruction in the
use of cameras, the editing processt the splicing process,
and dark ro ©m procedures, 95% of the students wilt be able to
produce four stilt pictures,illustrating a mood; one,three
minute animated cartoon; fifteen .9/ides communicating a visual
story; and develop one roil of black and white filth. Peer
group and teacher witt evaluate the final products based upon
class instruction and students' underetanding of the materials
covered in the course.

Activi ties

Viewing fitms and reviewing films.

20 eadinq required and supplementary materials.

3. Writing critical reviews and research reports on films.

4. Discussing in groups, panels, and large roups, film critiques.

denote a story or mood.

6. TAstening to all ypes of music which miht enhance the production
of films.

7. Discussing the film as a means of communication

5. Producing sup R and 3rrIm fit

8. Writing an original short story or poem and using
as a basis for a film script.

nateria

Adapting into a film script, a short story read in class e g.)
Pocking Winner.

Editing and splicing the films produced by teams of students.

. Enjoying film as comedy andrin small groups, discussing the
comic styles-and techniques of the sitent films -- Chaplin, Hare y,
The Keystone Cops.

12. Field trips, .whenever to view good film.



r',107a2v of -7,rmr.

1
A

..e het: Shot reulYn!Y from the eamr-ir;,.* he
#

placed at other than e anln its objoct

P. Ca'te:7nries:- Doontar: adapt Lo frorri 711.

literatur animation, social, moral, syrIboils, pure flii,
cinema verite.

Close-.up: Shot i'fIclwf.in g nt sore than nr: acto's head
and shoulders.

IL

shot
1_,;OMD0_1 r- shot: simultaneous nrojetion of :Oro than one

5. Crosscut: cut from one scene to another Lc present
simultaneous action,

0. Cut: instantaneous end of sho

7. Dissolve: nurring of images as one shot appears to
melt Into another,

R. Dolly Shot: Shot--from dolly, A small-wheeled truck,
made as the camera moves up to,with o-r, away from the actors or
along an object.

9. Edits To arrange shots.

10. Fade-in: Gradual disclosure of a scene as the screen
becomes light,

11. Fade-out: Oradua:l.disappearance of the e-sceno as the screen
becomes "ark.

12, Frame: Single photographic impression on the film.
In each foot of 16mm film, there are 19 frames, This film
passes through the motion-picture machine at the rate Of
feet per minute.

, InImmaLlmLJLELua: Camera capabilities to reveal
sub e',tive mental states. of people.

14. Trio-in: Gradual appearance of the scene through a
contracting circle.

15. .Iris-out: CraduaLe isappearance of the scene through
a contracting circle.

16. Long shot: Shot in which the camera is remote enough
tb take in fifteen or twenty people.

17. Lo- shot: Shot_ in which the object is photographed
from below.

18. Medium shot: Shot in which the camera is nearer to
objects than in a long shot.



19.
(- than

2n,

_t of ,11' cDn
11m of ' Q01-1 r7-7h

T

at the wars 1-,c7r71

21.
the camera

If
time.

Shot o taind by
axis.

wron'f-: wIll, ar.:1

72. a.(3_ter col Comblna,_,..- of :hct- or F-cosh" to build up
articular effect,

23, Shot: _pi e or scene without a break in tj e n- sr
photographed without actual or apparent in cruption,

24, Sub:ective Caniera et: Picture seen the vle,
point of a character In film.

25, Take: One uni_ P-rc,pt d rt nning o f t the camera.

but fades off
Shot which does 4- occupy the whole s-r

around the edp:es,

27. ffinet Shift from one scene to another whp reby the first
scene appears to peel off.

28, Zoom Shot dn which h camera moves or ,ems
to move, ly 1p t© an object.

lemer Readinu

e: Agee on Film, (Beacon P

phensont The Cinema a Art rigu in Books)

Sohn: Fil- tea and The ish Teac'e-_,-. (Indiana University )

Anderson: Make Your

). Thomsen:

6, Ahlers:

7, Larson: Young _Filmmakers, (Avon Press)

. Lincoln: Guide T Film] akin , (N--! American Library)

9 Feyen: Screen Exrerience, an Ap roach to Film (Pflaum

10. Miller: TtdsisPhotegra-ohy, (Doubleday and Co,)

11, leridan: The Motion Pioutre_and The__ beaching of English,
(Appleton, Century, Crofts

12, Bluestone:. Novels into Film, (UCLA Press)

13. Eastman Kodak: Pamphlets on any type Ofpho orr-aphy,

Media

.m ed. Movies

Co lication I

o Guide to hoto Fun,

(Little, Brown, Co )

(Harcourt Brace- Jovanovich)

(Popular Library)
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aval_lable free--from Eatman :Thehetor, N.Y.
14650,

Amolio:

15, Allen:

n -in ±1 r-
aE7rIrco

Electric Humnni.ties,

16. '-" imie: Towards A Visual. Culture, (Avon)

17, Kael: Kiss Kisc, Ban Ban, (Bantam)

1P. Jacobs:

19, Schillaci: Films Deliver, (Citation Press)

T, Uovies ac Eedium, (Doubleday)

20, Taylor: Cinema Eye. Cinema E. (Hill and Wang)

Reisz: The Techni_ le of FjI Editi, (Hastin4,73 Hero

no(- Bobker: Element of Film, (}{arcourt-Braee)
oo Kuhns: Behind The Camel, (Pflaum)

jinks: The Celluloid Literature, (7acmillan

25. Sohn: Film; the Creative Eye, (Pflaum)



P:zYCI-:CT_CGY in 17-1-17:---?:-P1:2-7::

Course i :rintion

in Literatore 4F ir,) Ci*CtiSS anr1
stories, dramas, and novots -from a p-,ychological Point or v3ow,
Texts and films vitt enter upon the "why's" of a character's
action, in order to rope w=t, 'ifp nn0 the ,-..onflicts which arise
in certain social !=ituations. Ideas such AS ihe psvchological
double, personality disorders, normal ciisturbanc.r7s, aid ultiptc-
selves wilt be discus:sed. The plol-s, settinaand themes in lit-
eratore vitt not be r9vieved, as the ,9mphasis is on the analysis
or action and thought, In addition to literary materials, the
psychological_ appeal of newr4papers, magazine, and advertising
will also consitote a part o class discussion.

c,oa Is

The goals of the course will be to provide eNperiences which
will-enable each student:

I. To increase his interest in the study of human behavior.

2, To understand that the persona I ity ofpeopte,
destroys the society in which they live.

3. To exptain the stro,7ture of environment which, in essonce,
sometimes breaks dcron the social order.

s:ometimes

To develop a sensitivity to a Shakespearean play as a source
of profound insight not only into the nature or man, but also
into oneseLf.

5. To become aware of a vision of life and a system of values
that may or may not correspond to one's own.

E. To interpret a psychological reading, without the. guidance
of the teacher.

7. To support opinions and statements about content by referring
to the text or proof.

8. To encourage extensive readino in psychological fiction as
a stimuLus to selfexamination.

9. To recognize and interpret economic, spiritual, and social
frustrations.

10. To develop one's ability to perceive the reLations between
story elements and reality.

Li. To re.7.ognize the psychological.appeals of newspapers, mag-
azines, and advertising -- swaying a person's motivations.

17. To understand the interrelafionshiP between Literature and
psychology.
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aldaqLkAtter

The subject-content of this course wilt ?resent to the-student
portrais of certain conditions, feelings, and environments which
_illuminate a variety of human behavior, and will afford the student
-opportunity to _recognize the difficulties inherent. in understanding
what "makes us what.. we are.." Through fictional characters, the
student -willbecome-avare of the problems which " might" exist in
our everyday'society.-The materials in-the course cover the terrain
of a- normal reaction to crisis and frustration to the abnormal reac-tion. Through fictional works ( Luting Horse'Winner,Paul'sCase_,
'pthello, The Glass_ M202.21liet-artleXT, Silent_ SnoW__t_Secret Snow,
Heart of -Darkness., the, reader will become aware of the ob --
sessions, the personality disorders and the psychotic. and neurotic
worlds which are a part of-,wr'society.

The core text for the course. is DostoeVski's Crime and.Pun-
lshMent A, regarded as one of the greatest psychological .novels ofallAimesi because of its list of characters -comprisingthe many
disordered per8onalities and normal-human beings .within the frame-
work of ,fiction and reality.

Thusp it is the intention-of this course to examine the mo-
tivations of a character's action, --to recognize-the etiology in-
-volved, and to discuss.. the syndrome which Marks-Certain.Case studies( such as the sChizaPhronic,- the paranoid, the asocial and amoral
person, .'the pathological "drUnk" the psychotic, and the neurotic.)

Using psychological fiction as a vehicle to .undertanding h
fetloW Men, the student will gain a better insight.into the pattern
6f-our own society, and,. perhaps, a better knowledge of the problems
faciner-manykinds of people ---vith whom, someday, these-saMe studentsmight

_r

might and with wham, they might, in a real sense,- cometo knom, to understnd, and most of all.- to help -- becadse' fiction
gave -them a vision -of reality.

Materials

I. Te
A. Short Stories

I. Lawrence: Rockino Horse Winner ( Perfection Fotm
2. Stevenson: Markheim ( Perfection Form)
3. Melville: ggfItty ( Dell)
4. Porters He (Den)
5. Cather: Paul's Case ( Perfection Form)
6, Poe: William Wilson, Fall of The House o Usher (Airmont)
7. Bierce: The Boarded Window ( Dell
8.. Aiken: Silent Snovipecret Snow (

9, Stevenson. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. jivde ( Perfection Form)

B. Novels
Eonrad: Heartof Daykness Signet)

2. Green: I Never Promised You A Rose Garden Si ne
3. Dostoevski: crime pnciPunii;77177gantam

Drama
Shakesp eare: Othello (Airmont)

7. Williams: Thethass Menagerie ( New Directions)
3. O'Neil: Em.p_eroirJones Noble anti Noble)



II. Au c io- Visual Annot: ions:
rips

reluclice _andPropaganda=Technicues -- shows the
:psychology behind notitical campaigns.

that To no In Drama. and Fiction (with records)-- sho
compensation and defense mechanisms and use of
titles. in TheGlass Menacierie, Watter
Macbeth,- and TheHairy Ape.

Dostoevski:His LiaLLHis Works, His Style (with
rernoreis)clives the complete background of the
writer with a good explanation of "why" Dos oevski
wrote his famous-novel.

Records
1. aLLr2dLIII-2__Ltyie - depi

"splitting" of personality.
the story of a

Fit ms

Thel,,etter"A- a faciful cartoon wit outnarration
and dialogue and tells the-story of a man haunted
by a giant letter A.

2. The Hand represents a force that -causes a person
to-do what he does not Wish to do.

_Neighbors shows how two close friends react
Violently-when they become angry..

4. Othello condensed version of the play. The
atmosphere of Shakespeare is clearly revealed.

5. P.,Iltalmay_pf,-Arthur_Milter - -- Arthur Miller explains
the mental stiMutus behind his draMaS.

. The Informer -- reveals psychological guilt when a man
-denounces his best friend and hands him over to
the--enemy.

ntf42Ei2multSnow the -story of autism. A
child -retreats into his own-lfancifut-morLd.

8. aartteby:v The Scrivener -- reveals -frustration and
isolation-of -a-147a.a.1.- Street- lawyer -and his -office
staff.--

House -shows .the pseudo relation of a family
refuSing to face reality.

10. Agg12f-_:Turmo4 - -- illustrates the behavior. that
reflects the emotional- turmoil -of teen-agers..

It. Th Insects an animated'Story ofmarOstosing battle
against the.Oreat world of insects; or,- rather,
-the.petty annoyances that eventually.Win over us.

12.- Lone.inese_of:_A-Lon inistance-Runner ,77-- depicts isolation
and-decision-making7f- an eighteen year old boy
who has contempt for authority.

0.:Phoebe-- -dramatizes mental and emotional reactions.
of a-teen7ager.

Behaviorat-es-
L. Given a g ossary,of terms in psychology and 6-specific example of,

each, the'stOdent will memorize -these -terms, and be given a written
objective test on them, Examples of the terms will be stated and
the-student will fill -in the appropriate word. Teacher-made test
wilt evaluate the accuracy of the students' responses.



After reading two short stories on the autistic child, and
given instruction in "autism", the student will write in class a
two page report delineating the syndrome found in this partiCular
disorder. Peer group will evaluate the accuracy of the reports
by listening to them read 'in class and by a pre determined check
List.

Given time to study, disc uss, and select advertisements, the
students intealis of three wilt demonstrate their understanding
of the psychological language used in advertising by orally.
presenting-a three minute report on: a. an analysis of symbol ism
fo0nd in a selected advertisement;or,b.-, a comparison of the
effect of language found in three advertisements for similar
products or services. The presentations will be evaluated by
criteria previously `discussed and agreed upon by the class and
teacher.

After viewing a film on T.V. color commercials',-and instructed
in the suggestive- usr,s of colors to appeal to middle-class
society, the students.will orally identify why these commercia
appeal to this particular group, Accbracy of oral analysis wit
be based Upon criteria ( study sheets on advertising) previou s ly
given to the class.

Given a teacher-Selected list of reading materials, the student
will 'choose one of these texts and write (-Aside of class) a four
page_ analysis of the disorders reflected in one or two .characters.
Teacher evaluation, based upon the students' comprehension of
personality disorders preViouSly studied. Accuracy of analysis
will be evaluated by individual student-teacher-conferences.

Given paragraph deScribing a--character who show, neurotic
- tendencies, the student will demonstrate his knowledge of neurosis
and psychosis, by rewriting, in class, the paragraph-from a
psychotic. -point of view.-Based upon preconceived criteria, 80%
accuracy is expected..

7, After a reading, listening, and viewing-experience-of Shakespeare
Othello, the student will write an expository two page paper
(outside of class) on- OthetiO's obsession jealousy -- as a
motivating factor in his mental breakdown.-Teacher evaluation based -_

upon materials previo6sty covered in class, via study sheets, guides,
and -lectures,on abnOrMal

Having read, analyzed, and discussed Emperor Jones, and having
compared the play to Macbeth, the student will demonstrate his
knowledge of neurotic fear by writing a two page essay on the
syndrome apparent in both plays. 90% accuracy based upon criteria
previously discussed in class and given in lectures by the teacher.

Given access to references and time for research, the students
( in teams of five and with a designated spokesman), will orally
present in class a personal analysis of mob psychology. This
analysis may be shown in either Lord of The Flies or The
Butterfly Revolution, whichever book the group chooses to read.
Teacher evaluation wilt determine the accuracy of the presentation.



10. At the conclusion of the course, and after a four week student-
teacher study and discussion of Crime and_ Punishment, the
student will choose any character in the novel, and write a
five- page analysis of-this character's actions and motivations,
based -upon the student's knowledge of psycholdgyof Character.
Teacher evaluation, based upon the concepts and ideas taught
throughout the course,. will determine the accuracy of the report.

Activities

11, Making .a study of short stories which illustrate problems
adjustment faced by young people.

Orally analyzing two short stories in class, via team-work,

Role-playing -- dividing the class into groups and each group
to imagine a catastrophe has happened. The group is to work out
a plan for living ( leaders, rules, responsibilities.) Students
are to reach an agreement on- any conflicts which might arise.

Taping background music which would set the tone of a work read.

5. Viewing T.V. commercials which denote persuasive techniques.

Making a collection of advertisements which have a psychological
appeal. Team work)

7. Writing an original advertisement for a product which would
reflect the real purpose and the symbolic purpose for the product.

goosing and writing two out ide-reports from a-predetermined
book List.

Writing .a research paper on one aspect of psychology taught in
the course.

-10.- Field trips, whenever possible in conjunction with what is studied.

G1oSsar- of -Te

1. Psychosis - a. loss of touch with reality. -- the c
, world

2. AniMiSm_. a belief the-world is controlled by supernatura l beings
3. Aphasia - the-inability tounderstand or.Ose Language,
4. Sadism_.--- satisfaction giving pain to others
S.- Repression -_a defense mechanism(excluding painful ideas)

returning -to behavior used- eartier.inlife (d
7. Substitution_- placing- another goal to another .area(def.m h.).

RationStizatipn_7:setf-deception or mental camouflage (def.- mech.)
9. Projection -7oassing the buck or refusal .to accept faults (def.)

JO. Identification overcoming feelings of-_inferiority (def. mech.)
U. Co m ensationr- substituting an inferior physical quality

for something more ( def. mech.)



12. Fantas the escape from reality (def mech.)
13. Sublimation - channeling unacceptable impulses (def. mech.)
14. Etiology - the study of causes or origins of a di::-ease
15. Syndrome - a group Of symptoms which combine to form a

particulaL disease or condition,
16. Antisocial person - is always in trouble, he is without anxiety

or feelings of guilt, and never Learns from experience
17. piaaagIAL22L.502 - like the above, only environment denotes

his character
18. Voyeurism - obtaining satisfaction by viewing others
lg. Fetishism - regarding a part of the body or an article of

clothing a's a Love object
20. Masochism - gratification by giving pain to oneself
21. Transvetism --the wearing of the clothes of the opposite sex
22. Neologism - made-up words which have a private meaning
23. Pedophila - abnormal attraction to a child
24. Paranoid Personality- an escape from reality, and a person who

constantly using projection as a defense
25. Schizoid Personality- is marked by a complete detachment from

others, and a formation of a new world in which to Live
26. Fear vs. Anxiety - fear is of a more temporary nature and related

to external events; anxiety is produced by internal
psychological problems

27. Neurosis - is when a person does neat deny reality but merely
attempts to ignore it

28. Symptoms of Psychosis: disorientation, delusions, hallucinations, and
verbal communications impaired

29. Schizophrenia - is dementia praecox -- the "splitting" of a person's
thinking

30. Classifieation of SchiecmPrenia: simple, hebephrenic, paranoid,
catatonic, schizo-affective, and autistic.

t. Paranoid vs. Schizophrenic : a. the paranoid gives a much more
coherent story, b. the paranoid's speech is not
affected (echolalia, neologism) , c. in the paranoid,
the only symptom is sometimes delusion of persecution

32. Manic-depressive reaction - is a psychotic reaction, with severe
mood swings, with delusions, hallucinations, and
disturbances of language and action

33. Genetic - the origin or the beginning
34. Concordance -- similarity of character
35. Qmpjlfipn - unwelcome repetitive action
35. Alcohol Intoxications: pathological, delirium tremenspalcoholic

hallucinosis, alcoholic deterioration, and Korsakoff's
Syndrome

SD221pmenta eading Material

1. Kiskerr The Disuaanized Personality ( McGraw-Hill
2. Ne6field: Lisa, ULiattAncl Dark (Signet)
3. Kesey: One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest (Signet)
4. Sechehage: The Autobiomp12L of a Schizorenic Girl (Signet)
5. Wexler: The Stou_ of Sandy ( Signet)
6. Linderman: The Twins Who Found Each Other ( Pocketbook)
7. Wilson: This Stran q_ Son ( BaLlantine)
8. Rubin: Jordi ,an Lisa and David ( Ballantine)



9. Thigpen: Three Fares of Eve Region House)
LO. Arline: Dibbs_In Search of HimseLf (.Baltant io)
U. Haggard: Nobodyyaved Good -bye (Bantam)
12, Dostoevski; The-Double (Lippincott)
13. Algren: The _Man With The Golden Arm (Doubleday)
14. Beckett; Waiting For Codot ( Grove Press)
t5. Sartre: The Room ( New-Directions)
16. Gogoti The _-0-.-7etboat ( Dell)
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SATIRE--PAST AND PRES7NT

Dcncrintion

Ths courso_is clesLclnd-to show the use of atire past and-r=ole -.,17-ious and .4-ratTle sitpatIonr- (1,,-crent od__of satire found in map.:azines,
television-commercials, and advc-rt.ing,s71,egans will also 1-,c studied, Different typos of catl-rewill provide the student with opportunity. to recognize whysatire such as -Al Capp's will strike a r:iven- reader, funny,Opportunity will also ho provided for examining: the satixIst''sart in a variety of rranres-espocially the assay, poetry, theshort story and the novel,

, World writers will be studied withprimary' emphasis upon litoraryridioule as a weapon of moral,political, personal, and social attack. T'exts and films willsupplement daily class instruction,

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provldo mxpericnocswhich will enable each student:

1. To analyze satire from a reader's point of view.
2, To increase his.sensitivityto satirical intent Inliterature,

3. To develop individual capacities for spontaneous appre-'elation of satire,

4. To recognize. the sundry indirections employed insatirical expression,

5. To further his independent reading of satirical works.
6. To develop his ability to communicate ideas via theuse of sa-,,ire.

7. To croato his own orip:inal satires on contemporary life.
To be aware of the constructive purposes Of satire.

9. To interpret (via film) the sa±Iristts basio purpose.in the work,
_*

-10, To illustrate how Writers of satire expose the absurditiesof life,



1.4_ de n an awaren
sr;Vr(7-

T study t ,ious te_

7 'A Te define and. di
satirical oxpro7;n1

Sub

lna sC amon,7

Satire-pact and-present. is
to a particular kind of literature n has as main object-,i-v
acontcmpt for human folly and a belicf-In- the corrective and
"civilizing agency of wit"-, Every sat if-Ist his hip viewof the
world -or ra r-a vision of a better world, His mainLknteritibil

to have reader become aware t -r Opt society, immoral
practices, a e corrupt p.;overnmental tact cs,- Usually, satire
deals with certain types, never with the individual, and has for
its r,ettinr:S a never-never land, the everyday -world, or tho,lt-

-tirk.0-17:afantas lc voyage, _Death, love, and- power are three
-basc themes of satire and to depict these, the satirist has
many forms from which to choose in order to present his attack
upon society: the letter, a dramatic monologue, the lampoon,
the nonfiction essay, a cartoon or a caricature; narrative
satire i. represented by the novel, short story, and fable.

To understand the vehicle of satire, the reader must always
P made aware ofWhat has.transpired in society to evoke comments
ich the satirists make, Therefore,- this course attempts to

show students that from the 15th centurv.. to the present (from
Chaucer,- T3occaccio, Machiavelli)Cervantes, Pope, Johnson, Swift
to Waugh, Orwell, Huxley,-Capp, and Boulle) all satires
with their-pens as weapons have as their targets: individual
types, human foibles, society and institutions-and- literary
criticism, Satirists, then, are not only.: acute recorders of
contemporary life and but they are also shrewd
social critics.-

in esstenc, satire ofte=n. makes a reader smile-or laugh at
the ridiculous or comic situationS presented; however,-7ehe
majordistinction between .comedy and satire is that the satirist-

- always uses
make

as a means of attack, -Comedy,. first of all,
-wants to make-us laugh; satire, first of all, wants to demolish-
-its tar ,et, Perhapsit is fitting to conclude with what Jonathan
Swift once said regardingthe satirist as a moral agent:

His satire -points- at n defect
But what all mortals may correct,

dE-Is

introduc,71.- stuents

rils

I. Text-.
1. o oninr -Humor- (Harcourt Brace
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1, Orwell: Ani- mal Farm, (Sign
4, Capp: .From Do cat h tea to
5, Waugh: A dful of D
6. Weatherby: ,he-Rena_'-a

Chaucer's Canterbu- Ta

bo -ia,
Dir

(Dell)

Beacon
etions

1 Fn 1 i sh L ter t r An.._ol2Ly
HJM,

-8, Johnson: P a To The Dictionar (Perfection Form)
9. qundLILath-Pa Crflaum.Co.,

10. Aesop's Fables, laznum)
.

11, Swift: A Modest Pre -a-Rai (Perfection Form)
PopeL- Rape-of The- ___Lock ughton-Mifflin)

13. Bunyan: Excerpts from PilErim"s Proaress, (iou,
14. Twain' Folitical±Econor1-1VT77777TroTF7rm)

II, Audio -Visual An notations:
A. Filmstrips

1. Canterburx with records gives thr prologue
and introduces'all of the characters, Hi: _ical
background ofsnaucer's time is also given

2. Cervante$', Life: Gives the_backgroundof
de'Cervanfes and how he created Don Qui'401-
Don Quixote: Highlip;hts the story itself, ho :ring
satiric elements,-
Connecticut 'Yankee in Arthur" Court: Shows
_actures denoting the storyas w 11 as Twain's
tire on the monarchy, peasantry, and political

economy of Ensland.

-fii

Records and Cosset
1. The World of Robert Benohle:t Benchley readS

his own stories which-aro parodies on the family.
Bill Cosby Record, I Started Out As A -Child
humorous-portrayal of growing in the Streets
of New York and of a child.Flip ,Wilson, Cowboys andThe Devil record Shows
Wilson aq.a- social, satirist in recounting
historidEa events.
The Wonderful- Worldof Jame- hurber: Captures
the sardonic spirit of Thurber's ideas and views.-

5, Don Qu4Kote- of Ls. Mancha: -Gives excerpts from
the play .with_themi-U.o. emphasis.

6, Orweills_1984', Highlights important ideas from
the -book.-
Thurber"s You 'Could_ Look It Lips Captures the
satiric tone .of Thurber's stogie:

filmELauntaaLalaUltai
7atq2aLtilaaf
poof on Thanksgiving-

2, Me_WantOlitiMInny: Is take off on an areheo-
logical expedition with the Three StoogeS,

3 65 Satitric_Slides: From Please bon't S it the
Floor to cartoons, caricatures, and Mad IVia gazlne ads.

ndwich: Is an exaggerated

D. Film_ A6mm
, .Animal Farm: Orwell's satire on a totalitarian

state, using anitals-as.-a-Means to -conVey-the-
foibles:ofhutan beings,



The Critic: Spoofs- shows and people who think
they know art.
Thictlt1140 Presents an animated story
of the robbery of -Santa's toys. A parody on the.
western filM-musical background only.

4- Automania 2000i An animated film which deals with
The wonders of automation -today and in the future.

5. E2/2_,_ MY__qnowman'S Burning., Down: Satire on e ry-
day living. in the-cit,

6. The Animated cynical social. commentary on
the "people users"

7, HanwAnniversaus Ironic pantomime of a husband
who encounters traffic on the way home to his
anniversary dinner.

, Chaucer's Pardoner's. Tale-: Ironic presentation of
three thieves in search of death,
Chromonhobial Presehts the dilemma of a society
caught by-a militaristic 'dictatorship-,

10. .LasEscargots: Tells the story ©f -a peasant who
through-his own tears, grows monstrous creatures,

11, Television, Commercials: 1-- min. commercials on T.V. .
made by P, Klin, -G.I.Cierran, from reels given to
the instructors, '.-

12, The Top: A satire about the struggles of people,
attempting to reach the top in business,

.

13. Ae-saP's -Fables: Live animals portray the fallacifallacies
of man,

14, Oscar For A satire on abstract and
experimental films, amateur movie makers and film
festivals,

15. Motor Mania: Shows Donald Duck as-the calm motori
Caught in .a traffic -jam,

16. Foible is a collection of five .striking animated
shorts, each with a telling savage satiric- comment.

17. Charl S-uash Goes To Town: The Story of
Indian boy who.leaves. the reservati-on and -finds city
life not like "the books" said,
The I-louse That Jack Built: A Satire on middle class
life in animated' style,

Behavioral. bl ectives

1. Given the-elements of a satiric novel, poem, hoadline,
essay or short story, the student will write a report identifying
and defining the satiric terms found in a speeific work. 80%
accuracy based upon a checklist of satiric terms-such as: irony,
understatement, invective,

2. Given instruction in the ironic tones of advertising
and its apppal?the -student will bring to class three advertisements
and will identify the audience to they appeal and explain
any "loaded words" -found in the ad. 'Peer group will evaluate
the results based on. pre =conceived teacherstudent criteria,
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3. After viewing a film containing the elements of 1)antomime

--and given the description of a character in a particular situation)
the student will-communicate that character and situation to an
audience by.mcans of body movements and facial expressions,. Peer
group will judge the accuracy of the presentation via criteria,

4, .

After reading and viewing several, cartoons and given
instruction in the elements of cartoon (hidden desires,- fears, and
dislikes), the student will bring to class three cartoons and:

will orally summarize the cartoonist's attitude and symbolism
used in the cartoons.-- Peer group will orally evaluate the pre-
sentation by criteria previously discussed and agreed upon by
the students and teacher.

5. After reading a Comic strip as a vehicle for satire, the
student in teams of five will orally delineate the stereotypes
found in the comic strip. Peer group evaluation.

6.- -Given a short poem and a parody of the poem, the student
will identify in writing which poem ist(the parody and explain his
choice. 90 accuracy base -upon facts and content distributed
to the class.

7. After reading three fables (Aoso 's or Thur er's),. and
given instruction in the fable, the student will demonstrate hiO
ability in understanding fable, by writing and explain the pur-
pose and target of the works read: be it to satirize society in
general or an individual characteristic. 90 accuracy based on
teacher-student conference to evaluate the analysis,

8. Given a-humorous situation- in a film, the student will
explain orally how that situation functions as comedy relief
or satire, based upon the instruction given in these areas. Peer
group evaluation via a checklist on comedy and satire.

9. Civen-briefinstructicininthe use.-of.cameras, and having
read and viewed.,all'types-Of satire, tbe:_student will -produce
either a 3 min.. satire -film, or a 20 mm. slide presentation.
Outside_ visitors will evaluate the effectiveness of the films and

slides.

10._ On completion of the course in satire and given a piece
of satiric literature (not previously read), and based upon .

his knowledge of satire, the :student- will write an analysis
of said work, with 90%.-accuracv.--The teacher will evaluate
these papers, via the materials previously given in class,

-Activities-

1. Viewingfilms which have satiric elements.

2. Role playing The saga of Class SSC, (a take-off on Animal. Farm).

Writing original parodies and other modes of satire,



4. Field trips

0
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see current films w- h lend selves to satice,

Researching an "o '_da" text and prese tint
the class, the basic elements of satire in the particular
text.

Writing a research paper (complete with bibliogi_ph:v and
footnote,, ) on _one- three elements of satire found ir_e, pre-
assigned book.

Producing either a slide presentation or a super 8 Mm
presentation burlesquing some phase of school life or a
literary character l teams offive studenc

Drawing original partoons-which show -elements of hidd-
dislikes, and-de Tres ( for those artists in the class.
Panel- discs ion.= of comparison of satire of the ast with
satire of the present.

o ally to

10. Pan
met

°miming a class member or literary. character er s one
od of in-class evaluation,

.11, Testin.p: on materials covered on a tw -week basis,

12. Listening in class to albums illustratinrr satire (Monolog
by Shelly Berman, Flip Wilson, Bob Newhart

Glo saryo' Terms

rs,

1. Satire: A -literary term which blends a critical a-G_itude-
withlumor and wit' to the end that human institutions-or humanity
may be :improved,

7. Invective: A form of satire used when a writer merely
abuses.

3. __sarcasm: is a form of satire which is caustic and uses
apparent praise for dispraise,

4, Horatian Satire; Aims to correct an institution, or
society by broad sympathetic laughter.

5. -juvenalian Satire: Is bitter and angry in tone it
points out, with contempt, the corruption and
and institutions,.

evil of money

Allegory: A poem or story which has per suasive elements,
and extended metaphor whereby persons or objects are equated with
meanings that lie outside the story itself (abstract personifications .

7. Fable: A story exemplifying a moral thef,is in which
ani-als talk.

8,. Parable:
a lesson,-

an analogy or parallel narrative to teach.
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9. Jn: A story told medi_val preacna illustra
the genera text of a sermonth- cry was consider°

10, BUrlesoue: A term L 11 literary forms in
a _ons, or other literar works are. made ridiculous

to be true,

which people,
by imitation,

. Incon it- A iculous situation which is over-
exaggerated,

12. Mook-enics Any litera r wor which m-'--
and commonplace su jeot laugha

13, Parody; A satiri form which d rides,
but a particular-literary work or style by imi
in- a trivial fashion.

14, Travestv: oks a certain Work by trea

a trivial

not its subject,
ating its features

it lofty.

15. Imul The written work is ated directly,-but'what
is mean is..implied indirectly.

16. -Carlcature: is a type pf picture which
ludicrous by exaggerating or di: orting prominen.
out losing the likeness.

17. Lam oon: 0 a full verbal pic

atirio comedy:
standards-by one
of their victims.

Ridicules violations c
more 'swindlers" as well as

19.
drama ,
called

akes a person
features with®

e of a parson.

moral and socisl
the gullibility

_Comedy of Manners: Depends upon the dialogue
and-involves the intrigues -of people living in
polishedsociety,-.

20. El:dig-ram: Is a iris whic

of the
a ._o-

is witty-and .concise.

21, Oraculum A dream of a relative or sacred per on who
appears and announces "what isir or "what is not" to COTO.

22. Visip: Is a- revelation.
pa as they appear in a

n raft
dream,

events come to

Is a dream which is interpretive,- The
-ar ambiguous and not understood.

24. In -sod nium: dreai which reflects conditions of the
mind. wiiETE.er disturbs man in his waking experiences, these
assail- him when he is'asleep.-- Dream has no value,-

es

25. Phanta na: A dream on the border of waking or sleeping.
One sees strangely moving or forms.

26,- .Invective: Is a direct denunciation the use of
derogaLory words or epithets
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27. Understatemen Is a kind of Irony :which nrives from
deliberately r(presenti methin as much. lees it-.really

28. Is a t
intentionally contrived to prodlice a e 1cck of comic surprise,

for a deftly phrased expres,ion,

J.

5.

Repartee. co4 t of it between

To -alitarianism: Iimu is- _mina

-lementary

Sanders: The cope of atsr
Twain: A onnectIn-

Armour: Cl Classics ,,cla (Bantam

Weiss: Tales ut of School, (Dell)

Bor beck: At Wit r - End, (Dell)

cr more

aott, Foi-esmar)

6. Huxicy: .-Brave New World, (Bantam)

7. 'Mcrae:- -The:Devil's. Dia_ lonarvi (Dover- Pre,

Ke_nan: Mod.(,rn Satire, cour-f:, 'Brace)

9, Mom ati- Theor and Practice, (Wadsworth Publi hi

10. Predmore: The World cf Don Quixote

11. -Voorhees: The Paradox of-Geo

12. . Jack: Aucrustnetir (Oxford)

13, Lupoff: All in Color for A Dim (Arling on Ho

V- Couperi-_. The-Comic

aue.

Purdue U,)
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AFRO-AMERICAN LITERATURE

Course

This course will. servo as an introduction to, rather than
a survey of, Black Literature. The purpose of this course is to
understand the problems and struggles of the Black community
through literature; this will be a study of the literature bv
and about the Black culture. A study of biography, fiction,
poetry, drama, essays, and miscellaneous pro-se will to included
in the Course,

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

To examine the hi. o i co.l background of the Blac
society.

2. To investigate through Black writers the _e i--
of being Black in America.

To rcleognize tie contributions to literature -
Afro-Americans.

To encourage continuous considerat ions and in-
vestigation relative to the Black culture of ourwall
To-assure.the inclusion of Black writings in the
'esent day English curriculum ; not to separate

the literary works from the total literature scope.

ec Matter

Black Voices:- An anthology- of Afro-American Literatu
Sited by Abraham-Chapman.

Outline Introducti -page 21.-

b. Fiction: page 50-215
Charles W, CheSnu t-
Jean Toomer
Rudolph Fisher
Arta-Bontemps
Langston. Hughes
Richard -Wright
Ann Petry-
Ralph Ellison.
TrankLondon Br



Faule Marshall
Diane Oliver

C. Autobiography: page a-347
Frederick Douglass
James Weldon Johnson
Richard Wright
James Baldwin
Arita Bonternns
Malcolm X
Stanley Sander.,

Poetry: page D54-491
Paule Laurence Dunbar
W.E.B. DuBois
James Weldon Johnson
Fenton Johnson
Claude McKay
Jean Toomer
Countee Cullen
Melvin B. Tolson
Sterling A. Brown
Anna Bontemps
Langston Hughes
Frank Marshall Davis
Richard Wright
Robert Hayden
Gwendolyn Brooks
Lance Jeffers
Naomi Long Madge t
Leroi Jones

Literary Criticism: page .-931 698
W.E.B. DuBois
Richard Wright
Sterling A. Brown
James Baldwin
Langston Hughes
Richard G. Stern (an interview with Ralph Ellison
Dan Gecrgakas (James Baldwin - in conversation)
Sterling Stuckey (on Frank London Brown)
George E. Kent (Ethnic Impact in American Literature)

Note: Whenever possible, the writings and criticisms of any one
author are studied as one unit; i.e., the fiction, poetry, and
critical material of Langston Hughbs would be taken up as one
assignment.

2. Under the study of James Baldwin, the novel
Go Tell It On the Mountain is taught;

ARaisinin the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry
studied as an example of Black Drama.

4. Students are givez: the option of reading
Black Boy by Richard Wright or any other novel
by that author.
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Mate ials-

Texts:
1. Black voices ed. by Abraham Chapman, 0'.enter,
2, Co Tell Tt fln the ^iou Lain by James Baldwin,

(Noble r Noble)
1. Black Boy by Richard Wriqht, (Harper Row)
4. A in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry

Contemporary _American 7'lays, Random,

Audio-Visual Annotations:
A. Filmstrips

HarrietTubman's Life
El-iudice and propaganda Techni ues
Histo-

or off' the Afro-American4. The S

B Cassettes
Ghetto Law and Order

2. Search 172LTILIDLIII-IY
1. Black Boy read by Brock Teter s
4. Langston Hughes' Simple read by Ossie Davis

Recordings
1. HarrietTubman_Sings

m R2, Afro-A erican ecords
3. Marian Anderson & Spirituals
4. St2Eyand Sengs_ofthe Civil War
5. A Choice of Weapons - Gordon -Darks

D. Audio-Tapes
1-; We hal v-rcome Marchon_Washingten

The Glory of- Negro History
The Voice of Africa

E. Kits
1. The Black American
2. Negro History

F. Multi_ -4edia Library
Bendamin Banneker

2. George Washington Carver
3. Frederick Douglass
4, Robert Elmalls
5. Harriet Tubman
C. Booker T. Washington
7. Black Cultural le-daers in Music

Black Cultural_leaders ifiETTTFature
9. BlackLeaders tn Technology

10. Black Cultural Lea s in Theater.
11. Black Leade he Reconstruction Era
12. Evolution of the Black University

G. Films
1. Martin Luther King Man o Peace
2. The people of Africa
3. The New Africa: .People ,& Leaders
4. Black Hi for : Lost Stolen, or Strayed



In r -c11 a nast
0%-1-AmerIcan

True _ 11. War
A i -Tii t r o he Ne Negro in America

_am
White:

acl 'World : g,ross of racial
equality in the I?, S. by nrominent Blacks.
at Last: Trar,es history of American Negro
from Emancipation to the end of

Search of a Past: Black students study their
cultural.heritae.

17. No Hiding Place mineExamines tensi ch divide
the Negro and the White.

18 Lady From Philadelphia: About Ivra_rian Anderson.
19. WOWanis an Island: A Black and White friendship.
20. The Novels Ralphllison's work in progress.
21, Our Country, Too: Examines values-and attitudes

of the American Negro.
22, Sti lI a Brother: Inside the Negro Middle class.
23. Walk in F1 Shoes: Negroes from a1.6, walks of life.
24, The WcapOnsof Cordon Parks: His photography.
25. J.T.; Harlem whose only friend-is an alley ca-

Historic Toots
ersonal Vie

Drama
1 Given

the elei%ants o
identify the f
of the instruc
resolved.

Behavio al Ob'ectiv

pla- ARaisin in the. Sun, and. having been taught
cont'l1 Tet-77777STudent class discussion, will

roes in conflict and state to the satisfaction
or, how the conflict is made evident and how it

2. After previous instruction on the meaning inl uses of
symbols, the student will recognize, from readlIg passages aloud
in class, given symbols, (Example: Mama's pla-t), and ho will
explain their relevance to some other aspect,of lai to
the play as a whole, Degree of accuracy is subject
of the instructor.

3. According to preconceived teacher criteria, the student
will write an essay stating the-theme of-the play and explain
how the theme is developed by the action.

In the same .essay, he will relate the: setting
theme-and-to other aspects of the play.

4. Through roll playing several scenes, the student will
investigate how the personalities of the characters are developed
and he will show how this. deVelopMent is important to the -play
as a whole Satisfactory character enactment will be jude;ed_by
student pee

_0
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1. After being instructed in the two controlling r c nts of

view, (the omniscient and the restricted), and given a novel
o Tell It On the Wountain, Black Boy, or any other on suppup-

r l_omentary reading list, the student, in class discussion,will,
to the satisfaction of the instructor, identi:fy the point of view
from which the story is written and state- how this method of
)resentation contributes to f-,he meanie of the novel,

2. On a written tent given at the conclusion of study for
each novel, the student will perform the folio ing in paragraph
form to the satisfaction of the instructor:

A. Describe the setting and state how it relates to
the characters.

B. Examine the tone of the novel and investigate the
author's use of the specific tone as it pertains
to the Black society,

C. Identify the traits of specific characters and
how these traits are revealed,

a to

3, The white student will relate the novel to his own
experience, in a piece of expository writing which will show an
understanding of the difference between his prejudices and his
actual feelings toward mankind in general. Degree of success
subject to preconceived teacher criteria.

Short Story
1. Provided with criteria set forth by the instructor, the

student will prepare a 500 word relfort demonstrating the importance
of the tone, the conflict, the climax, the point of view, the
setting, and the characters from a short story written by a Black
author.

Poetry
1. Having been taught the three levels of meaning of a poem,

and after reading and interpreting various poems by Black authors,
the student will demonstrate, in oral or written farm, to the
satisfaction of the instructor, that the meaning of a poem can
exist on more than one level:

A. Given such a poem, he will be able to explain the
literal meaning, the figurative meaning, and the
personal meaning derived from his own observations,
interpretations-, and experiences.

B. He will analyze, during individual preparation
periods, the diction used by the poet and describe
in .class the effects-the words have-oh the mind of
the reader.

C. He will demonstrate in class discussion and on
teacher prepared written-tests-his understanding of
figurative language by identifying important figures
of speech, such as metaphor, simile, hyperbole,
apostrophe,. personification, alliteration, onomato-oeia,
meonymy,,etc.



Non-Fiction
1. After reading the bioraphical sketches_ of Black

literary figures, and after viewing films related to these
authors, the student will prepare answers to twenty teacher-
prepared objectIve Questions pertinent to the rriportance of
these persons in Black Literature. Questions will refer to
their lives, their contributions to the literary-field, and
their impact on students of Black Literature with iracy.

Activities'_

1. Compilation of a biblioraphy Black Literature usin the
schoo] library., area libraries, including Wheaton College.

Reports on supplementary reading.

Speakers: Black students from Wheaton. College.

4. Analysis of poems by individual students,

5. Enacting scenes from A _sin in the un

6, Outlining selections of non - fiction frot Black Voices text

7. Written evaluations of films shown, including references
to texts studied in class.

, Research. in library on authors and their wore

Glossary of Terms

ed to el_

poetry
1. Meaniag; Three levels of are, literal, (what is really

said), fig4tive, (symbols expressed), personal, (related to
individual/observations and experiences).

2. Tone: The attitude of the poet toward his subject matter
or the attitude intended for-his reader. (The tone may be solemn,
ironic, formal, informal, humorous, mysterious, playful, etc.)

3. Diction: Ise of language. Dnotative - what is literally
stated. Connotative is what is implied.

4.- Figurative Language: A departure from the normal order,
construction or meaning of words,-usually through a comparison
of dissimilar objects,

Some .of the important.. figures -of speech- are:_
Metaphor; an implied comparison identifying one

object with another.
Simile: an expressed comparison using words "like"

or "as".
Hyperbole: conscious exaggeration is-.used without

the -intent-of literal persuasion
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Apostrophe: addressing a.n abstract quality
existent personage as though present,

Per the endowment of animals, ideas,
a- tractions, and inanimate objects
with human traits.

PriP' nymy: the substitution of a term naming an object
closely as3ociated with the word in mind for
the word itself.

Allit ation: repetition of initial identical consonant
sounds or any vowel sounds closely spaced

Onomatopoeia: pronunciation of words suggest their meaning

5. Genre: Classes of poems such as narrative, tells a
story, ballad is adopted for singing or recitation; a dramatic
episode preseted in simple narrative form; lyric concentrates
on a single point with emotions, and a sonnet has fourteen lines,
divided into octave and !seste4,, written in ' Tibia pentameter;
rhyme schee abba, abba,cd,cd,ud.

6. Rhyme: Ending sounds- repeated.

7. Ellym The passage of regular or equivalent., time
intervals between definite events.

8. Free Verse: No discernible form or measure

The Novel and Short Story
1. poi .it of View: the omniscient narrator not restricted

to time, place, or character. He may comment at will. The
restricted narrator is a character within the story who tells
the:story as he experienced it, saw it, heard it, and understood
it. The author might use either the first-person or third-person
method of presenting the story.

2. Genre: Classes of novels;

A. Apprenticeship Novel: One in which a youth t-1
to learn the nature of the world, discover its
meaning and develop a philosophy of life for
himself

B. Detective Novel: One in which a crime, usually a
murder done by an-unknown person, is solved by
detection through logical clues.
ILusiauLuiELLILLNLeij One in which a person, a series
af events, a movement, or a spirit of a past era
is reconstructed.

D. Novel of Incident: One in which actiun is
emphasized over plot and characters.

E Novel of Manners: One which emphasizes the im-
portance of social customs, manners, and habits
of a social class at a particular time and place.

F. Picarfpque Novel: A type of historical writing,
usually the autobiographical account of a low
class rogue, called the "picaro", who earns
his livelihOod through his wits. A story of
adventure including a series of unbelievable but
thrilling episodes.



7±'sychol_gi al Novel: One in which the 1:_er
self of the char=acter is emphasized with motives,
and internal actions treated as causes to explain-
h' the-external actions occurred.

Ional Novel: One which deals with the ...,e-
rrraphioal-seeiion with its articular -bits,
speech, manners, history, and belt
Novel of Character: One which placer its .riajor
emnlasis upon The representation and development
of character rather than on exciting episodes.

9, Setti- ,, The background, including: the Freographical
location, the characters' manner of living, the time or pet.iod
in which the action takes place.

4. Tone: The attitude of the author toward his subject
matter- or toward his reader.

5, Characterization:. The presentation of a character by
what he says, what he does, what he thinks, what the author

about him, what other characters say or think about him,
how he interacts with other characters.and

6, Conflict; The opposing forces which are i.r a struggi

A, protagonist against forces of nature.
B. Protagonist against another character.
C. Protagonist against society,
D. Protagonist's struggle with himself.,

7. Climax: Occurs when action or circumstances determine
how the conflict will be resolved.

8. Theme: The reader's concept of the primary idea presented
by the author.

9. Renaissance Movement: (Harlem Renaissance. A period
extensive literary creativity by-Black writers in the 1920

10.. Stereotype: A classification of character according to
a preconceived pattern, The Black people have often been referred
to as the "servile Negro ", the "comic Negro" or the "savage Negro "".

-Drama-
1. -Dramatic-Construction:- The playwright's choice of specific

-scenes included within the framework of the play tobe.ena'oted
before an audience with dramatic action and meaning,

2. Cast: The characters involved in the play.

C_ onfl et: The forces of struggle on both a literal and
symbolic level which contribute to the plot and theme of the pla:) .

4. Climax: Point in play where a satisfactory resolution
of the conflict is realized. tj

-ouement: Final-ireSolUtion of the con th.e ending,'.



Non-Fiction
1. Purpose: To impart Information, to chan,qe opinion,

tc move to action, to defend a position, or to entertain,

2, Tone; The attitude of the a1 hor tow;vrd hi mbjeet
matter or toward his reader, (may be foral, informal, t7atirlc,
humorous, ironic, etc.).

14-

-tobioF-raphy: Tife of an author written by himself.

Biogr -h Tife of a person written by another.

Swrnlementary Readirnr

1. See The Negro in American Literature and a Bibliography
of Literature by and about Negro Americans by Abraham Chapman,
Wisconsin State Liniversity, publistu3d by Wisconsin Council of
Teachers of-English, 1966_

2. ReainE particularly appealing, to this class:
A. AutobicFraphyof_ MalcolmHX,- (Grove 7'ress, Tnc.)
B. Autobiograph of Dick(lregory-Nigger.(Pocket.
C. Black and White-Stories df'Ametidan-Tife, (Washington,

Square Press)
D. Brown: _Manchild in The Promised Land, (Signet)
P . Carruth: The Star of Mar Mc-Leod Bethune, (Washing-

ton Square Press.
F. Clayton: Martin Luther King-The Peaceful Warrior,

(Washington Square Press
G. Cohen: Cool Cos-The Story of Bill Cosby, (Scholastic)
H . Decker: An_2721Tty Spoon, (Scholastic)
T. DuBois: The Gift of Black Folk, (Washington Square

ress)
J. Ellison: Inv' ibl Man, ignet)
K. Ewers: Sidney o ier-The Lane Journe , (Signet)
L . Graham: South Town, (Signet)
M. Graham: The 'Story of Phillie Wheatley, (Washington.

Square Press)
N. Harris and Hobson: Black:Pride-7A Peoje's_ Strlagle,-

(Bantam)
P. Herndon: The Way Tt Spozed to Be, (Bantam)

.

P. King: Striae Toward Freedom, (-Ballantine Books)
Q . Sdckler: The Great White Hon!, (Bantam)
R. Westheimer: IllyjiAftet Charlie, (Signet)



Course

This course will emphasi the literary values of drama
rather than Lhe-technioal aspects of presentIng Plays. Reading
and in dramas, with a concentration o theme, plot,
character, language, and struet.lre, will be the task of the
student, but whenevr o live performances willbe witnessed
to reinforce the study.

The course will begin with the presentpresentation of tine grey
dramatist of ill times - Shakespeare. His usc of witchcraft,
superstition, and fer will be examined in his great tragedy
Yacbethi The studen will be tempted, perha-,-A, to develop .a
real belief in witchery and a deep reliance on superstition, ouu
each may seek his own conclusion.

"n T" T7-171:

From the consideration of this early drama,the eta s will
move into eyamples of modern plays for the reading, inter-reting,
and viewing of dramatic moments in life.

Goal-

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable e oh student:

1. To introduce vari:us themes of life through dra as,

2, To analyze the feelings, the conflicts, and the
solutions to conflict as exemplified by characto-

To familiarize the Student with the greatest
playwrigh--- of all time.

4, To discover the importar e of superstition during:
the age of Shakespeare,

To examineman!s basic fears and his dependence
on superStitious acts rathe ; than 'on reason for
overcoming his fears

6. To relate the issues presented each play with
day problems

To encourage the studen
its -relation to his li

interest

.

.ma and

To help the student interpret tle words of the,
dramaticbharacters.



9. To enable the student to recreate scene s cf dra
importance in front of an au

10. To stress the theme of each play a
insip:ht into the nature of man and
into oneself.

urce of
-.sequen ly

Sub eot Pr

Macbeth: T background of Shakespeare, life, works,
style, and fame . Also the back round of drama, conflict
resolution, symbolism and figurative lanrruage, theme, tone,
dramatic construction.

R U R : by are l Capek.

3. A D ouse: by HCArl k Ibsen.

4, The Empe:lor Jones: by Eugene O'Neill.

5 Our Twn: by Thornton Wilder,

Material,

Texts:
1. Macbethandmperor Jones, (Noble & Noble)
2, Macbeth in Adventures in English Literature, (Harcourt

Brace)
3, R.U.R. Karel Capek, (Washington Square Press)
4, A Doll's House by IVsen,.(Washington Square Press)
5. L'aattaa2x-4rY7Xmrican (Random)
6. Our Town in Adventures in American." eratu

(Harcourt Brace)

TT. Audio-Visual Annotations:
A. Filmstri-

1.- Death of a Salesman
2, How to Read and Under Drama
3. Introduction to StIkke-speare.
4. Macbeth
5. Teaching Guide to Macbeth
6, Cur Town
7. P-

8, Shakespeare_s Theater=
9. Shakespeare - His- life, times, works,- and style
10,- What to Look for in fiction and Drama

Rcordns
1, William Shakespeare immortal scenes
2. _Slr-John.Cielguldkespeare ln
3. Sound Effects_for Our_Town

Fi
Macbeth_7 The_Secrett.st Man-

2, Ib6en's 146u de
3. .The Theater_ -One- of the-HumaniAes,
4. The A oaih

Macbeth --The-Po11: 1-06:



wthofLondon; An overview of
principal .venL- which shaped London and
the British GT111- 4. e - 16th century discovery
and exploration.
Humanities Our Town and Our gniverse;
ntredur c s he play Town, An ,evalua

of the play.
)et r s E tP to

Reflects the 111. =sality, _magery, nd
metaphors from speeches in the plays with
specific reference to character and situation,

0 Salute to the American Thee ter:
cenes from dramas whose theme is freedom

and anti- discrimination.
10. Shakes - Soul_ of an Age; Uses scenes of

English towns and cities to point out land-
marks in Shapespeare's life.

a-e sp ear Theater - The G121222a.ynp!ise:
=

A reconstruction of -the Globe showing how
stage was used for the production of
Shakespeare's plays,

12. Ille_StageEvolyes: Traces the changing shape
the theater through its major periods from
classic Greek to modern times.

-atford_Adventure: On the theater at Stratford,
Canada,

14, WilliamatakesptpED Recounts the life of
Shakespeare, and has scenes from Fjacbet

D. Audio -Tapes
1. Works Shales eare

Scenes from Shakespeare
Scenes from Shak s care - The Tracredi
Ages of Man - Shakespeare
Art of Shake ear
laRILT-L!paama-nlLmag2zy

Shakespeare and Character

Behavioral Ob ectives

1. Given the drama, Macbeth, the student will fill in bla:
with correct words to complete summaries for each act with 807
accuracy.

2, From the plays studied in this Course, the student will
prepare and read aloud, to the satisfaction of the. instructor,-significant passages for interpretation of the theme, tone, and
characterization of the plays.

3. Given specific passages frOm the p .pined in-this
course, the.student will find and explain ex;:_, --of puns,
metaphors, and dramatic irony; success based on preconceived
criteria set forth by the instructor.

GAVenthe setting of a play, or of one scene in a .play,the student will identify, in expository writing the mood -the
playwright is -creating, :according to. pr criteria.for evaluation.



5, At the conclusJon of the study cf each play, the strident ,

on a written test comprised of five questions, will identify the
protagonist, the antago.list, the theme, the climax, and the set-
ting, with Pm---' accuracy.

,-iven the major -ct r n the pia- .h
studentstudent will d ,c 't ten essay, the changes in ..--
character from the be nn the end of and w'_11
rive examples of five w re the playwright that
character changin, with PO% accuracy.

(liven the play, Macbeth, the student will xa- - the
scenes which present thy-- witches. He will discuss in a piece
of - expository writing, based on pre-established cri ter~,a, the
influence these characters have on Y.acbeth and explain how their
influence was acceptable during the period of authorship,

!given oassages of dialogue from each play studied, the
student will discuss orally,'to the satisfaction of the instructor,
the dialogue as an indication of what- each character thinks about
hi elf and his relationship to:other characters in the play.

9. Having viewed an assigned play on television or on stage,
the student- will write a critical review, according to criteria
set forth by the instructor, to include the- indiv'idual's reactions
to the character presentation, the setting, and the motivation
of the plot,

O. At the con. lusion of the course, selected
J.-r cups of

students will prepare a scene from two of the plays studied and
ipresent it to the class for peer evaluation,

Have selected
from the plays.

Have students produce pictures of important characters or
scenes.
Have students read at least one critical analysis of Macbeth.

Activities

-dents prepare acid read significant passages

Shakespeare Theater in Stratford, Connecticut and view
a production.

Listen to recordings of scenes from the plays studied an
the course.

6.- View films related to thethe -plays.

Visit the Witch House in Salem, Massachusetts.

8. Assign viewing of selected plays on television, and writing
of critical

Have selected- students dramatize a- effectiVe scene froffi each
play.-

Compile -a scrap book. of
relating to Shakespeare

cards, pictures, and other materials
he 'Elizabethan period.



1_

1. Plot: The plan of actIon of a play; a serins of inter

related actions proressing through a struggle of epoosIng forces

to a climax and a conclusion,

2 Suspence: The anticipation of the reaanr or an aud-once

a to the outcome of events; a major do.cicc for the PEcurznu= an-1

Tnantainnv-, of interest.

3. Conflict: 'he sr11.7--le which .7rows out. of he 1:11erplay

of the two opposing fJrces in a plot.

4. Climax: In drama, the decisive turnins,-, point of the action.

5. llood: The tone, (as "violent, "reflective", ":1appy", etc.)

which prevails in a scone.

6, Setting: The physical baokrbund against which the action

of the drama takes place.

7. Characterization: The creation of images of imar-Thary

persons so that the reader or audience deem them as real people.

8, filoti_vation: The justification of the action of a character

in a plot by the presenting of a convincing and impelling cause

for that action.

9, Dialogue: A talking together; a conversation; the passage

of talk between characters in the play.

10, Monologue: A speech by one speaker; a soliLoquy,

11. Pun: A play on words based on the similarity of sound
between two words with different meanings,

12. Point of view: The way in which the reader is presented
with the story or plot of the play.

13. Three unities: The unity of -time, place, and action.

14. Ho_:_ :inshed Chronicles: Source used for l'-':ac-eth.

15. 121-a-phlm: Prediction of the -future under the influence

of divine or supernatural guidance,-

16. Blank verse: Unrhymed lines of ten syllables each, the

-secr-nd, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth syllables bearing the

Accents, -(iambic pentameter).-

1?, ,Elizabethan PeriodL, Name given in English Literature to

segment of the Renaissance which occurred during the reign of

Elizabeth I, 15M-1603.

18. Protagonist: One who takes the leading part in a drama.

19, Antagonist: One who contends with another; an adversary.
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7ode-n Drama:

Brooks: Understan ,ncr Drama, (Holt
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Gassner: Masters of th Drama, (Random House)

5. Haskell & Shedd: Masters of Modern Drama, (Random House)
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737,-LF AM
"Self-mnowledo IP the 7=_Arli:Ln[7 w!Jsdom."

Cour

The purpose of this course is o examine the theme of iselmtien
as it appears in literature. //ha' do p do under the threat
of lonelinosr, prej,Aice, 1-r,noranc,-,, and r,,Llectionr: r'erhaps we
will realize the need for :human helms to he alone at timcs; we
shall also sense thetrandy of completely 1 clatin,7 cu-selves
from the companionship of lthers.

We often ask the question, "7-Tow do T find out who T am7" The
eoursewill endeavor to sumily student with answers to this
question. He will Jeek to examine his own identity and search
for ways to make 1.Imself the kind of an he can best
be in a troubled cmplex society.

Some of the answers wil' be discovered as we become marooned
with a coup cv: boys on a remote acific island, as we live a
desolate life on the l-cors of En7land, or as we travel through
a book of esF;ays which deal with problems of poverty, prnju,dice,
m:Lsunderstanding, and a numb? of other EJocial ilinr,sses whlch
cause a person to become isolated.

r:oals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

1. To receFnize a pers_n s need to discover his own identity.

2. To discover how and why a person's feelings change durin
varying phases of his life.

To show that man can value his indpendence but that
he also must share his individual i'reedom with his
associates.

To realize the need for people to respeot others.

5. To examine the process of development from immaturity
to maturity.

6. To help students understand that the personality of
people builds or destroys the society in which they live.

7, To explain the use of symbolism and allegory in the



novels az;,nd j r reuroc,

c. explan thr,_ str'usturr, ±hr no-7rT w!th cmahas:-.7 on
leTaLlon and hew It contrilutos to the develOuTint ep
the breakdown of secIa, Ord.

TeXt:
1. Who A.m 77: (77,sF,ay7 en tKe allcnato ,elceed

essays are ar.7,F7Iff.ned u th courr:e omnhasii
and enhance of Lne motve ef
character, the n for 5=eneileL-1.5, and the
sl Lioni. for normal ad2ustmon'0; in our soc]A)ty..

7.erd FlIen: by William 17:37din,.
mpertaht idea s from the readir:

a, l'he development of fear and savaery
L. Elements of alleory
c ibolini in the develcbmen or the main

theme:. the island, (a microcosm of he
world); Indlvidual characters,fack as a
symbol of irresponsible authority, IMot:
as the Christ figure, etc0); the conch,
La Symbol of order and stability); the
J1Ingle, (darkness of the human spirit ), etc.

Teaching aims:
1_0 To help students understand that the personality

of people bui3ds or destroys the society in
which they

2. To explainthe structure of the 1-Lovel with
emphasis on the development and breakdown
of social order.

Choose either Wutherino. ,Arhts by Emily Bronte or
The Return of the Native by Thomas Hardy.
Important ideas from the reading:

The effect of environment on people',-
actions and natures.

2. The realization that humans have been
motivated to alienation and loneliness in
any period of time.

The various views taken rerardind the
purpose of life and death.

Teaching aims:
1, To help students understand concepts of

love and hate; life and death; self-deter-
mination and destiny; condemnation and
acceptance.

2. To show how the forces of environment,(The
oars of Enz,land), help to form the natures

of the inhabitn,+-



mo Ideas sul:ors
craft, and foresha Jw1:!

c,irrent toda e durlrf-
of these au',-

4 Sou of Silenco son7s abont lono-Lnos
read at a } I, mo , the conrso with oth,:-r

!IP, _ tod ooems L)erta_nlnr: the same th
muste selected L or bac rfronnd.

mox
1.

2.

3.

3.

TT

A, Fi_

Colding; Lord
edition)
H000es: Who Am_T?, Dell)
Hardy: TheRoturn of _ :',:ative, (Hm.7hton
Brontge: Wuthering (Harcourt Fresco
Ryan: Sounds ilcnce, cholastie Book

esCapricorn Caseb,_

,'an Without ACount y: The story and ,its
- an isolated man.

Cassettes:
1 Search Identity
2. Normal Be -rior
3. lmotions and Evaluations : Thr_e'psycholDgical

examinations of be er ior, and man's search for

cordinas:
1. Excerpts from Tor

from the play.
2. piaLy_2f Anne Frank: Se lectIons from h

daily observa t ons .

lest Selected scenes

D. Films:
f, As Tall As the_oun ains: De scribes the physical

and iritual life of a group of boys participating
in Outward Bound project,
Assemble: Portrays lonelitoss that plagues
industrial society.
Beggar at- the Gates: Presents pan's spiritual_
hunger in the Modern universe.
Beat Lama Fiddler m Calabogie ladar:
Dramatizes the effects of dsolatio cn a rural
family - deprivation and help from welfare.
Beyond all Barriers: Depicts the importance
of in establishing understanding
among peoples of the world.

6. The Feeling of Re_'ection: Shows harmful effects
not ot being able to assert one's own wishes.

7. Have T Told You Latel- That T_LoveYou:
Shows a modern family enslaved by automatic gadgets
with no real person-to-person contact.
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whose on Ty f-r ?Oii ir1 an old aTTov
--7(--ft peonTh a 11 1P P1,7)ser to what '.

impo - tent 1_1 r and he finds 1-1 pri
and as woi

10. he Monelines of Lon,- Dl stanne Ill C

_ ents an year old slum-bred boy who
son to a re-_

top runner,
11 he Lonely Ni ht Dnscribns

from mots nnal disturbance. 5-c - how omoticnal
tronp7th can he built.

12. Nobody Waved :ood7By Shows a do quent boy
who r _,secis middle c aconve and radon.
deteriorates,
Silent now, core 4- -now: Based on
by Conrad Aikin, _cidcinFr i youn- boy
withdraws into a private world.
TheYounR:_Americans: Discusses Ame lean Youth-

beilef their goals, and how affect
society.

Behavioral jective,

1, After reading Golding' Lord of the flies, the st dents
1, to the satisfaction of the instructor, explain in a brief

composition, the moanin7 of the SoLlov:'11 . terms derived from the
reading and from their own experiences: 'the end of nrincciice
and "the darkness of man's heart,"

ochoci whore ho cor:cs 'An

a woman's recovery

short story

2, After instruction in the technique of dramatic form, the
students will write a scene showing, one of the major character
isolated experiences. included in the writing, will be the
student's reaction and solution to this dilemma. Peer pxoups will
evaluate the scenes via pre-conceived criteria.

3. Havin, been tau ;ht the meanin,. and uses of ymbol s,
the students will explain on a teacher prepared test, with 80%

_ importance of ten symbolic items found in the nave
studied in this course.
accuracy,

4, After reading WutheringJfei ghts or The Return of the -Native.
the student will examine in a 500 word essay, to the satia-
faction of the instructor, the relationship between cause and
effect on the motivation of the characters in the novel;

5, In Wu lerina Keights and The Return of the Native
- testing is a recurring factor Which controls the live of the
major characters. After reading these novels, the students,
according -to preconceived criteria, will defend or refute in
class debates the authors' use of fate in relation to the theme
of isolation in the lives of the characters.



-

6. :tocm the novnTs stbled in ths: oulrse, the :-.74-dent
will list, !en exa:nples of the effent, a rL has on alienatinfr,
the maThr tt2haraoters, wi.th ancuracy.

?. After stu.yLns: the novels in this cayArse. the s
will prepare, to the catisfactIon ef the Instructor, a picc
of oxcositcry writin7 deal in with nan ideas whIch oontiribute
to the Isolation of tho oharacters Involved in tho sterics.

From -the text, Who Am 7?, the student, wij 1 outline in en
indlvidual notebook, for teacher ovalaation, ten

relateri . to the allenaed modern seelety,

9. From the text, Sounds of Silence, the student will
choose five poems, or prose selections and prepare a tape eon-
sistin7 of the readin and appropriate bacround liusic, This
preparation will be done in groups and °resented to the entire
class for .peer evaluation according to criteria set Forth by
the instructor.

10. At the completion of the course, he student will be
liven a set of teacher-prepared questions concerninK the authof's
use of the alienation experience in gencratim,7 hope for an
eventual community of understanding amonp; men, Judgment of
success will be formed by the instructor on the presentation,
from class study, of our arguments for or a477ainst the premise
offered.

Activities

Acting out certain scenes from the novels.

2. Select and tape background music that sets the mood of .

some important events in the novels, and prepare readings
to accompany the tape.

Show Peter Brook's film version of Lord of the Flies.
Assign a critical review of the movie.

Show several films related to the theme of isolation. Have
students compare and contrast the methods of portraying
the theme.

5, Have class prepare suitable background music to accompany
poems from Sounds of

6. Assign individual topics for papers. suggested. topics:

a. The wildness and starkness of the English heath
lands - its effect on the characters,

b. The description of any character - develop his
weaknesses, his virtues, and the circumstances
that shaped his character.

0, Consider the relationships between characters In
any one novel - also compare these characters
to those in, other reading done by the student.



7. Exami:-..e oresent day form or 911 throu:7h and
sonplemortary readinr. The 'iron-out, Lho dr,)7
vi.nwr on love, etc.

1 Alleery: The nresonation, in a fi-ur:=.1.tive story, of
a mean in metabhoric-,_ly implied but nnt expressly stated.

Alienation: A state of ber oel apart from other peonle.

J. Ant.101-ist, flne whoconLends, with another; an adversary.

4. 7--otalronIst: One who takes the leach n part in a drama,
novel, or story; an active participant or leader,

5= 71mbol: Phat which sugestssomethini7 else by reason
of relationshio,association, convention, etc.; especially a
reliable sign, an idea, or quality - as a symbol of courage.

6. Flashback: An interruption in the sequence of the plot
of a story, introduce events prior to those last presented,

7 Forprthadowir.cr. The presentation of an idea in a piece
of which gives beforehand, a hint of what will follow.

8, Superstition:- An irrational attitude of mind toward the
supernatural, or C.;od, proceeding from ilthorance) unreasoninrr fear
of the unknown or the mysterious,

9. Supernatural: Troceedinp: from beyond nature, or the visible
and observable universe; miraculous,

10. rood: The tone, as "violent", "reflective", "hapy*, etc.
which prevails in a piece of literature.

11. Prologue: A preface or introduction to a novel, poem,
play, etc.

12. 7pilogue: A specific poem, or the like addressed to
the spectator or reader after the conclusion; a concluding
section to complete the plan of the work.

13. Point of view: The way in which the reader is presented
with the materials of the story, (omniscient or restricted).

14. Tmager_: A special usage of words to change their basic
meanings; figurative language.

15. Free verse: Characterized by much rhythmic varir,tion,
irregularity or unusual stanza forms, and eithee no rhyme or a
loose rAyme pattern.

16.- 2ay1212Em; The science dealing with the mind, and mental
process, feelings, desires, etc.
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1Q.

7svehe: The mind or the human soul.

7syc 1- The who sLdies the mind

10 'Hsy(ThialLrist: c-no who I conoorned with the Ltnri
treatment of di.sorders of the m'.ncl.

20, raveissism: Self-love; excessive interest in one' own
appearance, comfort, importance, abilitiee, etc.

21. 7seude-Ident: A false, or pretended identity.

7 7
11`. The self; the ind3vidllal as aware of himself,

Hypochondriac: A person who has abnormal anety over
one's lcalth, often Wth imaginary lilnosses and melancholy.

24 7hilosoph: A study of the processes govern inn thought
and conduct; a system of principles for the conduct of Life.

25. heredity: The transmis7.ion from parent to offsprinFr
of certain characteristico; tendency of offspring to resemble
parents or ancestors,

2o. PeUrQSiS: A functional disorder of the nervous system;
a mental disorder.

27, stcntialism: A type of philosophy which hods that
each man exists as an individual in a purposeless universe,
and at he must oppose his hostile environment throurr,h the
exercise of his free will-.

2 InterpTation: The act of bringi -s together, as
uniting the Black race with the White.

29 Segregation: The act of setting apart or separating
from others, o rem the main mass or group,

30. Agression: The practice or habit of attacking, of showing
initiative and bold action.

31. l'7atriarch: A mother or woman who rules.

32. 7atriarch: A father or man who rules.

31, 7oor: A tract of open wasteland, especially in the
Fr'itish Isles, usually covered with heather and marshes,

34, Heath: "moor")

35. v:AthQring: A Yorkshire word i'eferring to turbulent weather.

36, 2Em2.22gl: A recorded history of the descent of a person
or family from an ancestor or ancestors.
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10C,

thropo: A T_-;:erflcn whc,

2P " CI)eracteriti.o_ of Mie whoti

rcaoctalJlity, prudery, 01-0.

Fatalct: A ocron who bcliover; !hat all eveht:7 aro
thereby or' and

40, Detiny: The :1-lovitable or necesoary o coocs co of o%-cn::=
wl!at will nocor-h7a1.1Iy hapun to er2;-h.: or'

41, Redleman: A perf-7on who pclor:rp, !%;-,Idp from rod ocher,
(.an earthy clay containinc iron or-c ) To the Return of the ati_ve.

42, Deus cx machina: Ary character or happeninr artlf;oially,
711ddenly, or Improbably introduced to re001ve a cituatier_ Tho
7ava1 officer at the onA of lord of the F1'

Th0 be=1,,ft at the exist711:, werid Lhe
1 T that o _worst-posi,oL; 1-1e beLLef thac, ,he ,11 life ouLw.c1L-n,--,

the Kood,

4=5.

of talk

17ono1or7uc: A speech by one sneaker; a soliloquy.

Dialogue: A talking together; a conversation; the passa7es
in a play, story, radio act, etc,

46. ?an Action or gestures withnut words as a meam7
of expression.

11,7. Humanist: A student of human nature and human affairs,

SupplementarvRea-ing

1. Prown: Pr'anchild in the 7romised Land, (Scholastic)
,-,

,-.. Eyerly: Firoo- Out, CBerkly ,

3. Frings: Look homeward Angel, (Scholastic)
4. Gold: Point of Departure, (Dell)
J . 7reenberg: In This Sign, (Avon)e

-,,-0, Creene: I Never Promised You a Rose Garden, (Signet)
7. Haggard: Nobody Waved Bantamanta
P. head: -Mr, and7rs, Bo Jo Jones, (Scholastic)
9, Hinton: That Was Then This is _Now, (Scholastic)

10, Leach: Kate's Story, Scholastic)
11. Mc Cullers: The_Heart_is a Lonel:/- Hunter, (Bantam)
12, Neufield: Lisa Bright and Dark, Scholastic)
13, Rothman, TheAngel Tnsi e Went Sour, (Bantam)
14. Segal: Love
15. Sillitoe:
16. Swarthout:
17. Zindel: .

18. Zindel:

Story, (Harper & Row)
Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner, (Tho

the Beasts and Children, Docket
ambligerTT-E-Fielastio)

an, Dell,
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mha eoe.r-e

urben
Sc --1-.,_r 7nd :md 7--

l "
w!_11 ey',,--e-,--loflCe of --uroan 7!_f
imeriean aueb

The e!nri-aris of 7le
the role the city %vll r,7a7 !en de ''-71:7"-P

the Ilhderrtan1 '.n.i7 of th7 :.zron

e7-:rd the Ientils undereta(Aner' 77f.o and
contom)tuy American Scirty 3ty analysn Amerarl

h- 17Tt' 4,(11,

To.o:cfer in17-'ht into tiee ',77,_QW:77, of -v=ar;n:-- 7- nur'-ty :r(70:pe,

To treent a pintutO ef -orben exietc-;neo and L.u--1-1.1-1.-e its
J.;nt on alT society throur.h ro.;_ne* - yr, r.oetry) ;'hort

altorial, and the nevelscr thc

4. To rnlate precnt that arc reflected 1I the
-iterature to pred:;ot urban cr rcc rd effect in ru.tre
yearo,

To- :ained inr17'ht from the literatre to areie:n
,luec and eriteri common te all :thotto

To a knewlcdc of ThO vatiou2 :-,:lire of
literature and the of analyrir and ;:liff,arentiat3.on
be-:;ween t-m,

,77 TO rtimu7cte the student's feelins of seTf-werth.

To provide the inri.Fht of reee7:nIznr7 throu:7h literature
lines not necessarily rcpresentative of the arlie of vi-lo-
of the majority culture.
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AftPr -laPs ,ITscuss=i_on of the -' of
-:=t will a.7.1c,ct 7 poem from _

1,7

ay that
"modern American" Acceptance or non p _.cz 3 I;+ e7sa;,
wiT7 mr;de Instruster.

ATI Can
an

4, AftAr-
Rae._ I Carson, the
whie,h will in,2iudo
Problem, Evaluati
proviousi

an
, _____.

.

wr_t,Ident re-wire
problem and posr:j_ble c ut

will br:i Syr the eca;rec. 1(17tr%AL
C erlteria,

5. After reonL instructions en the natu,"e of nflict
within literature, i e student will choose three selections pre-
viously read fro., the text, explain in writing the nature of
conflict found in each selectien and relate the conflict to a
contemporary situation fond in the student's community. Acc
hility will be made by the instructor and peer group diseussion
based on a pro set criteria,

6, After lectl_ro and discussion on STYLE in literature
the student will read P4ondav Better,by Ann SchP,czley'
and Win; s on_His_ Shoulders by _karla Bontemps from the text.
Utill'zing a distributed check list the student via_] compare
writing the styles of the two authl's. ,Acdeptancr will be
based on u ilization of the previou distributed criteria
Check list with eo% acc _racy.



7 o1,/ Dine by P Res -7r1 11-A
Pr-J7Owl_riF dircuon or 01-ne7 nenfltr w.ith Fo21,:lty,
fmj7 and -himt.lelf the studont will writ a orle pararaph
r,tatoment xplainne: whether or not al7 r:onfilets withln the
,atr,gorlen are rermived and jw:t7Tfyinr: hi answer by referrn::
-,-,ccifie examples from the play, ,ceptanco or nen.--acceptnc7

be the ;,n,7trqc470'--..

P At the eern1ur71on of th-t- the -tudenL, wli
for' lien r-1,1r7yrr. noel,1- play,

short and the e.xpre2se,1 thr,.:o foeT--,o, - a i ) .

for 47he purpos of ereatin,s: in writinp: a project':_ch f:-)r the
exl,enLe of irban cloGurP, 1Ac c (.7! u, prnjeat be
made acleordin7-te a teacher mad,- er7ter7la she.

9. After lecture and dI!,;eus(tion on the v,7ewrl of the Amcrie!aL-1
xajerity)the student will read any one or the 2oletIons in
Part VT of the ext Trrcerenrl!,_ron.:-;_ In A--ohalt. mLI write an e7ay
dincwsinr the prr,b7ems -encountered by a pine,,ity group vcwin
the views of the, majority, Ace.eptance :=:)D n-7n-acceptanee will
be -made on the bs of pre-establIshed teacher-made eritora,

10. After lectures and clans dls-ussons on thi=, erfeets of
existentl,al-philosophy on contemporary l!;_tcrature, reinfcrced
with examples from the text, the student will b f7,Ivon. 71LC

previoun7y read selectlons from text snl 7.ny
5 of them and explain 'In writin;,7 the element:1 of nttal
thought found within his selections with SOZ acuraoy. Accep-
tance will be made by instructor,

4.!C e

Class trip to Boston. A bus tour of the city particularlly
-ghetto areas,

Student notebook on values, culture, ecoleizy) life end style.

Viewing fflrns and filmstrips on related. material.

Croup presentation of novels not read in

Tom research paper on ecology.

Glossary of' Terms

. 1. Antagonist: Character in fiction who stands directly
opposed to the protagonist.

2. Bea, enorati-n A Group of contempoi.ary poets and
novelistS who !_'O in romantic rebellion against the culture
and the value systems of present-day America, and exprore thol
revolt through literary works of loose structure and rqangdiction ss rUng the essentially valueless naturo of oxl!:14enco,



)11.17' Ar. A 1

7`T.

fi

orcc plet.
7,-,-(3w out thc-

± r t fnn, r 1

a r r'-` 7-1 1..n,-; in , 4- oh o1 1 tona , 7_ _

7nro: Term um2q: to drl-r7.1r=7,-titetho diotnct or- -. 7

7, Huirnan.12m! Any attitudr' ,rhich toy,kM tho
ilic mtrtnoc of t.Iman InterP.r7to.

F. Lost r7..ation: Tarr. ec tr; ::n urrro1ho fooht W T

ditional vlluos lor.:t to writer ao a ror;it of +11,7 war i-ind tio
nature of a modern world,

Prota7onlrlt: Horn In a r:tory whr) ha i7o:=7t1 and is
oppw7:ed by the antoonirz+ 1r an 14-tfr--+ to

A group CY-r attitudes which emphasizes
seace rather thn es7-leno and 'r r hYT77

reasoi, to explain the enigma of the universe.

11 Realism: (in fiction) Concerns itself with the issuE-sof life which tend to to ethical - (llued o' conduct) cud
neloc!.17o in such a way as to present these issues accurately as
they affect men anc.-1. women In actual situations.

P-raumatismt (in litcrature) LInkeC to realls:m in
America after 1P70, Insists that no questions are significant
unless the results in answering them in one way rather than
another have practical consequences in human affairs,

11, Naturalism: (American literature) Assumes that every-
thing thatis real exists in nature. Nature being conceived
as the world of objects, actions and forces, which yield the
secrets of their causation and being to objective scientific
inquiry.

14. S holistic Period Post W,W, T culture omcri7ed
from the war disi llusione,J with "idealism" and with the cra-.3sness
of American culture, There were three division-7 this culture:

Croups,rom the Fast, won+ back to Europe waited upon
Thrtrude 5taih, took part in Dadaism, (Hemingway Fitzgerald,
Cummings, Sherwood Andcrson). b)1 Produced a literature that
was realistic, satiric and critical aimed. at the standardized
mediocrity of the American (Ring Lardner0 Sinclair Lewis).A largely Southern group repudiated the meaningless mechan-
ism DI:. capitalistic America by,lookingjoackward to a past that
had had tradition and order, (W, Faulkner A, Tato, Robert Penn
Warren) .
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hr and w7*.t. for th iourorr...7 of ',_mrrov'.nr.

rc two type:71 of .t_:re : rat a Fonlc and l_rbarie 71-rid
7 bitin7, btr an'
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7oldnan;

AnF-us:
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Corbr-tt:- Y',odern Amorican

Ea-rs in ,,r1Licism, (Oxford T. Prerr

(Harcourt, _racc and World)Kiernln: TI:odorl

Lynd: We Go, Prosc)

E.. CLar1 Dar!, _lett°, (Harper and Row)

9. Cary': JcwF in America, (Parlic !ionks Inc.)

FrQrch Cormanr
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HEMINGWAY: MAN AND MYTH

Course Des _iption

The course will offer an insight into the works,. thoughts
and ideals of one of the most influential 20th Century American
novelists. As it probes the life and writings of this en-
during authors, it will reveal Hemingway's unique sense of
Values, his code of the hero and the constant life-death
struggle of man. His turbulent life of love and war, wine and
women, the safari and the bullfight are reflected themes and
part of the Hemingway mystique evaluated within this offering.

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

1. To become familiar with Hemingway's themes of love
and hate, life and death, warfare and tragedy.

To better understand the motives of the "Lost Generation"
and its influence on contemporary thinking.

To identify man's struggle as seen through an author's
eyes.

4. To analyze fictional characters and events for the
purpose of relating them to actual people and
situations.

5. To evaluate heroic elements to establish' the "hero"
concept found in literature especially that of Hemingway.

6. To encourage the student to further his understanding
of Hemingway's influence on literature by researching
relevant material outside the presentation of the course.

Subject Matter

The course will deal with two major novels of Hemingway
and selected short stories which providethe study of the major
themes and individualistic style associated with this author.
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A Farewell to Arms reveals the themes of life and death, success
and tragedy, love and hate.

In conjunction with the study of For Whom the Bell Tolls,
John Donne's No Man Is An Island will be read for relating
Hemingway's characters and -events to people and situations of
today. The background of the Spanish Civil War will also be
a prominent part in the study of this novel.

The study of the "hero" in literature will be emphasized
in the analysis of Hemingway's short stories, some of which are:

"A Days Wait"
"A Clean, Well-Lighted Place"
"Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber"
"The Snows of Rilimanjaro"

The class will be given opportunities to view selected
films designed for the enhancement of the course, tapes and
records will be used, and independent research- will be assigned
for:

1. The Spanish Civil War and War literature.
2. The life of Hemingway, especially his life in

Paris and his associations with his contemporaries,
the'Lost Generation':
Hemingway's hunting stories and sportsmanship
stories, involving Nick Adams and Hemingway's
safaris.

Materia

Texts:
Hemingway' A.Farewell to Arms, (Scribner)
Hemingway) For Whom the Bell Tolls, (Scribner)
Hemingway ;' The Snows' of Kilimaniaro and Other
Stories; (Scribner)

II. Audio-Visual Annotations:
A. Films

1. My Old Man: Ernest Hemingway (photographed
in Europe) A Discussion of My Old Man.

2. The Novel: Whit It is analysis of structure
of the novel.

3. The Roaring Twenties: Social, artistic, and
political events from end of World War I to
the stock market crash of 1929.

4. The Jazz Age,- Parts I & II: People and
characteristics of the period.

5. Hemingway: His life from boyhood, through
his years as a journalist and novelist, to
his death.

6. Hemingway's Spain: For Whom the Bell Tolls
same as above but applied to his specific
novel.

7. The Many Faces of Spain: Studies the people
religion, and culture of Spain.
The Novel l914 -1942: The Loss of Innocence:
Discusses the themes of the major works of
prominent American authors, including Hemingway.
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9. Nineteen .Thii-ty-six, The Fateful Yea
Discusses various events that took. place in
1936, including the Spanish Civil War.

10. Over There, 1914-1918: Shows great moments
6r7uzrErgTFW6rId 7-Wa I.

11. War in SpainPrelude to World War_J . Follows
the course of the Spanish Civil War.

B. Cassettes
1. Hemingway: Written and narrated by Tho nas

Klise.
2. A Farewell to Arms: Dramatic highlights from

the novel, depicting Hemingway's theme of
universal loneliness.
For Whom the Bell Tolls: Excerpts from
Hemingway's novel, a tale of brutal conflict
in which the hero fights for democracy while
his own war becomes increasingly private.

4. The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber: An
outstanding example of Hemingway's short stories.

C. Record and Filmstrip on Hemingway.
D. 1, Transparencies - Construction of the Short Story.

Behavioral Objectives

1. After reading the novel' For Whom the Bell Tolls by Hemingway
and the writing of John Donne enETUld No Man Ts. An Island, the
students will write a comparison of the two pieces of literature,
showing the relationship of the main characters in each work to
people and situations in today's world. Evaluation of the com-
parison will be made by the instructor..

2. After lecture and class discussion on the "Lo, Generation",
the students will write an essay defining the concepts of rebellion
against the values of the post-war world as found in their reading
of Hemingway. Essay to be judged by preconceived teacher criteria.

3. After viewing the film "My Old Man", and after discussing
the theme of conflict between reality and dreams, the student
will select for:oral presentation any poem which demonstrates a
similar theme. Selection and presentation will be evaluated
through peer group discussion.

4. After selecting a topic related to the life of Hemingway,
the student will- research material for his-topic and present
orally a three-minute delivery on one aspect of the author's life.
Evaluation will be judged. according to preestablished criteria
offered by the instructor.

S. After discussing the setting of the two major novels
studied in this course, the student will describe, in a piece of
expository writing to be judged 1317teacher-prepared criteria,
the specific setting of each novel and tell how it affects the
attitudes, motivations, and decisions of the major characters..
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6. After studying For Whom the Bell Tolls and after viewing
several films dealing with.the Spanis Civil War, th studehts
will, in a panel discussion, point out the areas of realism and
relate them to Hemingway's novel and to present day involvements
in Vietnam and Ireland.

7. Having studied the novels and short stories included
in this course, and given a list of 15 symbols from the -readings,
the student will identify their use and meaning with 80% accuracy.

8. Having discussed the style of Hemingway in class and
having read at least two critics' opinions. of his style, the
student will prepare a 500 word essay, satisfactory to the in-.-
structorl- giving specific examples to identify the characteristics
of Hemingway's individualistic- manner of presentation to the
reader.

After reading Farewell to Arms and For hom the Bell
Tolls and after discovering the themes involved, the student
will prepare an essay comparing the recurrent theme of conflict
between men and machines, giving at least four examples from
each novel. 'Acceptance to be judged by teacher prepared criteria.

10. At the conclusion of the course, after having read and
studied several works of Hemingway, and after reading criticisms
by outside authors, the student will write, to the satisfaction
of the instructor, a 500-750 word paper on the subject, The
Unique Hemingway Hero". He will refer to at least eight specific
examples, from his study.

Activities

1. Oral presentation on one aspect of the life of E. Hemingway
(speech).

2. Term paper (research) critical analysis of texts written
outside of required reading.

Viewing and listening related films, filmstrips, and recordings.

4. Guest lecturer from English Department at Wheaton College.

5. Panel discussion comparing Spanish Civil War to present
day conflicts.



Glossa ry o Terms

1. Lost Generation: A term applied to the American
writers, most of whom were born around 1900, who fought in
the first World War, and who constituted a group reacting
against the t4ndencies of the older writers in the 1920"s.
Although many of them spent much time in Paris, others
lived and worked in New York, and some remained in the
Middle West and the South.

2. Dadaism: A movement of young writers and artists in
Paris during and just after World War I, which attempted to
suppress the logical relationship between idea and statement,
argued for absolute freedom, held meetings at bars and in
theatres, and delivered-.numerous nonsensical "manifestoes".

3. Existentialism: A term applied to a group of attitudes
current in philosophical, religious, and artistic thought
during and after World War 1, which emphasises existence rather
than essence and sees the inadequacy of the human reason to
explain the enigma of the 'universe. The existentialist assumes
that the significant fact is that we and things in general exist,
but that these things have no meaning for us except as we,
through acting upon them, can create meaning.

4. Hubris Excessive pride which results in the misfortune
of the protagonist. Overconfidence which leads the protagonist
to break a moral law or ignore a-divine warning with calamitous
results.

5.- Partisan: A person who strongly supports a-party -
in Hemingway,EHe person who supported the Spanish Republic.

6. Anarchist: A person who believes in the complete
absence of government and law.

7. GUerilleros or uerrillas: Members of a small defensive
force of irregular S-Oldrers, usually volunteers, making surprise
raids against supply lines, etc. behind the lines of an invad-.
ing army.

S. Matador or for ador = A bull-fighter.

9. Fasci8m: A political philsophy, movement or regime
that exalf7s--nitionand race and stands for a centralized
autocratic government -headed-by a dictatorial leader, severe
economic and social regimentation and forcible suppression
of opposition..



Supplementary Reading

1. Weeks, R.P: Helin a-- a collection o
(Prentice Hall)

essays,

2. Sanford, Marcelline: At the Hemingways, (Little)

Hemingway, E.:
(Scribner's)

The Shor Stories f Ernest Hemingway,

Hengway, E.: Green:Hills of Africa, (SCribne-

5. Hemingway, E. Death in the Afternoon, (Scribner's)

Hemingway, E.: A Moveable Fear (Scribner's)

7. HeMingway, E.: Across the River and into the Trees, (Scribner's)

8. Hemingway, E.: To Have and Have Not, Scribner's)

9. Hemingway, E. In Our Time, (Scribner's)

10. Hemingway, E.: The Torrents of spring, (Scribner

11. Hemingway, E. Winner Take Nothing, (Scribner's)

12. Hemingway, E. The Old Man and the Sea, (Scribner's)

13. Hemingway, E.: Modern Literature Study Series r 4 Books

14. Hemingway, E. The Nick Adams Stories, (Scribner' )

15. Hemingway, E.: islands-in the Stream, Scribner's



DRAr:IA v1OrKS1Or

ur:T a DecniriLion

Thn coure desined to help nupile who possenn en
.1-lalinaten Low drama to dinnnver and experl.ment wlth specific
talents they have had no oppertunty to develop, Tt will rroviidc
inntrueVon n:11 nepertunIty for script aralys,,Ti, actiw teehniq
play .diroction7 111,1 history of the drama, The chief emphasis of
the course ,11 U the development of creati_ve and interpretive
nkilln in drama - t,n help pupils disoc-fer and develop Lalm-,ts
of which they may bc unaware and to help others withou.t spool
talent to achieve an expanded inslght and respon2ivenens an a
participating audienO:'.

The goals of The course will be to provide experiences which
will enable each student:

To expand the critical understanding dramatic
composition by analyEis of dialogue7, scenes and
short plays',

7, To Inculcate an understanding of the History of Drama
in order to comprehend modern theat,c,' t,cchniques,

3. To develop skill in dramatic technique, the
synchronization of vocal tone, facial expresnion,
7esture and body movement into a unified wholo,

4, To relate skill in comprehension of dramatic
dialog,ue and trannlation of that into moaniig-
ful dramatic oxprescion.

To discover creative skills by actin,:- dramatic
dialeg,uen and short skit and by analysing those
acted by fellow students,

6, To apply dramatic Imagination by directinz excerpts
from professional plays and b direcLIn and 2taaing
skits performed by fellow studentn.

7, To develop a working knowledge of the means by
which lihtin7 and set dosig,n can he utlized to
support moaning and mood in drama,
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h e s I d e th e s t e 1.1 w fl

proido 12'1 !!17. t.; ;

1:1 tae,

al,17 th,7=atric1 l ntyles aoml-,,Ine with
71)-r 1 11htin7 =Ind - .,..,,., ! to

stidy of ti-20t7:471np- that will ahsw how -:7:7; b
appropriate aIl activeTy exprc?ss the natre of thF: ehara21-er,
tho sl_t!)at7on and tho play oa-t thn
07)-cra31 produetl-,-;n rocas, Further, an actual-mal7x-p o?a7s
will allow sreatic approacheo to cha-aot''r tT.Ii7D/7:h

make-up.

Finally, an understandin7 and iilterretrktionalon, with sessions in creatng characters and a stuc?_y in
stap:e businesc and movemontfor the purpose of understa:I3n,7
the relaton:3MT of motivation to :script analysis and the
director's interprotaton of a lay will be develooed,

T. 11(3,Xt:

TT.

Materials

1, Play FrOducion by Honnini7 H

Audio-Visual Annotations:
A, Filmstrips

1, Straight Make -U
2, Straiht Make -U-

Pilakinp7H-

4, -Simrje Fla-
5. Restoration Lilea
6, Late 113th auLLLIIth Centur
7. Ancient Gre,ek Theater
8, Theaters and Stap:e

for Men

lms,

13, Recer

C.

one

How to Read and Understa

-. Acting Frohlemn
2, Building A St
9, Dirctina-__LL1722L

'1.

5, Twelve Anry Mon
6, Desining a Sc
7. -The Stare Evelves

D, Equipment
1, Make-Up Kits

(Parries ,:_r-10b7H)

, Theater

d Drama
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1, _ -sn a :!1-12
st

6,101171 Of the chz-r-tPr
distributed ohnek f-711;.,)nt,

chock .7.hr

t2r and
ton a previcu

he ma lo

Based low-J 1 cn lecture and text inc-'. "u _t,
on cevelopin[c t h? ra. ,, and ven a scone from a l.ay centaini
several sharacters, the student will develop one C _ the charactrs
and act out the given soeno haracter, Validi of the ssene
will be by class peers 1 ilizinr a. check

3, one setting c) a play unknown to the student, he
will anal e a SRetch, model or schematic diagram of the setting,
placing _ objectk,furniture)hangings and preps in the creative
project, Trio JF tructor will deem the project acceptable or
non-acce _ tab]

(liven a list of theater termsjthe student will write
one sentence definitions for each with 0% accuracy.

Following class instruction on scene directinf-,4the
stud_nt will direct a five minute scene from any play

in

accordance with the conventions of the theater. ',aluatim- will
be by peer ro4poral analysis based on pre -set

After observing the build ng of a flat)the students in
,;17.oup,s1 of 4 will be able to build one 1-1.'xiO' flat and prepare the
scenery for use in a future production. Final- acceptance of the
oduct will be Judged against the model flat found in the student

7, Given instruction via lecture and filmstrips the student
will apply youth and old ago make-up on himself, con int;
will,be based on peer group judgment from a teacher made
checklist,

8, After reading and discussing a play and receivii
lectures on the 4C', and the kinds of genres found within
comedy or tragedy, the student in outline form will doterMine
whether the play is comedy or -" identify the 4C's by
referring to the play and c 1--sify the play into its proper
genre-with 80% accuracy,

Utilizing the dramatic concepts learned in the .cou -
the student will qualify for either a technical or dramatic robs
in the high school production,

10, At completion of the course, the student s, in groups of
4, will select,- cast and produce one scene of a three act play
to be reviewed by the rest of the class member s to the oatis-
faction of the instruotor,
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f70 a major , _1

A tour and explwiation ;. of the fact1itl..77, at nnatcri
Wtion) Theater,

110 aeted nnd'dir,?sted Plays, cic',ons anfl

Individual P,-eir,f't- in ereo4-1,r7t,7 from the PilA
make-up, sot- design, -sot construction or costuming.

Parti-cipation in the school production (musical), in any
theatrical capacity a actor, techniciart staomanager,
singer o dancer.

6. Makin,7 us with basic make-up and old

7. Viowing films ind fJmntrips on re7atod subjec t matter

0 Constructin7 a 1, ,x10' flat (stare scenery),

ossarv_of Tems

1, Bjo (._;ngt The plotting of action by the director.

2. Concentration:- focused attention

3. Covert_ Obscuring an actor from sight of the audience'
either by furniture or by another actor.

4, Co: A signal for an actor's speech er_aation, usually
the- last three words of another actor's speech.

5. .Putt Take out; or stop action,

6. ..Downstaget_ Toward the footlights, -so called because stages
formerly_ slanted,

jinp7pnues The young girl character in the play

8. Juvenile: The young man actor in the play,

9. Aating, areas- The space on s :-age where the actors perform:

10. Anront The floor of the stage extending beyond the front
curtain line.

11. pack -stagol Area behind the curtain

12. Ba-_tonsi Horizontal-supportingHbars of wood or pipe
-from'vhich"Ourtainsand.scenery are

ShortjOvothead-i-eurtains masking brdbr
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A room set, threo and -a

1.1n 1_nc: A line. on the 7-7-1,p7c whcfc thc c:7rtan

A thr.ee-r.ldcA
-ound the n 1- of thcn set.

17. Drcpr:: Fa5=ntcd cur=t7a!inr. wi-Jhc7ut

12, Fl-: .=tctions

19. . A space above the actAlg .area where curtains
and scenery are stored.

socnory.

2e, Fourth Wall
complotin7 a ,ot.

21, Gridiron:
drops..

22. Ground row:
filch , ands along.,

An -411,

Overhead structure supportin7 cams, rif!zih

A flat pr. _e of ground fo iacc or scenery

Mask or Ilackin: Fiats used behind clears and windows.

z.onorties:

25. Prosceni
play is viewed,

26. Strike: The
the stage manager.

A. stage, articles used to dress- the set;
B. hand, articles used by the actors.

Picture-frame opening throul=h which thL

signal to change the son,; usually given-

27; Teaser: A short overhead curtain maskin the first row
of border lights; the first border strip.

28, Tormentors: The first side curtains mounted on flats,
usually matching the teaser.

29.- Royalty: Money paid for permission to present a play.

3D .Stage left: The stage to the left of the actor as he
faces the audience.

31. Stage riTtt: The stage to the right of the actor as he
faces the audience.

32,- Tag line: An actor's steech at the close of an act,...
or of the play.

33, UlDs_a_ge: Away from t. e footlights. toward the back_wall.-:H.
of the.:0tage...-
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Flowr: of ovrhoaJ

1, Chrmoy: The Theater, (r,cKay)

Dolman: Art of Play Produ., Ion, (Harper

_J Ommanney: The ar7e ftnd thr c ,-DcrlooT)

4, .Youn,7:: How to Produce the Plrc (

o . ,11

501 12n! Scenery. and 11,--t_1np, (Ap,:i7oton-C ntury-Croft7,

6, 7ottor: Theater ±r HiTh SCI-10011 (Prentlen-HRTq)

7. Renortti: The Ac-6 Work, (Prentice-Hall)

Blunt; The ComxoniteArt of Ac

Sohuont The Fi 9 t Book of Actirr, (Watts)

trio Drama, (Dover)Cassner: 1.ant
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TELEVISION PRODUCTION

Course Description

This course will offer the opportunity to those pupils who

have an inclination or curiosity toward understanding and pro-

ducing T.V. productions to discover and experiment with specific

talents they have had no opportunity to develop. In scope, it

is intended to provide instruction and opportunity for experi-

mentation in T.V. commercial and scene production, T.V. script

analysis, the impact of T.V. on the general public, and technical

skills such as camera,. audio-visual and video tape recording

techniques.

The chief emphasis of the course is upon the development

of creative, interpretive, and technical skills in T.V. pro-

duction-to help pupils discover and develop talents and provide

expanded insight and responsiveness as a participating audience.

Further, to produce a vehicle that will communicate the message

of its creators, (the students), through mass media to an

audience.

Goals

The goals of the course will be to provide experiences which

will enable each student:

1. To heighteh awareness of the impact of T.V. upon the

American public, by analysis of statistical data and

personal experiences.

2. To develop skill in T.V. production technique, the

synchronization of all the components of cameras, audio,

lighting, switching devices and video tape recorder,

for the purpoSe of producing a number of-programs of

.

increasing sophistication and duration.

To induce a critical understanding of the artistic

and technical component of both commercial and non-
commercial T.V. productions by analysis of dialogues,

scenes, commercials i plays and productions.

4. To utilize acquired knowledge for the-purpose of

syntheSizing original T.V. productions.

5. To encourage the development of specific talents as

script writing, lightingtechniques- and audio -visual

techniques.
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nize he -cote .-,1a1 and lim
1m of express ,n

Tons of

The course 11 instill a personal, awareness of radio and
tolevision

ads}
a medium of expression, informing students as to

}ho various ds of Ce,7. entertainrnent, idontification,
information, expectation), as employed throuirh the concept of
coexeression, audio and video, will he a prime consideration.

Investira-i_g the component_ of-T. commercials and
explanations- of trends in programming will serve to heightenhe ihten
permpnal awareness. Acquainting the student with the history
ef T,V, comedy and heightening awareness to T.V, dramatic
potential will allow insight into self analysis in relationshi
of the individual toward ethers,

Offering a beginning for creative behavior by adopting
literature into script form and proViding the student with a
workino, knowledge of the role of the T.V. director and his
approach 'o script analysis will establish the foundation for
creating an actual T,V. producti

Finally, practice th equipment and. a working Xnewled
of the composite audio-video procedure will allow production of
three actual-presentations ranging in time from a one'minu e
commercial to a fifteen minute final presentation of video
tape.

aterials

Audio-Visual Ann-tations:
A. Records

1. di Before

Tapes
1. Curs smoke
2, sense

Videp. Tape
cross the Woods

D. Films
1,

2.

3.

6.

Spliced Commereials
T.V. in Education
The
The'Screen-Direetor

Film* to eThe
Teistar
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'Papes
Deluxe Titlin7

1 . After receiving instructions 1 1 1 T. script writing
and readi,r1F the script "Across River an into the rnc. spi

the student will adapt, revise and dosin a written ssriot whIch
could be produced, within the limits of the specified equipment.
Completed script will be juth7 ed acce table or unaceep t ?,,ble by the
instructor.

2, Combininr-t instruction with act _ the _ will be
able to take the componen-ts of T.V. product-. on, (i.e. camera,
lighting, VTR and audio), and operate each one of them, in
accordance with standrd operating -ocedures outlined by
instructor or operational manuals.

3, After a demonstration on visuals, the student will
prepare, assemble and construct one visual material, f or'edi t card)
to be shown on television, Evaluation peer group om pre-
established critelia found in the text.

4. riven ten T.V, commercials, the - udent will i entify
and explain the elements of commercial making in writi or
each commercial viewed, Judgment will be based on course to
criteria with MA accuracy.

After participating in several lessons on the of
the T.V. camera and camera angles, (wide shot, cu, ecu ) , the
tudent will take the script Bri an' Song and list in writing

all the camera angles required to prepare the script for pro-
duction, Acceptability or'non-acceptibility will'be made by
the instructor,

After reading both the story and the script Horatio, the
student will identify in writing the changes, (i.e. inclusion
or omission of characters, change of locale), from the story to
the script and evaluate in writi rt , by previously stated criteria
the reasons for the changes.

7.. After listening to or watching a radio or T.V. comedy,
the student will identify. the genre, (spoof, situation comedy),
of .Classification and write a summary of the conventions that
link the presentation to the genre. Judgment will be made by
criteria described within his test, with 6© %_.- accuracy

8 Given a list. -of T,V, terms in class- the student will
.write a one sentence definition of each with 80% accuracy.
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on the mass2,
a tiIlart and pe

personal expericncc. vi and

tistios and informatio the impact
17;=t,Ident w',11 c(7,,mriete a self-evaluat

nal invent-ry based on an inventory

10. Aft .
iris , -tion and dl _

n o f 2cvipt

elemen-, fi visuals, amera angle, mo ement,

student will take a literary work, arcl adapt and re

intc a T.7. script suitable ftr proth.tction in accowaanee W,,th

a pre.ostablishod:c list.

Ac

1. Field tt .._, to Emerson College_ C T' .1!.
studios) and W.T.E.

(;t'ew Bedford), Wlannel 6, for th

and professional T.V. facilities,
purpose of viewing coil

2. reduction of one commercial of six' .y duration and

three productions of five, ten, and.fifteen minutes in length,

Lp

An individual redearch paper exploring the potential of 'P .V.

use of facilities, (cameras, VTR, audio equipment), at

pulfi1;qn2L-a twice a week for the workshop.

Creating a final T. .
production employing all accumu

data to produce an artistic original program.

, A radio program based -on scripts from exploring T.V. taped

for class analysis by the students.

Listening to and viewing tapes nd films on related subjects.

Individual work with various pieces of

a practical working knowledge.

Glessar- of T'e

uipment to achieve

1. Anale Shot: A camera Shot from an unusual angle, such

as one froll'a high roof leektngdown.

2. Aspect Ratio: The relationship between the width and

height pf..the:picti:Tre. The ratio is standardized in the Tinited

States at 3:4.

3. Balm) or Tel
opaque material into
room.

'-An optical projector which can project

i. film pick-up-camera in the projection

4. Board: The audio console control radio and television.
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long arm which sus tho cror) Le over lo
heads of _ in a television or :; stdlo and keeps
it out of the field of _ti}

f, camera. Also known as a crane when
used to support a camera,

6. 2u t Shot or Che
the chest Lo above the head.

shot covel__

7.. Camera Chain: vision camera and associated
meat c Jsisting of power supply and sync generator.

,u- from

0. Canted When camera i Lilted sideways ,

are not vertical any longer.vertical lines

9. clos ed C it i L. Television program that is distrib-
uted, usually by cable, to specific receivers but not telecast
to the public,

10. Close-u or CU: A shot ih'whichonly the head and part of
the shoulders are seen or a small object or area fills the screen.

11. C redits : fisting of actors, singers, directors, etc.,
title receding or directly following the program.

12. Definition: Degr of detail ih television piet-
transmision,

13. Transition: A transitional device wherein the firs
picture becomes blurred and dissolves to the second picture
which is alSo blurred then, after the change is made, the
second picture comes back in clear focus.

14. Diorama: A miniature set.

1 Dissolve: A gradual ovala]oping of one image byanother
followed by the slow disappearance of the first . Usually used
as a bridge to a sequence.

16. Doily: A noun meaning the wheeled-apparatus on which
the camera is mounted. It is also used as a verb meaning to
move the camera slowly. Ex. Dolly-Tn, forward. Dolly-Out,
away from subject.

17. Equ. Extreme close up: a- shot of something very.clo e.

18. Establishing Shot: A very 1 portant -shot:in any television
program. It shoWs: all the important'parts of a scene- in one
shot, just:as though the viewer were standing there and orients
him to -the story quickly.

19.- Fade: A r-adual ehange-in the intensity of the picture,
In a Fade-ddtthe picture grows gradually darker-and .to black.
In a .Fgdp-In, the picture gradually appears out-of the-darkness,
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Feld: One-half of a complete s-annin:, cycle; litres;
one-half_ a .V. franc.

21, 7rame: A s ncle frame of motion oictrc film or cinle
comnlete -cloture composed of 52Fr, scans on 111-1.es.

22. ,ray Scale: A scale of 10 from T.V. biracl- to .v,
white indloating the shades of gray a camera con roe at any
one time and to which a camera can be adur,ted. A Tr.-,ray scale
adjustment of is good.

23. !--;rouphot: A shot including three or more people.

24, 1nee et; A shot which
to just above the head.

25. Lap Dissolve: A slow dissolve in which both pictures
are actually overlapped for a very brief Period of time. Same
as dissolve.

ors a person from the k,:es

26. Limbo: An area of no specified locale or sconozy;
blackness; void; absence of background,

27. :L._ g Shot or LS; A shot from a distance' great enough
to provide a complete view of the entire scene.

Patched Dissolve: .A dissolve where the main object
matched in each camera.

29. edium Clos (D2: A shot showing performers from7
the waist up,

30. medium
to show charac

or 1VS:
ers from the
Shot A camera shot from such middle distance

knees to above the head.

21, Mixer: The video switching device.

32, Superimposition or Super: Two images simultaneously
picked up by two, different cameras and electronically .mixed
on the face of a kinescope tube in such a manner that both
-images are visible.

33.-. Tilt: When the camera is moved up or ddwn from a
fixed position.

34. Truck: Lateral movement of the camera dolly.

35. Two Shot: A camera shot containing two people, usually
heads and shoulders.

36. Video: The visual portion of the television

37. Wipe: An electronic process whereby the output of one
camera can be oUt in a portion of the screen already taking a
picture from another camera, thereby wiping cut the ..portion of
the first picture where the second picture appears. Can be
almost any shape.
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P, Zoom Lens: A variable flcal length lens whi ch makcn,:,
it possible, to follow action, ;-7coin,7 it In fo,is all
ts rans:e is from very close to a considerable distance,

SuppemP-mtar-v

1, isserson: The _chnigue of Televiier re,duntloP
House)

2, Dendieki Television Works Like This, (7_0Graw)
3, F:arcus: Elements of Radio, 07rentice-Hall)
4, Floherty: Television Story , (Lippincott_

could: All About Te Ision, (Random House)
6. Schramm; Television, Stanford ti)
7. Settel: Television Authorshi-, (The Writer)
8 Schramm: Television int_h_ejAves of our Children, (Stanford
9. Burack: Tel Flay for Writers, ,The Writer)

10. Ashley: Television-Saxitaltly, (Seattle J.)
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EVAT7TATTON OF OnTTITS TY ST7D7NTS

The evaluation of these courser win 17 aceer.InlIshed by

the instruntor on a daily bE=,!-71 , he obsel-vr,r1 rtizdentls

7rowth in thinkinp:, understandin, and expresslinr, of ideas

accordin,7] to the objectives each course,

In addition, a need exists for a final evaluation of (1) the

student's achievement; by the instructor; (2) the course by the

student. In order to accomplish these r:oals, the instru.cter

will administer a final examination based on the entire course

of study and the student will complete the enclosed questionnaire

to establish whether the course fulfilled his needs, interests,

and abilities.
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1-17 ;4,-1, yr,

Cheek one or two aworr:

1fle an,fi r3oscryi l

'nsruetor

Re,le!endod by a tocher,
or a friend,

Felt material was necer7sary for -our7111n!,- fut7lre
eereer.

5. Other cplaLri)

_

1-aL,L;e27,:

Please answer with " "no" or "
Were the texts difficult to read
and understand?

Do you feel the material was relevant to
the course?

Did you like the selections in readinr'?

Do you feel there should have been more
choice in reading?

Li St any recommendations for other texts or
books you feel would be of importance to
this course.

IIl rta tio

Please answer with " es" or "no" unless directed otherwise.

1. Have you been encouraged
by any authors studied?

2. Have you been stimulated to pursue further
study of the subject matter-,

to rrlad further works

J. Do you feel there was enough class discussion.

-Do you feel the teacher provided you with
adequate background material in class lectures?

Do you feel the homework assignments were
too lengthy and difficult?

. Do you feel the projects were beneficial
and stimulating.
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you P- tat th,7, o-Jestiono

Do fenl th:_t tn nreoonteri onurr'
(Iven at tho outset ,-)f

preare fer tho ro7luirTonts, w72o
of value to your rtudy,- anowor 171

Do you 1-nel there were ton many
matnrialo, uond,

onncThided ths nourn, would you take
another cournn of a sim'Llar naturn?

Do y(x.t f.eel_ the course fulfilled your e=tentationo?
raeaso explain you answer.

Li- any recommendations you fenl would improve
this course,

3. Would you recommend this onlarse to anotbPv?
If your answer lo'"no", i,-;ive reasons.


